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INTRODUCTION 

The foundation of the Hindu social system based upon 

classes has to be traced from the celebrated hymn of the 

I IZ-
Purusa Suta of the ~g Veda which seeks to divide the society 

into four major classes viz Brahmana. Rajanaya, Vai~ya, and 

Sudra. The earlier portions of the same scripture, although 

without naming the classes, refer to the four division of 

the people on the basis of their respective vocation. The 

Purusa Sukta hymn testifies to the steady formation of the 

four classes with increasingly rigid characteristics. 

The terms 'brahman' which developed into brahmana, 

signified the sacerdotal class. The word 'brahman' 

according to the renowned lexicographers Bohtlingk and Roth 1 

is derived from the root 'Brh' and is taken to signify the 

'Godward striving devotion which aiJpears as an exuberance of 

spirit and particularly the pious expression of its in the 

service of the divine'. Others take it to signify the 

mysterious power inspiring the poets and the seers, While 

Uinternitz found that in the Veda this word means mere 

formula and the verses having sacred magical power. 

Apart from the ritualistic and magical interpretations 

the concept of brahaman under went a great chang~ 

corresponding to the change in the cultural life of the 

vedic people. 2 The philosophical significance of the term 

1. Bohtlingk and Roth, Encyclo. of Religion and Ethics; 
I I , pp . 7 9 7 £ ; 

2. Padma Mishra - Priests and Seers Jn the Vedas with 
Special Reference to the Evolu~ion of the Brahmana 
Class, 1965~ London University, p. 251. 
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seems clsely connected with the symbolical interpretations 

of sacrifice. There developed the thory of an all pervading 

God. The supreme cosmic energy, and this absolute brahma 

could be propitiated by mental sacrifices, meditation and 

penance. This connotation gave a new dimension to the term 

and rendered it beyond the limitations of sacerdotalism and 

magical powers. This etymological change brought about a 

corresponding evolution in the Brahmanas by the Upanisadik 

times. He is no more only a singer of hymns or a priest 

discharging ritualistic functions. According to the 

Upanisadik standards the Brahmana was taken to be a person 

who has the knowledge of the brahma, or the doctrine of the 

Superme Soul. 

The knowledge of the Absolute and the realization of 

the same by self-abnegation and ethical life, accepted as 

the essential qualities of the Brahman must have been 

advantageous to him, because thereby he could retain the 

membership of his class by birth even when he was not 

following the priestly professions. 

In the Vedic literature the Brahmana is seen performing 

the varied functions of Vipra, Rsi, Poet, Priest etc. In 

the socio-religious life of the people, his sphere of 

activites and obligations assumed a comprehensive character; 

and he came to be regarded as the most exalted of all the 
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classes of society. He is presented as the genious ~ho 

excels in divine kno~ledge and virtue. He is made 

exceedingly mightly by divine favour and receives the 

special gift of godly inspiration. His utterences are 

~elcomed by gods and men alike. What emerges out of 

function of the Brahman are the different sets of 

these 

roles 

they played in the socio-religious life of the people of the 

times. 

By the time of the later samhitas and Brahmanas 

Varna system appears to be grounded on the firm root 

socio-religious stratification. The Varna theory attains 

the 

of 

a 

theological colour for even the diving beings are divided 

according to existing social set up (Agni ~as the Brahmana 

among gods; Indra, Soma-the Ksatriyas; Rudra-Vaisya; 

Sudra). 

Pusan-

By the time the epic ~as composed Varna distinctions 

became even more rigid. The tru image of a brahmana 

comprised purity of parentage, befitting conduct, glory e:md 

'perfecting of people'. They have the privileges of honour, 

gifts, 

beaten. 

security against oppression and freedom from being 

The Mahabharata often indulges in euologies of the 

brahmanas. Like the earlier ancient Indian ~orks on religion 



and polity, it holds them in high esteem and con f er·s 

special privileges upon them. The epic is full of 

interesting myths and legends of the brahmana seers, priests 

and heroes of different clans and families. 

During the course of this research various works on 

related topics have been probed In G.P. Upadhyay's book 

Brahman as in ancient India, an attempt has been made to 

strees the cultural role of the Brahmana class from 

200 BC to !:>00 AD. The book provides and insight into the 

reactions, attitudes and dispositions of the Brahmana's to 

the contemporary forces. It also seeks to mark the relative 

influence exerted by them on the course of cultural 

tranformations. Since the Brahmana's were generally held as 

inseparably connected with traditional culture a study of 

their role attracted the authors attention. 

The Origion and evolution of Brahmins Through the ages 

has been most successfully investigated by Dr. R.N. Sharma. 

His book ransacks from the firsthand sourses the positions 

of Barhmana's in the Vedic age, the pre-mauryan, the 

mauryan and post mauryan priods when Brahmanic Renaissance 

attained a highly respectable social position. Dr. Sharma 

has throughly examined the position of the Brahmana's from 

the earliest times in the socio-political and religio-

cultural fields. The book present a trust worthy survey of 
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the metamorphosis of the position of brahmans in the 

different periods of Indian history. 

Recently some scholars have tried to study the 

political ideas as contained in the Mahabharata and some 

books have come to li~ht dealing with the subject. B.P. 

Roy's Political Ideas and Institutions in the Mahabharata 

is one such research. 

Here a comparative and critical study of the political 

ideas has been presented. Roy has tried to discuss the 

political ideas put forth in the Mahabharata-the nature and 

concept of state, the duties of kings, their relations with 

the Brahmana's and the like. 

In his book The Gods, Priests and Warriors R.P. Goldman 

has undertaken an expansive study of a prominent Brahmana 

clan in the Mahabharata-that of the Bhrgus. He talks of the 

relations of the Bhargavas with the gods, the Asuras as well 

as the warriors on earth. 

In a recent work on an important Brahmana clan-that of 

the Bharadvajas, Thaneswar Sarmah has undcrtakn do :..;Ludy ot 

Bharadvajas in Ancient India. While refering to the 

Bharadvajas in the epic he mentions the Rsi Bharadvajas, 

Orona and his son Asvattharnan and out lines their 

on the narrative of the epic. 

influence 
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The present work is an attempt to collect and collate 

the material in the Mahabharata regarding the brahmana 

clans in the first chapter, the eighteen clans of the brah 

have been enumerated. They have been studied with regard 

to their activites, the claims of the different seer·s. 

their probable location, geographically, and the manner in 

which they occur in the eopic. 

In the second chapter, the relations of the sages 

belonging to different brah clans, with the Ksatriyas have 

been analysied. The desire has been to show how, despite 

frequent rivalries between the two the Mahabharata 

repeatedly maintains that the brahmanas ought to be honoured 

by their Ksatriya patrous. There is a constant refrain in 

the epic to the effect that both are complementary to one 

another, augment each other's growth. 



CHAPTER - I 

BRAHl1ANA CLANS . 
IN THE 

HAHABHARATA 



THE BHRGUS IN THE MAHABHARATA WITH SPECIAL 

REFERENCE TO THE JAMADAGNIS 

The Bhrgus are an ancient clan • 
Tr:>=y f i id .jj, ...,:.: 

tensive reference in the Mahabh~rata. Th t- a i. m h :.: t "· ~ --- t . 

collect and collate the Br1argava ref>?renr.:.:-::; 

Mah~bh~rata, in other words, to give a succinct 

all that the Great Epic of InJia has to say 

a c r:;.-; u n t r . f 

Since Mahabharata, i s the r i clJI~ s t m i fJ e f 01 t l1 .,. 

ploration of the Bhargava material,containing as it :c,e:::: •_; · 

1 a r g est number and the g r eat est v a r i e t y o £ l e g e !J 1 s coli r, ,_ · : ·-o 

with the Bhrgus. The purpose i:: to rr:-view her;:- all t)-,,, 1ny+ 1 .. . 
and legends relating to the different Bhrgu::.~, whicL ••c :1.: 1: . 
t h e M aha b h a r t a , study t h e mann e 1 i r: w li i c h ~ 11 .=. y "" 1 • 

presented, investigate6 their rep>=>titi011S drd ·:'J'-'L L:> 

c rep an c i e s . We s h a 1 1 £ i n d that the r e a r e many m c• r ·~- L ~:; r 9 a v '~ _ 

mentioned in our epic than is commonly knowr1 ard many mer .. 

references to Bhargavas than commonly suspect~j. 

looking at the Mahabh~:nata for Bhargava 1 •"'f?r;:~nces, i~ v-'>;:' 

be useful to trace the antecedents of this clan of bl-~.l1~r;;.::uia.: 

in the Vedic literature. 

Bhrgu appears as a sage of almost entirely mythi

cal character in the ~gveda and later. He counts as a so~ of 

Varuna 1 bearing the patronymic Varuni 2 • The Ehrgus a1•: . ~ -
repeatedly 3 all~•ded to as devoted to the fire cuJt .They ar~ 

clearly 4 no more than a group of ancient priests an:J ,jJJCE-.-· 

tors with an eponym:~Bhfgu 5 in the ~gveda, 

1. Satapatha Brahma9a, xi.6,1,1; 

Taittirfya Ara~yaka,ix.l; 

2. Aitareya Brdhma~a. iii.34 

3. Rv.i.58,6;127,7;143,4;ii.4,2;iii.2,,4 

4. Rv.iii. 5,10 

5. i.60,1 

contd .. ( 2) 
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except in three passages 6 where they are evidently regarded 

as an historic family. It is not clear, however, whether 

they were priests or warriors: in the battle of the ten 

kings the Bhrgus appear with the Druhyus, perhaps as their 
• 

priest, but this is not certain 7 • 

In the later literature, the Bhrgus are a real 
I 

I 
family, with subdivisions like the Aitas~yava, according to 

the Kau~rtaki Br~hma~a 8 • The Bhrgus are further mentioned 

as priests in connect ion with the various rites, such as 

the Agnisth~pana 9 and the Da~apeyakratu 10 • In many passages, 

they are conjoined with the Angirases 11 : the close associa

tion of the two families is shown by the fact that Cyavana 

is called either a Bhargava or an A~girasa in the Satapatha 

Brahma~a 12 • In the AtharvaWeda 13 , the name of Bhrgu is 

selected to exemplify the dangers incurred by the appressors 

of Br~hma~as: a people called the Srnjaya Vaitahavyas are 
\S~ ~ 

said to have persi '' 1 in consequences of an attack on Bh~gu 

has this representative character. 

6. Rv. vii . 1 8, 6; vi i i . 3, 9; 6, 1 8 

7. In viii. 3,9; 6,18; 102,4. 

8. XXX. 5 

9. Taittiriya Sa~hita, iv. 6,5,2; Av. iv.l4,5 

10. Taittiriya sa~hit~, i.8,18 

Taittiriya Brihma~a. i.8.2,5 

11. Taittirrya Sa~hit~. 1,7,2; Rv. viii.35,3;43,13 

x.l4,6 

12. iv.l,S,l 

13. v.l9,1 

contd .. (3) 
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To begin with the Mahdbhatata, in the second chap

ter of the J\d iparva, the Parvasanr-.graha, which is in fact, 

for the greater part of it, something like a Table of con

tents, we make our acquaintance with one of the Bhargavas, 

the most famous of them, Rama Jamadagnya 14 , not yet a full

fledged avatara, a character which in reality has no connec

tion whatsoever with the action of the sublime tragedy which 

is going to be unfolded in the epic. That comes about in 

this way. The place where the Mahabharata war was fought, as 

everybody knows was called Kuruksetra. 

I 
But the Suta Ugrasravas, son of Lomahar:a~a, who 

recites the epic at the twelve-year sacrificial session held 
0.U. I 

in the Naimi~a forest under the ~spices of Saunlka, gives 

the name of the place as Samantapancaka and is careful 

enough to add that he had visited that sacred spot. 

Accordingly we find in the beginning of the second 

chapter a query about this Samantapancaka from the sages who 

formed the audienc~ They want to know all about this new 

place of pilgrimage. 

And from the story.narrated by the Suta it proves 

to be a Bh~rgava place of pilgrimage, situated probably 

somewher~ in the neighbourhood of Kuruksetra. It was in 

fact, as the Suta proceeds to explain, the sacred spot where 

the Bhargava Rama, the foremost of weapon-bearers 
, . -· 

(Sastrabhrtam varah 1.2.3.) after extirpating the warrior 

race during the interval between the Treta and the Dvapara 

14. Special studies on Para~urama: Iravati Karve, "The 

Prasurama myth" in the journal of the University of 

Bombay, vol.l,l932, pp.llS-139 

contd .. (4) 
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Ages, had made five pools of blood, proba0ly forming a 

circle (hence obviously Samantapancaka ), and standing in 

the middle offered the uncanny oblation of congealed blood 

to her forefathers, until the shades of the departed ances

tors appeared before him and pacified him, giving him the 

boon that those sanguinary pools of his would become holy 

places of pilgrimage. 

A few stanzas later we read that the Kuru-Pandava 

war was also fought at this Samantapancaka (1.2.9) 15 

Samantapancaka is thus made out to be only another 

name of Kuruksetra: evidently a Bhargava name. 

In passing, it may be mentioned that this short 

account of the annihilation of the K~atriyas by the Brahmana 

Rama Jamadagnya is a very popular theme with the redactors 

of our Mahabhanta. 

The next reference to the Bhargava Rama occurs in 

chapter 58 of the Xdi 16 , and the theme is the same. The 

chapter, as a matter of fact, describes the circumstances 

which led to th~-incarnation 6£ the Gods and Go~esses of the 

Pura~ic pantheon on this earth. But the account begins with 

an allusion to the great exploit of the Bhargava Rama his 

total extirpation of the bad old kings of yore. 

When the Bhargava Rama, after making a clean sweep 

of the K~atriyas, retired to Mount Mahendra to practice aus

terities, there remained of the warrior caste only the 

15. Mah~bh~rata. 1.2.9. 

16. Mahabh~rata. 1.58.4. contd .. ( 5) 
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females, and the K§atriya race was 

coming totally extinct (Adi 58 ). 

in imminent danger of be

When the earth was thus 

bereft of K~atriya manhood, the K~atriya women, casting 

aside their pride! approached the BrahmaQaS for offsprings. 

With these K~atriya women cohabited the Br~hmaQas of rigid 

vows of those time, in pity for their sad plight. They 

cohabited with the Ksatriya women, 
• !~.,.v... 

season, never out of ~e33ion. 

women conceived from their inter 

not from passion, only in 

Thus thousands of K~atriya 

course with pious Brah-

manas. Their offsprings were the virtuous K~atriyas, who 

ushered in again the Golden Age. Thus sprang up a second 

K~atriya race from the surviving K~atriya women owing to 

their intercourse with ascetic Brahmanas. The new genera

tion, blessed with long life, throve in virtue. And there 

were again established the four castes, having Br~hma~as at 

their head 17 • 

In this legend, which is here skillfully inter

woven with the much lauded exploit of the Bhargava Rama, the 

BrahmaiJs.sappear• in the role of the de facto Creator of the 

later K~atriyas. .But in a variant version of the same inci

dent, which occurs in the Sa)1tiparva 18 the narrator, Sr1-

Krsna himself, while admitting that there was a general - . -
slaughter of the K~atriyas, allows that some K~atriyas had 

escaped death at the ~ands of the Bhargava Rama and, after 

his retirement to the forest, emerged from their places of 

concealment and resumed sovereignty. But in this prologue to 

the Adiparvan. Vaisampayana is quite certain that the 

17. Mahabharata. I. 58.8,10 

18. Mahabharata.XII. 48-49. 
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K~atriyas were totally annihilated by Rama and the race was 

entjrely regenerated by Brahma~as. 

Another little digression, chapter 60, which ex

plains the origin and genealogy of the different orders of 

beings, from the Gods downwards, contains also a genealogy 

for the Bh~rgavas, the only Br~hma~ic genealogy considered 

by the epic bards worthy of inclusion in this chapter. 

This cosmogenic account 19 begins with the enumera

tion of the six min~-born (m~nasa) so~of Brahm~ and the 
~ U S\x So:MS" "f 

eleven sons ~thaQu, namely the eleven Rudras.gt kBrahma are: 

Marfci, A~giras, Atri, Pulastya, Pulaha and Kratu, which 

list does not include Bhrgu. Daksa was born it is said, 

from the right thumb of Brahma and Daksa's wife from his 

left thumb. Dak~a begat fifty daughters on his wife, of 

whom he gave,away thirteen, in a lot, to Ka~yapa, son of 
~'i~A..'S 

Marici. Kl!lt~ps' offsprings were the gods and the titans 

(asuras). The list of gods and demi-gods closes with the 
I 

progeny of Kasyapa 20 • 

Immediately, after the list of celestials, come 

Bh;gu and his descendants 21 • 

They are shown in close proximity to the gods 

which is perhaps covert indication of the high position of 

the Bh!•gus. The geneAlogy given here is short and mentions 

only the well-known descendant~ of one branch of the Bh~r

gava clan, the branch made famous by Rama Jamadagnya. The 

19. !.60.1. 

20. !.60.39 

21. !.60.40 

contd .. ( 7) 
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pedigree begins with Bh~gu who also was a son of Brahma, 

being born by piercing his heart. 

But this ancestry of BhEgu is in conflict with 

another account found in the epic in the Anu~~sana Parva ac

cording to which Bhrgu was born from the seed of Prajapati 

which had fallen in the fire. While Mah~deva, in the form 

of Varu~a. was performing a sacrifice, Brahma was presiding 

and all the gods and the goddes~es were present. Seeing 
<:\~5~S" 

that assemblage of celestial dosBsels of exceeeding beauty, 

desire sprang up in the mind of Brahma. As soon as the seed 

came out, Brahma~~~ it up with the sacrificial ladle and 

poured it as a liaeieR of clarified butter, with the neces-

sary mantras, 

emerged from 

on the burning fire. 

the sacrificial fire. 

Thereupon three beings 

One arose from the 

flames and hence he was called Bhrgu; another came out of 

the burning charcoals and hence he passed by the name of 

Angiras;the third originated from a heap of extinguished 

coals and was called Kavi. Here we see that the great seer 

Bh!gu is said to have been produced by the self create Lord 

Brahma during Varuna's sacrifice from fire. 

However, to return to the pedigree of the Bh~gus 

given in idi 60, we find the ·statement that Bh~gu had two , 
sane, Kavi(whose son was Sukra) and Cyavana. About both 

Sukra and Cyavana we hear a great deal in our Mahabharata. 

From Cyavana the pedigree runs as follows: Cyavana

Aurya,~cika-Jamadagni-Rama. About Rcika alone the epic does 

not have very much to narrate, but is is full of the wonder 

ful exploits of the remainin~ Bh~rgavas mentioned here, for 

whom the epic shows great predilection. 

contd. ( 8) 
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Thus we find, only a few chapters later, the epic 

relating at great length the well-known story of Yayati 

(Yayatyupakhyana, Adi 71-80) 22 , in which Sukra and his 

haughty and ambitious daughter Devayanr play a pro~inent 

role. Between Yayati and the Paq~avas there intervene, ac

cording to the computation of Pargiter 23 , nearly ninety gen

erations. And thus although the connection of this episode 

with the main epic story is of a very slender character, it 

possesses considerable Bhargava interest. 

was the preceptor of 
~ 

B~haspati, son of Angiras, 

the Bhargava Sukra (Kavya Usanas) that of the the gods, 

Asuras, 
; 

Sukra, a powerful sorcerer, like all the other Bhar-

gavas, had the knowledge of the secret of reviving the deaa 

(Samjfvanf vidya); 

fore handicapped 

not so Brhaspari. The gods were there

in their wars with the Asuras. So at the 
I 

instance of the gods, Brhaspati's son Kaca goes to Sukra, 

who was then the court chaplain of the Asura kind V~~apar

van, and lives with him as his disciple in order to obtain 

from him the knowledge of the art of reviving the dead. 
I 

sukra's daughter Devayani falls headlong in love with Kaca 

and openly proposes marriage, an honour which Kaca politely 

but firmly declines. Subsequently one day when Devayanf 
I 

and Sarmi~th~. V~~aparvan's daughter, are having a bathe in 

a neighbouring river, Indra tosses their clother about, 

which had been left by the girls on the river bank, so that 

Sarmisthct by mistake took up the dress of Devayanr. There 

ensues a hefty quarrel between the girls and Sarmi~~ha 
throws her rival into a dry well. Devayanr remains there 

23. I. 71-80 

24. Pargiter-Ancient Indian Historical Tradition, 

Delhi,l962 

contd .. (9) 
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until she is seen and pulled out of the well by the gallant 
" kind Yayati, who with the approval of her father, Sukra, 

marries her. Previously, as a recompense for her overbear-
' ing conduct towards Devayanr, Sarmistha had become Devaya"'' s 

slave. She now accompanies Devayanr to the capital of 

Yayati and the three people live in happiness for some time. 
/ 

Yayati has been warned before hand by Sukra that he must on 
" - I 

no account call Sarmistha on to his bed. But sarmistha 

prevails upon the softhearted and indulgent Yayati, by dint 

of importunity and feminine logic to sleep with her. Yayati 

s ~Jut~: sine j be .ft4a:i:L ~ +ng:te ~ begets on her 

secretely three sons, while Devayanf has only two. Devayan1 

learns t~e truth of the whole affair one day by accident, 

and goes in a huff to her father, complaining bitterly of 
I 

the perfidy of her husband. The enraged Sukra curses Yayati 

that he would instantly suffer the effects of premature 

decrepitude, and so it happens.· He relents, however, and 

adds that Yayati might transfer his premature old age at 

will to any one who is willing to take it on in his stead. 

Accordingly Yayati exchanged his decrepitude for the youth 
" of his youngest son Puru, son of Sarmi~~h~, who was the only 

one of his five sons willing to take on his old age and to 

whom he subsequently handed over his vast kingdom as a 

reward for his filial affection. 

In this version of the Yayati legend, the 
I 

Bharagvf Devay1mr had it all her own way and Sarmisth<r has 

been thrust in the background except in the finale, which 

raises Sarmi stha' s youngest son to the throne and the tables 

are turned on Devayan1. However we get an insight into the 

role of~ prominent br~hmap~ woman, a Bh~ragvf 1 from this 

episode. 

contd. (1 0) 
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The extermination qf the K~atriyas by the Bh~rgava 

Rama and the subsequent regeneration of the K~atriya race by 

pious Br~hmanas find a mention already for the third time in 

the Adi: this time in the course of a conversation between 
/ 

Bhrsma and Satyavatr. 

of kurus was sorely 
I 

The continuance of the royal family 

jeopardized by the untimely death of 

both the sons of SantanuJ Citrangoda and Vicitravf'rya. 

Satyavatf asks Bhr~ma to marry the young and beautiful 

widows of his half brother Vicitravfrya and beget children 

on them for the continuation of the race of the KurusJ a 

proposal which Bhr~ma firmly rejects as that would mean a 

deliberate breaking of this vow of celibacy. He proposes 
~. 

instead that a ma~a be called to officiate (niyoga) and do 

the job. He cites a precedent for this Apaddharma 

(emergency). It is no other than the story of the Bhargava 

Rama and its sequel. 1[o avenge the death of his father, 

Bhf~ma relatesJ the Bhargava Rama slew Arjuna, the son of 

K~tavirya kind of the Haihayas. then he set out on his war 

chariot to conquer the world. And taking up his bow, he 

hurled his mighty magical missiles(astras) and exterminated 

the K~atriyas more than once. In days of yore this il

lustrious descendant of Bh~gu annihilated the K~atriyas 

thrice seven times 24 .11 .. 
Then from a high sense of duty; the virtuous Br'dh

manas of the day co-habited with the widows of the K~atriyas 

massacred by the Bhargava Rama and begat on them offsprings 

and thus revived the almost extinct race of the K~atriyas. 

Satyavati should unhesitatingly follow this excellent prece

dent and arrange for the revival of the dying race of the 

Kurus. 

24. !.98.3 
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So far we have come across only legends of the 

past achievements of the Bhargavas. The first reference to 

a direct contact between Bhargava and one of the epic 

characters occurs in the Adi. In this Pseudo-historical 

epic, the myth may not be properly regarded as concerned 

with events in time. Therefore the Bhargava Rama, who only 

a few chapters previously is said to have lived in the in

terval between the Treta and the Dvapara Ages is here repre

sented as the teacher (guru) of Acarya DroQa, who lived in 

the interval between the Dvapara and Kali Ages. The pupil

ship is only symbolic, but the basis of the symbolism is 

significant. Acarya Orona is the guru of the Kauravas and 

the P~ndavas and of all the other valiant K~atriyas of the 

time. He was also one of the greatest warriors of the side 

of Kauravas in the Bharata War. But Ac~arya Drona must also 

have a guru. And who would be more suitable as guru than 

the Bhargava Rama, who is the foremost of all weapon-bearers 
I - • 

(Sarvasastrabhrta~ vara~). 

Thus we are told that when Drona had finished his 

studies and taken up the duties of a householder, he began 

to feel the pinch of poverty. He then happened to hear that 

the Bhargava Rdma was bestowing wealth on Brahmanas. No in

consistency or anachronism is felt, because Rama is "ever

living" (ciraj'ivin). So Drol}a presented himself before the 

great Bhargava, who was about to start for the forest and 

asked for some wealth for himself. Rama ruefully confessed 

to him that whatever wealth he at one time possessed he had 

freely presented to the BrahmaQas;he had even presented the 

earth to Ka,yapa, his sacrificing priest. And now he had 

nothing left except his mortal body and his weapons and 

contd ... ( 1 2 ) 
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magical missiles (astras). He asked Dro~a to choose what he 

wanted. Orona of course chose the famous missile with which . 
Rama had conquered the whole earth. Rama accordingly gave 

all his ~eapons to Dro~a, instructing him at the same time 

fully in the science of arms. 

we learn another fragment of Bhargava history from 

chapter 169 to 172 of the Adi 25 , the Aurvopakhyana, which 

is, as a matter of fact, a digression within a digression. 

While the Pandava brothers were proceeding by slow stages to 

the capital of king Drupada to attend Draupadi's Svayamvara, 

they are opposed on the way by Citraratha Angaraparna, king 

of the Gandharvas, whom Arjuna after a brief fight over-

comes. Citraratha and Arjuna soon become a close friends. 

This sudden friendship gives the necessary opportunity to 

the skillful raconteur to smuggle in some stories. 

Citraratha, as a matter of fact, relates to Arjuna a number 

of interesting anecdotes, which are a pure and unadulterated 

disgression, among them the well-known story of Vasistha. 

It is related how Visvamitra, king of Kanyakubja, tried to 

seize Vasistha's sacred cow (kamadhenu) and, failing, turned 

ascetic and in the end became a Brahmapa; how king Kal

masapada Saudasa was cursed by Va~istha's son Sakti (or 
I • 

Saktt> to become a cannibal and how he began his career as a 

cannibal by devouring Va~i~~ha's own sons including Sakti; 

how Vasistha subsequently freed the king from the effects of 

the curse. Then finally to dissuade his enraged grandson 
-, I 

Parasara, son of Sakti, from destroying the whole creation 

in his frenzy, ·va~i~tha relates to him the story of Bh~r

gava Aurva. It will thus be seen that the Bh~rgava legend 

25. 1.169-172 
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is emboxed within the Vasi~~ha legend, which is itself a 

disgression (upakhyana). This story of Aurva runs thus---

Once upon a time 

Krtavfrya of the Haihayas, 

On them he bestowed 

the princes of his family, 

there 

whose 

great 

for 

was 

family 

we(}!th. 

some 

a king by name 

priests were the 

After his death 

reason or other, 
s-~-e 

demanded it back. The Bhtgus came out with ~ of it, but 

not all. It then happened that one of the K~atriyas, ac

cidentally digging the ground in the settlement of the 

Ehrgus, came upon a large store of wealth buried under 

ground. Enraged at what they naturally considered deceitful 

conduct on the part of the Bh!gus, the K~atriyas used 

violence to the Bhrgus, andslew them all indiscriminately. 

The K~atriyas even hunted down the women of the Bhrgus, and 

with a view to exterminating the race killed all those th~ 
were pregnant. Pursued by the K§atriyas, some of the Bhrgu 

women took shelter in the inaccessible fastnesses of the 

One of these women, in order to perpetuate the Himalayas. 

race of the Bh~rgavas, had concealed her embryo in her 

The R~atriyas, when they carne to know of it, pursued thigh. 

her with the intention of decimating her embryo;when, lo and 
1 

behold, the child was born from his mother{s thigh, blinding 

the Haihayas with his lustre. Bereft of sight, they roamed 

about in the forest and approaching the faultless Brahm.t\qo.. 

lady, pros+rated themselves before her begging that their 

eyesight might be restored. She exhorts them to pray to her 

son and not her. for getting back their eyesight. Therefore 

all K~atriyas asked forgiveness of the child Aurva. But 

that descedant of the Bhargava race did not forget the out

rage and resolved in his mind upon destroying this wicked 

contd .. ( 14) 
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world. With that object in view he started performing the 

most severe austerities. By the intensity of his Ius

terities to afflicted all the worlds. On learning what 

Aurva was doing to avenge the wrong done to them by the 

K~atriyas, the shades of his ancestors came to him and tried 

to pacify him, saying that they were not murdered by 

K~atriyas but has willed it to be that way, since they no 

longer desired to live (&.being brcthmanas could not commit 

suicide). Aurva replies that may be all true, but he had 

made a vow to destroy the world in order to calm his own 

anger and he must destroy it, or else he would be destroyed 

himself by the fire of his uncontrollable wrath. And so the 

world was in imminent danger of being totally destroyed; 

But the ancestors of Aurva show him a way out of the 

dilemma. They wisely advice him to fling the fire of his 

wrath in the waters. And Aurva does so. And it is said 

that in the shape of horse's head (Haya~iras), his wrath 

dwells in the ocean, consuming its waters 26 .jl 

In the above legend we may notice some of the 

repeated motives of Bhargava stories. There is first of all 

the feud with the K~atriyas, which finally develops into the 

creation of the figure of the Bharg ava Rama, "the foremost 

of all weapon- bearers," who single-handed, with the aid of 

his magical weapons, the astras, conquers the whole earth, 

annhilating the K~atriyas thrice seven times. Then there is 

the motif of the opportune birth of a miraculous child, 

whose effulgent lustre either blinds the oppressor (as here) 

or consumes him ( as in the case of Cyavana). There is, 

lastly, the appearance of the shades of the ancestors, who 

step in to stop the carnag~ either contemplated (as here) or 

26. I. 171.19. 
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actually perpetrated (as in the case of Ramal, to avenge 

some private wrong done with reference to the family. Aurva 

figures in the Vedic literature also. He appears in the 

RV, 27 in close connection with Bhtgu. He must have belonged 

to a branch of the larger family of the Bh~gus. In the 

Taittirfya Sa~hit~ 28 , Aurva is said to have received offspr

ing from Afri. 

In the Mahabhdra~ the story of Aurva bears no 
I 

direct link with the nassative of the epic. It is, in fact, 

a myth within a myth. Citraratha is relating the legend of 

Va~istha to Arjuna. As a further deviation, he comes to the 

story of Aurva to show how the Rsi Va~istha dissuaded his 

grandson, - / Parasara, from destroying himself and the whole 

universe in a fit of rage. 

In the Sabhaparva the Bhargavas are briefly men-

tioned several times. 

gavas, to wit, Bh~gu, 

Thus, naturally, many of the Bhar

Markandeya, Rama, Jamadagnya, are ... 
several times mentioned above, as also as a matter of course 

in the newly erected hall of Yudhi~~ra. 

present at the coronation of Yudhi~~ra. 

They are likewise 

Rama's extermina-

tion of the K~atriyas, which is really never quite forgotten 

by our bards, is mentioned again29 • K~~~a prefaces his long 

reply to Yudhi~!=-hira rega_rding the prerequisites of the 

Rdjasuya sacrifice by point~ out that the contemporary 

K~atriyas were far jnferior to that old race of K~atriyas 

that was exterminated by the Bhargava Rama. 

27. viii. 102,4. 

28. vii. 1,8,1. 

29. Mahabh~rata.II.l4.2. 
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It was mentioned above that the high esteem in 

which our epic bards held Rama Jamadagnya had led to his 

being represented as the teacher of lc~rya Drona in the 

science of arms. " The same ideology is responsible for the 

belief that Rama was the teacher of Bhisma also, an idea 

which is taken hold of and further developed in the Udyoga 

parva in the A mba episode { Ambopakhyana). Ram a is repre-

sented as standing in the same relation to Karz~a, the 
I I protege and ally of Duryodharna. 

The Vana parva is a rich mine of ancient Brahma~ic 

myths and legends. We accordingly find that a fair amount 

of Bhargava material has been incorporated in it. We fur

ther find that one Bhargava takes a considerable share in 

the story-telling that is done here. The first important 

reference to the Bhrgus is in th~ Tirthayatra section. The 

list of t!rthas given in Chapter 82 ff. is said to have 

been first communicated by the sage Pulastya to 

then repeated by Narada to Yudhisthira. 

and 

We find embedded in this list of trrthas a legend 

connected with the Ramahradass~, which appears to have con

siderably roused the interest of the compile~. The story 

is of course no other than that of the extirpation of the 

Ksatriya race by the Bhargava Rama, of which this is already 

the fourth repetition in some form or other. 

as follows. 
The story is 

The greatly effulgent and heroic R~ma, after ex

terminating the K~atriyas with great valour, formed five 

lakes filled with the blood of the slaughtered warriors. 

30. Mahabh~rata. III.83.26 ff 
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And he offered that blood as oblation to his forefathers who 

were most gratified by this supreme act of filial piety and 

asked him to ask for a boon. Rama desired the he may be 
0 

freed from the sin he had incurred by killing the k~atriyas 

in a fit of wrath. Also that these sanguinary lakes become 

holy places of pilgrimage celebrated throughout the world. 

The ancestors granted him the boon. It was thus 

that the bloody lakes of the illustrious descendant of Bhrgu 

become sacred places of pilgrimage. Leading the life of a 

student of the sacred lore and observing sacred vows, if a 

person bathes in the lakes of I<ama (Ramah.l\da) and worships 

Rama, he will obtain much gold. 

This is the story which was briefly related al-

ready in connection with Samantapancaka. In fact RamahV&da 

appears to be only another name of Samantapancaka. 

A little later there is again a Bh~rgava story, 
I the legend of Dadhica. Lomasa relates how the Kalakeyas un-

der the leadership of vrtra persecuted the celestials, who 

betook themselves to Brahma, sking for his protection. The 

latter advises them to go to the (Bhargava) Dadhfca and ask 

for his bones. The sage magnanimously gives up his body for 

the good of the three worlds. The celestials took the bones 
. , 

of Dadh1ca to V1svakarman, the architect of the gods, who 

fashioned out of his bones the thunderbolt, with· which Indra 

vanquished the enemies of the gods. 

contd .. ( 18) 
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Again, a few chapters later, the arrival of 

Yudhisthira and his party at Mount Mahendra, the head 

quarters of Rama, now a samnyasin, afford a welcome oppor

tunity to the bard for the presentation of a full-length 

portrait of the hero of the Bhargavas, Rama, son of 

Jamadagni. 

It was said that Gadhi, king of Kanyakubja, had 

retired to the forest to practice religious austerities. 

There a most beautiful daughter was born to him, SatyavatT, 

whom the Bhargava ~cika wooed. Gddhi perhaps did not relish 

his suit and tried to evade it by demanding a present of a 

thousand peculiarly coloured horses, but ijc!ka supplied them 

and gained her. Then a Bhtgu (perhaps, Aurva is meant), who 

was a great sorcerer, visits the newly married couple and 

gives his young daughter-in-law the boon that she would give 
-

birth to a gifted son, and so would her mother. To fortify 
' , 

the boon, he perscribes the she should embrace an u~umbara 

' I " tree, her mother an asvattha, and both should partake of 

different dishes of some special 'caru prepared by him with 

powerful incantations and endowed with magical potency. 

These good ladies go and exchange the trees as well as the 

dishes of caru which were apportioned to them by the great 

sage, with the result that the daughter was about to give 

birth to a BrahmaQa son~ with K~atriyan qualities and the 

mother-a Ksatriya sone with Brahmanic qualities. But the - . 
Bhrgu, who comaes to know of this interchange by occult 

means, comes rushing to the hermitage and tells his 

daughter-in-law what was going to happen. Move~ by her 

entreaties, he gives a further boon to the daughter-in-law, 

who had really been deceived by her mother, postponing the 

section of the potent charms. Thus her son Jamadagni was 

contd .. ( 19) 
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saved from the taint of k~atriyahood, which ultimately fell 

upon her grandson Rama, who turned out to be, as prophesied, 

a revengeful and blood-thirsty warrior, perpetrator of cruel 

and sanguinary deeds. This regend about the birth of Rama 

Jamadagnya is slightly differ~rom a similar version, who 

occurs in the Anu~~naparva. Here, the granter of the 

boon for progeny to Satyavatr and her mother is a Bhrgu 

seer, may be Aurva. Whereas in the Anuf~sanaparva variant 

of the myth, sage Rcika himself grants the boon to his wife 

and her mother. 

Jamadagni, though a peaceful Brahma~a who excelled 

in the study of the Vedas, as described by his mother, was 

not without martial equipment, for "the entire science of 

arms with the four kinds of magical missiles spontaneously 

came to him, who rivalled the sun in lustre, without any 

instruction from anybody" 31 • 

We are further told in the legend that Jamadagni 

married Re~uka, daughter of king Prasenajit. She gave birth 

to five sons : Rama being one of them. Then one day when 

Ret;uka happened to see Citrar<?tha, the handsoll)_e kipg of 

marttik~vataka, sporting in water with his numerous wives, 

her fortitude foresook her and she feld the pangs of desire. 

When she returned to the hermitage, Jamadagni noticed her 

pollution and guessed her secret. It is said that in a fit 

of rage he called in turn upon each of his sons to kill 

their unchaste mother. Four \of them refused to do the atro

cious deed and were cursed by the angry and disappointed 

father for their disobedience. Then came last of all that 

"slayer of hostile heroes", Rama Jamadagnya. A military 

31. Mahabharata.III.ll5.45 
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type, accustomed to receive and obey order~ Rama, when 

sternly commanded by his father to slay his mother, took his 

axe and without hesitaion chopped of his mother's head. 

Jamadagni,mightily pleased with the instant obedience of his 

son, granted Rama several boons, among them the boon that 

the mother whom Rama had decapitated might be restored to 

life. And the family lived again happily for some time. 

Then one day Arjuna K§rtavfrya Sahasraba~u came to the her

mitage and was hospitably received by the Bhargavas. The 

ungrateful king, intoxicated with the pride of powerJ not 

heeding the hospitality, seized and carried o~ by force from 

the hermitage the calf of the sacred cow of the sage (a 

variant of the Kamadhenu motif of the Va~istha-visv~mitra 
legend). This was the beginning of the terrible feud. Rama 

first slew the arrogant Arjuna Kartav1rya, and Arjuna's sons 

then slew the unresisting Jamadagni. Then Rama slaughtered 

the sons of Arjuna K. and finally destroyed all K~atriyas 

off the earth thrice seven times and made five pools of 

blood in Samantapancaka 32 

Standing in these pools of blood - as has already 

been narrated 

to the manes, 

stopped him. 

gratify Indra, 

several times above - Rama offer_ed oblations 
~~ 

until at last his ancestor Rblka appeared and 

Rama then performed a great sacrifice to 
I in which he bestowed the earth upon Kasyapa 

his priest. Then this annihil~or of the K~atriya race was 

at last satified and retired to Mount Mahendra, engaging 

himself in severe austerities. It is then narrated that the 

Bhargava Rama appeared there in person on Mount Mahendra to 

meet the Pa~~avas. He was duly received and honoured by 

Yudhisthira and his party, and he honoured them in turn. 
- ~e. 

With regard to Jamadagni, a few ponts deserve attention,hwas 

32. 111.117.9 
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born as the son of Rcika and Satyavat1, and was saved from 

K~atriyahood due to his mother's desire. As a result, he 

emerges in the epic as a peace loving Br~hma~a, and a knower 

of the Vedas. The K~atirya hood was transferred to his son, 

Rama, who turned out to be a merciless and revengeful war

rior. 

Secondly, Jamadagni is associated with king, 
I 

Prasenajit, since he married the latters daughter, Renuki. 

The sin committed by Renuka and the action taken by 

Jamadagni in this connection have already been discussed. 

What is most important with regard to the sage 

Jamadagni in the Mahabharata is that it is with him that the 
w~ 

struggle bet the Bhrgus and the K~atriyas commences. 

Jamadagni is killed by the sons of Arjuna Ka~~v1rya, and 

Jarnadagni's son Rarna leashes a reign of terror upon the 

remaining K~atriyas to avenge his father's murder. 

If we examine the earlier literature for a 

reference to this sage, we find that Jamadagni is one of the 

somewhat mythical sages of the ~~~ere he is frequently 

mentioned. In some passages 33
, his name occurs in such a 

way as to indicate that he is the author of the hymn; 

Once 34 he is thus associated with Visvarnitra. In other 

passages 35 he is merely referred to, and the Jarnadagnis are 

33. Rv.iii.62,,18; viii.lOl,B; ix. 62,24;65,25; 

34. Rv.x.l67,4 

35. Rv.vii. 96,3;ix.97,51 
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~ 
mentioned once 36 • In the Ahlar~eveda 3 as well as the Yajur 

veda samhitas~ 8 , and the Brahmanas 39 he is quite a frequent . -
figure. Here he appears as a friend of Visvamitra•o and a 

rival of Vasistha. It is said in the Vedic tradition that 

Jamadagni owed his prosperity to his 'Caturatra', or 'four 

night ritual', with which is family were also very success

ful. In the Atharvaveda, Jamadagni is connected with Atri 

and Ka~va, as well as Asita and VItharya we are further told . oz.. 
that he was the AdhvaYyu priest at the proposed sacri~ of 
I j . I 
Sunali\sepa . 

• 

Hence, there are lost of discrepancies with regard 

to Jamadagni in the Vedic and epic accout~. However, it is 
e.r-a.l\1-'~ 

important to n~e that in the vedic lit, Jamadagni is fre-

quently men~~in close association with the sage Visvamitra. 

This association of the former with Vai~vamitra appeal.r to 
cl E.(. p '4o. el 

have been de~eHded in the epic myth. We come across detialed 

" accounts of the birth of Jamadagni and Visvdmitra (see the 

previous myths) - how one was born a brahma~a; and the other 

a K~atriya, with brahma~a attributes. The two were related 

by blood also--Vi~vamitra was the brother of Satyavat1, 

Jamadagni's mother. Hence, the association of Jamadagni 

with Vi~vamitra has ~n borrowed, or, to say, has continued 

from the vedic lit~~ to the Mah~bhaE¢a. In the latter, the 

relatioriship bet~een the two is strengthened by ties of 

blood as well. 

36. Rv. iii.53,15.16 -37. ii.32,3; Taittirfya Ara~yaka, iv.36; 

38. 

39. 

Mantra Brahma~a. ii.7,1 

Taittirfya sa,hit~, ii.2,12,4 •. 
I -Satapatha Brahma~a. xiii.2,2,14. 

40. Taittiriya Sal!lhita, iii.l,7,3. 
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It should be remembered that the Bhargavas, Such 

as Rama Jamadagn~ agtlya, 'yavana, ~cika and so on;are 

generally used as static figures, along with other ancient 

sages line Narada, in the description of largely attended 

and important meetings and state functions, and such treat

ment ~of these characters is quite intelligible. But the 

~hargavas - and especially the Bhargava Rama - are accorded 

a somewhat different treatment; they are represented as 

taking part in the action more definitely and more fre

quently. We have seen that the Bhargava Rama is said to 

have given all his astras to Dro~a. He is also said to have 

taught Bhisma and Karna. Here is represented as having 

shown himself to the Pa~~avas, as a special favour. In 
_, 

another context Rama is said to have fought with Bh1sma, a 

fight which lasted for twenty-three days but was absolutely 

barren of any consequence. Elsewhere also we shall find 

Rama and some of other Bhargava represented as taking some 

innocuous part in the action? _which in no way affects the 

course of events but which serves to establish an maintain 

contact between the Bhargavas and the epic characters. 

Further, we read that when the Pandavas reach the 
/ 

Payosni and the Narmada rivers they hear from Lomasa the .. 
storey (up~khy~na) of Cyavanij; how he demanded in marriage a 

young princes, by nam.e Spk_anya. W!ho .had . .iiln~entl~and UXl-,. 
\w\.J ~ '({!.~ "--v"> ~~"'-t" ?"1 J\r-£. \"t'\.Ct:. 1- M \IIIIV) 

wittingly blinded him;l how he gave then on that ac ount the 

Soma libation, paralyzing the arm ~rrndra, who would have 

prevented it. It is also said that Bh~gu, the father of 

Cyavana, had only cursed Agni, a minor God, in fact, merely 

the "mouth" .of the Gods,to be 'sarvabha"l~a:devourer of all 

things, good and bad Cyavana did even better. He thoroughly 

humbled Indira, the king of gods, who had to submit to the 

will of Cyavana and allow thee Asvins the promised libation 

of Soma juice, a privilelge they shared with the other gods. 
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The legend involving Cyavana, his Wife Su~a and 

the A~vins can be traced to ~ earlier lit~as well. 

Cyavana is represented in the R~ 41 s an old, decrepit man, to 

whom the A~vins restored youth, and strength, making him 

acceptable to his wife, and~usband of maidens. 

The legend is given in another form in the 
I 
Satapatha Brahma~a 42 ,where Cyavana is described as wedding 

Sukany~, the daughter of ~aryata. Here is there called a 
• -~,., 

Bhtgu or At~irasa, and is represented as having been 

rejuvenated by immersion in the pond - the first occurrence 

of a motife, which later become very common in Oriental lit~~ 

Another legend about Cyavapa is apparently alluded 
~\_p... 

to in an obscu~e hymn of the R~43where he seems to be op-

posed to the Paktha prince Turvaya~a, an Indra worshipper, 

while Cyavana seems to have_been specially connected with , 
the Asvins. This explanation of the hymn is corroborated by 

the Jaiminfya Brahma~a 44which relates that Vidanvant, 

another son of Bhrgu, supported Cyavana against Indra, who 

was angry with him for sacrificing to the A~vins. It is , 
also note worthy that the Asvins appear in the Satapatha 

Brahma~a_as obtaining a share in the sacrifice on the sug

gestion of Sukanya. 

However, a reconciliation of Indra and Cyavana 

must have taken place, because the Aitareya Brahma~a 4 felates 

41. i.ll6,10;117.13;V;74,5 
I 

42. iv.l,S,l 

43. x.61, 1-3 

44. iii.l21-128 

45. viii.21,4 
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~ 

the inauguration of S~ry~ta by cyavana, with the great Indra 

consectr at ion (a indreqa mahabh i sekena) ' . " . 
So the Mah-abharqta legen4 ~yavana seems be a 

direct import from the earl~r lit~ We find the whole story 

narrated in the vedic lit~s ~ell; and Cyavana's enmity with 

Indra on account of the A~vins, and his closeness to the 

latter, emerges as a traditional theme regarding the sage, 

and appears to be a popular one in any narrative associated 

with Cyavana. 

The next Bh~rgava of importance we meet is the 

sage M~rka~~eya, whose discourses on the most diverse topics 

extend over 51 chapters 46 (Marka~~eya-samasya) which he 

delivers for the delectation and edification of the Pa~-

davas. This is not his first visit to the Pa~~avas by any 

mean£. For, early in the beginning of their exile, when the 

Paq?avas had settla\in the Dvaitavana Forest, Markaqqeya had 

paid a flying visit to them. He turnsup again, as a matter 

of fact, also towards the end of their exile, without notice 

or warning1 to console Y~dhi~~hira and relates to him the 

Ramopakhyana, the popular story of Rama and Sita, as well as 

\~ Savi tryupakhyana that immortal story of wife's snJc::l 
5f devotion. 

Markau.geya was 

youthfu~ugh many thousands years old. 

actly ~oataot&Q with the two w~ll-known Bhrgu 
,. . 

eternally 

How he was ex

families of 

our Mah~bharata (Bhrgu-Cyavana-Rama and Bhrgu-Cyavana-

46. III. 182-232 
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" Sunaka) is not exactly known : but that he was a Bhargava is 

beyond doubt, He is referred to as~Bhargava 47 , as 

Bh~rgava-sattama? 48 , as Bh~gu Nandana 49 and as bh~gukula

' Srestha 50 • 

Some of the subjects of Markagqeya's discouses to 

the Pandavas are the following : great power of B~ma~as, ~ 

~ 
meritS of benevolence to brahiu•ios=; wife's duty to her hus-

band; and different forms of Agni. He relates, among 
, 

others, stories of Manu, Yayati, Visadarbha, Sibi, In-

dradyumna (father of Janaka) Kuvala~va and of Skanda 

Karttikeya. He is also responsible for the famous story of 

the Righteous Hunter (Dharma-vijadha) of MiFhtla. Besides 

these, there is, as is well known, a whole P~~~amed after 

him, the Markai?~eya Pur ana. 
~ 

The most interesting of 

Marka~~eya's stories, however·, is how he actually witnessed 

the act of creation and dissolution in progress. 

Yudhisthira feels that Marke.~~eya alone worships 

Br~hmana at the time of the great dissolution, when he 

sleeps in a lotus flower, and when he awakes to recreate the 

world; and asks Marka~?eya to explain the causes of things. 

Marka~~eya replies that Janardana, attired in yel

low robes, is the great creator of everything. After the 

dissolution, creaton again comes to life. 

47. 111~183.60;111.189.97;III.l90.2 

48. III.20l·.7;III.217.5 

49. 111.205.4 

50. III.205.15 
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Now follows a lengthy discourse on the philosophy 

of creation. It also highlights Marka~~eya's role in this 

cycle of cosmic events, and shows his closeness with the 

lord Naraya~a. 

Marka~geya narrates that after the Kdli yuga comes 

destruction. When all has become water, Markaogeya alone 

wanders in affliction and becomes fatigued. Then, he be

holds a vast banyan-tree and on a couch attached to abough 

of+ltat~ee, a fail boy with yellow rotes. The boy caused 

H 1 'J ;±I to enter hsi body through the mouth, and then 

Marka~qeya beheld the whole earth, with its cities and 

kingdoms, Ga~g~. ~atadru, the Gods, S~dhyas, Rudras and 

Ad i tyas, ins ide the stomach of that wonderful child. At 

last he was suddenly projected through the boy's open mou~ 

by a gust of wind. Within that very moment he acquired a 

new sight and beheld himself emancipated (nirmukta~). 

Overwhelmed with curiosity, the sage wished to 

know the boy's self. The boy, then, told Markat?~eya that he 

was Nar~ya~~ (in ancient times he has called the waters 
' \.....,. I \ , -- ~ra, and the waters had -ever since been his a~ana home). 

That is why, 

changeable 

- -he was called naraya~a - the eternal, and un-

source of all things, the creator and destroyer 
, 

of, all; he was Vi~·~u. Brahman, 

arms, thighs and feet sprang, 
; I 

Vaisyas and Sudras; from him spring 

the Atharvaveda. When virtue and 

creates himself into new forms. 

" Sakra; from his mouth, 

the brahma~as, K~atriyas, 

the ~lg, Sarna, Yajur and 

morality decreases, he 

When the end comes, he 

alone ·in the form of Kala, destroys the three worlds. The 

grandsire of all creatures (Sarvalokapit~maha) is half of 
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his body. He was the bearer of the co~ch-shell, the dis-

cuss, and the mace. For a period of one thousand cycles of 

yugas he sleeps, overwhelming all creatures in insen

sibility, and he stays in the form of a boy though he was 

old, until Br~hman wakes up. When Br~hman awakes, h~ will, 

then alone create all creatures." 

After this lengthy introduction) NarayaQa disap

peared, and MarkaQ~eya beheld this creation start into· life. 

Singinficantly, Markandeya later tells Yadhisthira that - . 
Naraya~a was Krsna incarnatel 

According to this account, the Bhargava Marka~geya 

is the only man who had survived the last deluge, witnessed 

the act of dissolution and creation in progress, and stood 

in his own person face to face with Narayapa in the utter 

solitu~eof total annihilation. It is to him that Naraya~a 
reveals his real nature and character. Thus, MarkaQqeya 

emerges as a great seer and a perfect yo~i from this ac

count. 

Marka~~eya also gives some moral precepts and ex

hortations to Yudhi~~hira on the pre-eminence of brah•man~ • J 
on the effects of various gifts at various times, and on the 

merits of making donations to brahmanas. 

Further a little later, Markaq~eya relates to the 
Pandavas the famous Ramopdkhyana

1
an abridgement ~t th~ R~~A 

story. Th~ occasion for relating the story arises in the 

following way. 
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Jayadratha, a near relative of the Kurus and the 

P~ndavas tries to carry off Draupadf, but is defeated and 

captured, and ultimately pardoned and released. Yudhisthira 

mourns his fate and asks Markandeya, if thece is any mortal 

more unfortunate than himself. There upon Marka~~eya re-

lates the story of the Dasarathi Rama. There could have 

been no better narrator of the story of Rama than the Bhar

gava Marka~~eya, ag~ old and yet eternally young, the only 

man who had witnessessed the happenings of his world in all 

the different ages, witnessed even the dissolution and crea

tion of the world. 

After hearing the story of Rama, Yudhi~lthira, 

says that he did not grieve so much on his own or his 

brothers' account as he did on account of the daughter of 

Drupada; and then asks Ma~kaqqeya if he had ever seen or 

heared or a woman as devote~~ her husband as Draupad1. To 

console Yudhi~·~hira Mdrka~ then relates the well-known 

story (upakhyana) of Savitri, who rescues her husband from 

death by the insistent importunity of her pleading, by her 

deep feminine intuition and by her unflinching devotion to 

her husband. 

Rima Jimadagnya in the company of ancient sages is 

shown attending the council meeting which was held at Has

tinapura. Chapter 94 of Udyoga parva shows the proceedings 

begin with a long speech by Krlsna, in which he announces 
' .. 

that the Pa~~avas were ready to obey implicity the commands 

of Dhft«ra~~ra, provided they were assured that they would 

be treated with fairness and given what is theirs by right 

(Chaps 95). The Bhargava Rama, taking advantage of the 

spell of silence which followed Krlsna's diplomatic speach, 
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peace, relates, the story of 

The foolish king Dambhodbhava, who 

wants to be acknowledged the unconquered and unconquerable 

hero, challenges in his ~upidity the sages Nara and Narayana 

(who were ~practising penance at Badari) to fight with 

him. The ascetics meekly decline, but Dambhodbhava is im

portunate. So in the end Nara takes up a handful of grass 

and, charging the blades in his hand with mystic potency, 

flings them at the enemy. They change into deadly missiles, 

overpowering the soldiers of Dambhodbhava and compell him to 

surrender and acknowledge his defeat. Nara reads 

Dambhodbhava a sermon on self-control, on kindness to all 
~ -. 

creatures and humi 1 i ty towards Bhramias: The Bhaigava Rama
1 

• 

appearing here in the role of a peacemaker 1 concludes by ad

vising conciliation and pointing out that Nara is Arjuna, 

while Naraya~a is Krisna. The story has the very obvious 

object of reiterating and emphasizing the iden~~ between 

Nara-Naraya~a and Arjuna-Krlsna. . . . 

The Udyogaparva closes with a story 

(Ambopakhyana), in which the Bhargava Rama plays a very ac

tive and prominent part. Bhfsma explains to Duryodhana that 

because of a vow he had taken, he would not fight with 
, 
Sikha~9in, who at birth had been a girl, and then relates 

I 

the whole life history of Sikha~qin, who in a previous birth 

was Ambi, the daughter of king of Ka~i. Bhf~ma narrates how 

Amba, having been disappoint~£ .marriage through Bhi~ma's 
action, vowed to compass his death and how the Bhargava 

Rama, having promised to help her, foUght with Bhrsma at 

Kuruk~•etra for twenty-three days, a fight which ends in 

stalemate. /In the Karz:aparva, Kan~a is represented as a 

contd •• (31) 
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- - -/ d pupil of Bhargava Rama, like Bh1sma an Dro:qa. In this 

Parva, we have reference to the bow (Vijaya) when kar~a had 

from the Bhargava Rama, who, in turn, had obtained it 

received from Indra himself. Indra had used it in the fight 

against Daityas. Rama had used it in his campaign against 

the K!atriyas of the earth, while h~d conquered thrice seven 

times 51 • Hence Rama, who is generally represented in the 

Mahabharata as a man - o.t rather a superman - who had fought 

his battles on this earth with other human beings like him

self, is depicted here as having fought with, and vanquished, 

even the Daityas. 

At the beginning of the third great sub-division 

of the Stanti, the Mok£a-dharmaparva we have a lengthy dis

course attributed to Bhrgu, called the Bhtgu-Bharadvaja

Samvida, which summarizes in the form of questions and 

answers almost the entire Brahmanic teaching on the subject 

of tbe elements, life and death, caste distinctions, good 

and evil, the four sta9es of life and finally the other 

world. It is a complete tractate on Hindu sociology and 

ethics that here attributed to Bhrgu, the eponymous ancestor 
' 

of the Bhargavas. 

-\\-., tt\ 
Early in the Anusasana Parva we have the ~ 

repetition of the legend of the birth of Jamadagni. Bhisma 

explains how it came about that Vi~vamitra who was~ mingled 

Brah~and Ksatriya parentage was born in the K~atriya 
caste with Brahmanic qualities, while his nephew Jamadagni, 

i 

under similar conditions was born in the Brahma:qo...caste with 

K!atriyan qualities. We have here a repetition of old story i 
how ~cika married Gadhi's daughter Satyavatr, who obtained 

51. VIII. 31.46 
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some boons for herself and her mother. The mother and the 

daughter exchange the trees they had to embrace and carus of 

which they had to partake. The wise 

made the prescriptions differently. 

Rcika had purposely 

He had in fact put the 

entire accumulated energy of Brdhmanism in the caru of his 

wife, while ·he had put the entire accumulated energy of 

K~atriyahood 'in the caru intended for her mother. ~he con

sequence of the exchange slyly effected by the mother was 

that the son of Gadhi's wife turned out to be a man with 

Br~hrna~ic propensities, while the son~ of Rcika's wife would 

have been a model K~atriya; but owing to the pleadings of 

Satyavat1, the great sage graciously gives his consent to 

the postponement of the doom to Satyavati's graJson. This 
# 

story we have had at Vanaparva (115), Santi (49) and 
, 

Anusasanaparvas. It may be~ mentioned that the 
'- I Anusasanaparva's version agrees with the Sa~tiparva version 

in making -~cika the giver of the boons, whereas in the 

Vanaparva version this person is some ancestor of Rcika, 

either Rcika's or perhaps Bh•rgu himself. Some c~av~rs 
later we again meet with the Bhargava Rama when Bhfsma tells 

Yudhi~~hira about the merit of the gift of gold. The shades 

of hi~ ancestors had appea~ed to ·B~fsma and told him that 

the gift of gold puyifies the giver. Now it happens that 

the same advice had been given to the Bhirgava R~ma by 

Va~istha and other sages. In this connection we have again 

an allusion to the extirpation of the K~atriyas and the con

quest of the earth by Rama 52 • 

The next chapter (85) deals with the mystery of 

the birth of BhfgU, Angiras and Kavi. They are said to be 

52. XIII.84.31. 
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Prajapatis and Progenitors of many tribes and cla~s 1 in fact 

of the entire mankind. 

The Mah~bh~rata holds the Br~hmanas in high es- · 

teem. This is evident from a passage devoted to the praise 
~') \..AJN,."'J) 

of br'dh, •showing that the br~h are mightier than even the 

gods. Here, the story of Cyavana is repeated, to show how 

he humbled the kind of gods, Indra. ~The last Bhargava story 
;' 

of the Mahabnarata is the Uttankopakhyana of the As-

vamedhaparva. Uttanka,a great ~~i,had escaped being eaten 

by the cannibal king Saudasa and obtained the ear-jewels of 

Saudasa's queen Madayanmt1 as fee for his guru Gautama. On 

the way the ear-jewels were stolen by a snake and Uttanka 

recovered them from the subterranean world of the Nagas. 

It will be noticed that this Uttankopakhyana is a 

variant version of Pau~yaparvan of the Adi Parva but with 

some significant differences in details. The preceptor is 

not Veda, as in the Adi, but Gotama, the husband of 

Ahalya;likewise the king from whom Uttanka gets the ear

jewe 1 s is here not ~au~ya but .faudasa . ( kal ma~apada) who had 

become a cannibal by the curse of some great sage. Moreover 

in the first version, the name of the snake is given as Tak

~aka, the snake which had bitten king Parik~it and had been 

the cause of his premature death; in the second he remains 

nameless. The only reason foreiting the story of bttabka 

here is the fact that in the Asvamedha version of the story, 

Uttanka is several times called a Bhargava, a fact which 

does not appear from the Adiparva version.~ have~~ 
documentation for a Bhargava ~. who, by the power of his 
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austerities and devotion to his preceptor is in a position 

to curse an avatara of Visnu himself. He demands an ex

planation from Sri-Krsna for the latters failure to bring 

about peace between the contending kauravas and ~a~~avas; 

and had to be gently pacified by the great God. 

Before we sum up, it would be useful to draw a chart showing 

the genealogy of the Bhrgu cla~ in the Mahabharata. 

Bhrgu (-in-Pulomi) 

I 
ee:;z:y::8a::s:=!ltoflln~a ti:B-- l<(\\s\ ,r (-"'"'- Sukanya &Aru~i) 

Sukra 

t 
Devayan1 

(-1-Yl-Yay~i\ti) 

Aurva 
P.:: diiitl!i 

(-±:n o. 11 1 a' e-) 

Ruru 

Yadu Turvasu 
( ~-Satyavati)L fn\-Pramedvara) 

T I i' 
Jamadagni Sunaka 

( ~-Renuka) ..... 
Rama Jamadag\\ya 
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Form the legends preserved in our epic it should 

seew,._ that the Bhargavas were a Brahmar2a clan, perhaps more 

intimately associated with the ancient K~atriyas than most 

of the other brahmaJ1a clans, being largely connected with 

them by matrimon-ial ties. Thus Cyavana is said to have 

married Sukany~. the daughter ~f kinq ~ary~ti. Rcika had 

married Satyavat1, the daughter of King Gadhi of Kanyakubja 

and sister of the famous Visvamitra. Jamadagni's wife 

Re~uka is likewise said to have been a princess by birth, 

being a daughter of king ~rasenajit of .l!,.yodhya. The Bhar

gavr Devay~nr was moreover married to kind Yay~ti. King 

Vrtahavya had been adopted and made a Br~hmana by a Bhrgu, 

and his descendents became Bhargavas. On the other hand 

some of the ancient Bhargavas seem to have come seriously 

into conflict with the K~atriyas. 

Jim~dig~ya with the Ki~triyas. 

~he r~lition3 of ft~mct 

The relations cf Rama 

Jamadagnya with the Ksatriyas are too well known to be 
• 

repeated here again. But even in the case of Aurva and 

Jamadagni, the epic has to relate conflicts with the 

K~atriyas. 

In these conflicts the Bhargavas are represented 

in our epic as domineering, arrogant, unbending and revenge

ful sages. To our epic bards they are omniscient and 

ominipotent who by virtue of their rigid austerities and the 

magical or spiritual powers aquired by them equalled the 

best of the Gods. Thus Bhrgu pronounces a curse on Agni-a 

god lauded and worshipped by the simple Aryans-for no faults 

of his. The wizard Cyavana paralyzed the arm of the recal

citrant Indra, a high god of the Vedic Aryans. Jamadagni 

would shoot down the Sun, another Aryan god. The Bhargava 
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~ttanka, when about to curse Srf-krsna the supreme god of ... 
i 

the Bhagavats or VaiAsnavas, was gently pacified by Krsna 

himself. The kings of the earth are ~of course nothing when 

compared to these Bhargavas. The mighty Haihayas tremble 

before the infant Aurva, and kind Ku~ika grovels at the feet 

of Cyavana and meekly submits to all varieties of indig

nities for fear that a great sage might curse him. 

But the Bhargava most popular with the ethic bards 

is surely Rama Jamadagnay. His martial exploits are very 

often repeated. The shadow of this giant overspreads the 

entire epic. He conquers the whole world alone and unaided. 

He frees the earth of the burden of K~tariyas thrice seven , 
times and makes the gift of the earth to Kasyapa, his 

priest, who divided it among Brahmanas. As the Bhargava . 
Rama is the perfect warrior, three of the leading warriors 

f h h _/ d d o t e Kaurava army - B 1sma, Dro~a an Kar~a - are sai to 

have been initiated into the science of arms by Rama 

Jamadagnya 

The epic contains a number of episodes 

(upakhyanas) relating to the' Bhargavas, such as, the Aur

vopakhyana (Ad i ) , Kartavrr yop~khyana ( Udyog a) and ut

tankop~khyana (Asvamedha) and so on. Besides there are im

portant discussions and discourses attributed to some of the 

celebrated Bhargavas, such as Bh~gu-Bharadvaja-safuvada, the 
; . 

Cyavana-Kusika-Samvada and the Mark~~eya-samasya. The 

largest number; of Bhargava references seem to be contained 

in the Adiparva. 

Taking a collective view of these Bhargava 

references in the Great Epic, we cannot avoid the conclusion 
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that the Bhargava h.eroes occupy a surprisingly large portion 

of the canvas - which is said to depict the Bharata War 

filling up as they do much of the available space of the 

diagram. Their myths and legends are uniformly distributeG, 

over the entire extent of the Great Epic and the figures of 

the Bhargavas have also been magnified to colosal propor-

tions. In short, the Bhargavas, are represented in ~ 

Mah~bh~ra~as the most important clan of brahmanas. To 
• 

strengthen this convention. there is evidence of the surrep

titious addition of a bunch of Bhargava legends to the 

kuru-pa~~ava epic in the shape of the so called paulomparvan 

in the Adiparva which is entirely made up of Bhargava 

legends and has not even the remotest connection with the 

story of the epic. We also have a clear and also there has 

been constant additions and interpolations, to the epic body 

we find that the legends have been repeated, so often that 

the redactors must have themselvees come to believe in them 

as time passed. As it is probable that in the formative 

period of the epic a powerful Bhargava influence has been at 

work to shape of epic for us. Hence the infiltration of 

masses of Bhargava material in the shape of Bhargava myths 

and _legends, the manner in which they are related to the 

story seems to indicate the treatment of the epic under a 

very strong and direct Bhargava influence. The Bhargava 

redactors introduce their myths and glorified their clan 

with the obvious objective of giving a permanent torm to 

some of the Bhargava myths legends. 
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Most of the Bhargava heroes are seen to figure in 

the Vedic literature also. Bhrgu appears as asage of almost 

a mythical character in the ~gveda and later, Projected as 

being devoted to the fire cult, the Bh;gus are a group of 

ancient seers and ancestors, with an eponym~~rogenitor, 

Bhrgu. In several passages in the vedic lit, the Bhfgus are 

connected with another cla~ ~ the Angirases. The close as

sociation of both the cla~s is shown by the fact that 

Cyavana is called either a Bnargava or an Alngirasa in the 
/ 

Satapatha Brahmana! 

Another ~gava whose antecedants can 

to the Vedic lit~ is Aurya. ~appears to be 

be traced 

closely as-

sociated with the Bhrgus in 
• 

the Rgveda. In tte M~habharata., . cl 
- ~ 6~"-U C'-'J Ill\ 

extraordinary bl inJed the~ however, he emerges as an 

K~atriyas with his effulgence. He is symbolic of a recon

cilation bet the Bhrgus and the Ksatriyas, since he is said 
J , 

to have pardonea all the Ksatriyas who had once massacrled . 
the Bhrgus. The story oi Aurva, bears no direct link to the 

main action of the epic, and it seems to have been intro-

duced as a digression . 

.:ramadagni is also a Bhargava, the myths surround-· 

ing whom appear to be a repetition in the Mahabharat. In 

par t i c u 1 a r , .J a ~'1 ~ ~ t~ ~ , s in t i mac y w i t h v i s v am i t r a , as s h 0 w n 

by the Vedic li~1~s an echo in the epic, fo~ in the lat

ter, the two sages are related by ties of blood. However, 

the strange circumstances in which Jamadagni and Vi~vamitra 

were born and Jamadagni's hostility with the family of Ar

juna Kartav1rya wh~later develoQped into an intense enmity 

between the two families, are themes which do not find a 

mention in the V~dic l it~hv\..e... 
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.. 
il-j 

Interestingly, the myths surround~ Rsi Cyavana in .. .. 
the Mahabharata seem to be simplytaken over from the earlier 

I 
sources. cyavana's being an old man, his marrying Sa~yata's 

daughter - the beautiful and young ~-ukanya, his regaining 

youth .through the favour of A~vins, his performance of a 

sac(i~!tr the latter, to which 

from Indra, and his belittling 

to partake of the offering 

links in the legend of Cyavana, 

Vedic as well as in the epic. 

there was a strong opposition 

Indra and allowing the 
I . ASVlnS 

of the so'w\.a juice are patent 

who are mentioned in the 

This appears to be a popular 

story, 

feat of 

riority 

praised. 

for wherever Cyavana is mentioned, his extraordinary 

humbling Indra iri nar~ated with pride and the supe

of the brcthmanas, ~~relation even to the gods, is 
• 

-~ 
It is signi0to ;ention that some important aspects 

of life are dealt with in the epic, through the medium of 

the Bhrgus. An eminent Bhargava was the sage Mdrkandeya, . . 
who held a superior position than the others, since he had 

the privilege of withessing the entire process of dissolu

tion and creation. 

In a vividly described section, we are enlightened ~~ 
the mysteries of cosmic events. k~rka~~eya, the great Yogi, 

undergoes the experience of acquiring the Supreme Knowledge 

inside the stomach of the great god Narayana. The various 

attributes of Narayana . 
lat\d.ed as the Absolute 

Yudhisthira ~bout the 

. 
are discussed in this passage. He is 

Diety. Markandeya, further, i~forms . . 
glory of K~~~a, by pointing out th~~ ~ 

latter, was, in reality, an incarna~ion of Narayana himself . .. 
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Hence, several myths concerning the Bhrgus are • 
novel introductions in the epic;while, regarding, some 

others a a strong element of continuity from earlier &suhes?~Y~ 

can be perceived. 
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THE ANGIRASES 

AmonQ the Maharsis who are described as Brahmans 

. . 1 1 sp.1.r.1.tua sons (Manasah Putra~) Angiras finds a prominent 

place (the others are Marici, Atri, Pulaha, Pulastya and 

Kratu). He is said to be one who accepted the religion of 

the Vedas, & was created by Brahman from a sacrifice (the 

etymology is from 'angara', charcoal where fore he is 

considered as the offspring of Agni). Angiran is said to be 

the father of Brhaspati Utathya & Samvartta who were all 

great ascetics 2 . That Angiras was among the sons begotten 

by Brahman is repeated din the Santiparva also. Angiras is 

mentioned in the Mahabharata as the ancient, wise & Learhed 

seer. He is referred to as the founding father of the race 

of the Bharadvajas and Gotamas. 

If we look at the earliest literature for a similar 

reference, we find that the Angirases appear in the ~gveda 

r u""'<, 
as semi- mythical beiea~e & no real historical character 

can be assigned even to those passages 3 which recognize a 

father of the race, Angiras. Later, however, there were 

1 . Mbh . I . 6 6 . 4 . 

2. Mbd. I. 66.5. 

3. Rv i 4 5, 3; . 



definite families of Ani2~ases, to whose ~itual p~actices 

(ayaha, dvi~at~a) ~efe~ences a~e made. 4 

Retu~nlng to the Mahabha~ata, we come ac~oss a passage 

in the Vahapa~a 5 , Uhich b~ings the greatness of Angi~as to 

the fo~e. He~e. the difficult aspects of the 2lo~y of Agni 

a~e desc~ibed in a se~ies of symbolical and allego~ical 

sto~ies, some with mythical backg~ound. It is na~~ated how 

in the past, Angi~as p~actised seve~e tapasya in his 

ash~am, so much so that he excelled Agni, and illuminated 

the enti~e unive~se. Agni accepted Ahigi~as as his fi~st 

ch~d. and AAi~i~as's son was Brhaspati. 
' 

The legend connects Angi~as to Agnl, and state~ 

B~haspati as Angi~as's son. Ue a~e told how Ahgi~as, th~ough 

seve~e penances, won Agni's favou~. The le2end se~ves to 

glo~ify Angi~as as a g~eat ~~i, & p~aise him fo~ his 

auste~ities. 

Fu~the~. in the same pa~va it is said that Dh~timan oY 
• 

Angi~as is the Vis~nu fi~e 6 in whose wotship ghee eblatiohs • • 
are offe~ed at the occasion of Da~~a & 

sac~ifices. This likeness of Angiras to the effulgence of 

4. Av. xviii. 4,8, but this may be mythical. 

5. Hbh. III. 217. 8-18. 

6. Hbh. III. 221. 2. 
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Vi~·~u, can be an indicator of the formers leanings towards 

the god. Hence, in the above accounts of the Mahabarata 

Angiras is linked to Agni and Vi~~u, the purpose being to 

glorify the seer, and highlight his greatness. A significant 

reference to sa~e An~iras is found in the Dro~a-parva, and 

is connected with the happenings of the 14th day of the 

battle. On this day, a terrible carnage was caused by Arjuna 

upon his opponents. Dro~a acknowleged his inability to 

oppose Arjuna on accounts of his own old age. Hence, Orona 

~ 
invoked Angiras for protect Duryodhana in an invulnerable 

armour (invoking the vedas) and urged him to oppose Arjuna. 

Uith his armour, he need have, no fear from Asuras, Devas, 

/ 
Rak~asas 

I 
Ya~sAs, and men. It was the armour that Siva had 

given to Indra, by means of which he slew Urtra. From Indra, 
• 

it went to Angiras then to Brahaspati, from him to another 
• 

I 
learned seer Agnive sya (who according to the Mah~bharata is 

said to be a pupil either of Brh~spati or Bharadvaja), and 

finally to Drona7 . Here Brahaspati is mentioned as the 
• 

preceptor of Agnive~ya, while in another instance in the 

epic Bhardvaja was. However, on both occasions, the preceptor 

- pupil relationship hasbeen emphasized. Another significant 

aspect of this mythical narration is that Angiras is 

7. Mbh. VII 69. 65-67. 
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projected as closely, interactin~ with the various-deities 

I 

(Siva, and Indra) and passing on the knowledae of the use of 

the dl vine v'eapon to his descendants. 

Re~ardin~ the clan of the Ab~irases the Hahibh~rta 

, 
further says, in the sAntip, that originaly only four ~otras 

arose An~iras, Kasyapa, Va~istha and Bhrgu. . . . Angiras is 

said to be a preceptor of the Vedas, a follower of the 

religion of Pravrtti (ie the Uorld affirming marga), and is 
• 

praised as a masterof yoga. 

Another aspect of the clan of Angirases is brought to 
/ 

light when we examine th~ir teachers. In the Santipa~ 

Yudhi sthi ra asks Bhf~ma to disc· 0 u r. :; " <HI some, import aut. 
o I 

issues connected vith mans socio-religious life. The Pandava '. 
vonders that since the sacrifices, which entail heavy 

expenditure, can be performed only by the rich, what acts 

should the poor do in order to attain merit? Bhisma relates 

the ordinances about fasts which were promulgated by 

Angiras, the regious attainable by them, and the sacrifise 

they are equal to. 

In continuation it may be pointed out that in the 

/ 
Anus&sana, Brhaspati A~~iras is seen discoursing about the • 

-tJ.-jt<~-
merits of leadina a riahtneous life to Yudhis-... He opines 

that it is riahteousness alone vhich is man's eternal friend 

and vhich accompanies him to the next vorld. The saae 
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further elaborates by saying that sinners can remove their 

sins by making gifts and donations especially gifts of food. 

Asked by Yudhisthira Brahaspati discoursed on the six doors . . , 

of riahteousness viz., abstention from injury, the 

observance of the vedic ritual, meditation, restraining the 

senses, penances and obedience to preceptors. The man who 

practices the religion of universal 
f"- S5i ~>v-

compsc· R achieves the 

highest good. 

So Angiras and his son Brhaspati are seen in the epic 

preaching righteousness and showing the correct path to be 

followed in order to attain liberation. 

The following chart illustrates the descendants of the 

race of Anairas, as they are shown in the Mahabharata. 

Anairas 
I I. I 

------------------1 I 1------------------
I 

Brhaspati 
- I 

Bharadvaja 
I 

Orona 
t 

A!Jvatthaman 

1 I 
Utathya Samvartta 

I • I 
Dirghatamas 

I 
Gotama 

I 
Kiksfvat 

I 
I 

Ciraklrln 

It is shown how the two clans of the Bharadvajas and 

the Gotamas had spruna from the race of Anairas. These two 

brahmana clans are important since they repre two distinct 
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brahmana families and are seen playing an active role in the 

epic's narrative. 

Hence, Angiras is portrayed in the Mahabharata as a 

iemi-divine figure, being one of the mind-born sons of 

Brahamas and portray him as the venerable father of the 

illustrious Brhaspati and Utathya. The Vedic literature does . 
not help us much with regard to the Angirases, since, there 

too they are shown as semi-mythical figures, whose 

historicity cannot be ascert~ed. The legends surrounding 

Angirases, encountered in the Mahabh~rata reflect different 

aspects of thls brahman clan. Their likeness to Agni's 

l:xcelll-~Tice and Vi:;nu's effulgence, attempts to glorify the 

clan. 

Further, the incident in the Dro9aparva, where sage 

Angiras, is seen to be instrumental in handing over the 

celestial weapon to B;•haspati, illustrates the seer's 

closeness with gods and men alike, and serves to re-inforce 

his semi-divine status. 

Angiras is lauded in the Mahabharata as a preceptor of 

the Vedas, a follower of the religion of Pravf'tti and a 

master of yoga. The sage is also seen discoursing on various 

socio-religious issues, and explaining the merits of leading 

a pious and righteous life. He is seen emphasizing the need 

to make liberal donations. 
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Significantly, A~airas is shown in the Mah~bhirata as 

the proaenitor of the race of the Bharadvajas and the 

Gotamas. He is depicted as the founding father from whom 

sprana these eminant clans of brahmanas. 
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THE BHARADVXJAS 

In this chapter, an attempt is being made to discuss 

the Bharadv~ja clan as it is found mentioned in the 

Hahabh~rata. The chapter intends focuasin~ on the activities 

of the Bharadvaja sa~es, on their claims as sears, on their 

relations with various ruling families or kingdoms of the 

time,on the myths and legends surrounding them and on their 

visibility in the Hahabharata. 

The Bharadvajas is an ancient clan mentioned in the 

Its antecedants can be traced to vedic 

literature where Bhardvaja is known as the son of B:•haspati 

Aflgiras. 1 Bharadvaja is said to be the name of the reputed 2 

author of the sixth Ha~~ala of the ~gv&da. The attribution 

is so far correct that BharadvAja3 and the Bharadvajas 4 are 

repeatedly mentioned as singers in tbat Mandala. 

In the Hahabharata a Bharadvaja is noticed first of all 

in the Adiparva, as amon~ the sages who came to see the dead 

Pramadva~. 5 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 

~g Veda. vi. 2,10; 11,3. 
X~valiyana Grhya Sutra, ill. 4,2; Sankhayana 
Sutra, iv.10. 
~g Veda vi. 15,3; 16, 5.33. 
Ra Veda vi. 10,6; 16,33, i. 59.7. 
Hahib~i.rat 1.8. 23-24 (wife of the Bhrgu Ruru, 
owina to a serpent bite, had died in the prime of 
youth. She •was later revived by her husband). 

Grhya 

who, 
her 
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A next si~nificant passa~e in which a Bha~advija occu~s 

in the Hahabha~ata, is the Yavak~i to pakhyana in the 

T1~thayat~apa~va of the Vanapa~va. He~e a sto~y is told 

about a Bha~advaja's f~iendship with anothe~ ~~i. 

Raibhya, and about the fo~me~'s son Yavak~rta. 

It is said that the lea~ned Raibhya and the rsi 

Bha~advaja we~e f~iends. Raibhya had two lea~ned sons 

A~vavasu and Pa~avasu, while Yavakrita was Bha~advaja's only 

son. Yavak~Tta p~actised seve~e auste~ities in o~de~ to 

acqui~e vedic knowledge fo~ himself and his fathe~. and to 

gain esteem in the eyes of othe~ b~ahmanas. Finally due to 

his austere p~actices Lord lnd~a.is said to have appeared 

before him and ~ranted him the boon that the vedas .should be 

~evealed to him and his father and that he should excel 

other men. ~~i Bhara~vaja warn~ his son not to become p~oud 

and, uncha~itable (due to the god's favou~s). Howeve~, 

Yavakrrta committed a sin by seducing the daughte~-in-law of 

the r~i Raibhya, in consequence of which he was killed by 

the latte~. Ue a~e furthe~ told that upon hea~ing of his 

sons mu~der. ~~i Bharadv~ja cursed Raibhya. saying that he 

should be killed by his eldest son. After c~emating 

Yavak~rta, Bharadvaja himself entered the fire. Later. 

however the story unfolds to show that Bharadvaja and his 
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son Yavakr!ta were both revived by Raibhya's son Arvavasu. 6 

This episode in the epic appears to be a mythical one, 

havina no real historical value. Yet, it serves a useful 

purpose that of highliahtina- the activities of some 

members of the Bharadvaja clan of brahma~as. The internecine 

rivalries of these members with other sages is brought out 

vividly through this ~pisode. Further, it may be pointed out 

that the idea lying behind this story seems to be to convey 

a social message-that even eminent brahmanas, well-versed in 
• 

vedic lore, cannot escape the punishment for committing a 

sin (in this case the seduction of a brahma~a woman). 

In this context, it is important to point that the 

above mentioned story regarding a Bhavadvaja r~i and his son 

Yavakr1ta seems to have no earlier reference in vedic 

literature, and appears to be mentioned for the first time 

in the Mahabharata. 

Bharadvaja as an author and a seer is frequently 

referred to in the later Samhitas 7 and the Brahmanas. 8 To • • 

return to the epic's narrative, a Bharadvaja is found 

6. Mahab~~+rata. III. 135-138. 

7. Atharvaveda. ii. 12,2; iv. 29.5. 
Kathraka Samhi~. xvi. 19; xx. 9. . . 

8. Aitreya Brahma~a, vi. 18. 
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mentioned again, thouah briefly, in the 
-r; 

Bh1smaparva. The 

Bhavadv~ja here with K~tavarmah, the Vri~ni warrior, is said 

to be placed in the eyes of Bhrsma's Garuda-Vyuha (battle 

formation). 

· However, the most important reference to a Bharadv~ja 

is found in the Mok~adharmaparva of the £anlipar·va, in the 

well-known discours knowns as the Bh!gu-Bharadvaja Samvada. 

This is a tractate on the philosophy of creation and Bh~•,u 

is seen answerina the various questions put forth by the 

inquisitive Bharadvaja. It is said that the Primeval Being 

Minasa, created a lotus pregnant with Energy, i.e., Br~man. 

Aani and Soma (the su-n and the moon ) are his eyes. 

Upon Bharadvaja's query as to what is the extent of the 

firmament, Bhrau answers that the firmament of space is 

infinite and is peopled with systems upon systeas of self

luminous bodies (devah) Bharadvaja asked how Br~hman created 

all thinas, and Bhrau replies that first water, the life of 

all creatures, was created, and then came other elements. 

Bharadvaja enquired why all the elements (of life) are not 

seen in the immobile objects Bh~,u answered how all objects 

consist of all the five primal elements, but in each the 

proportions are different; as an example he adduced the 

trees which he shows to be not inanimate. 
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This philosophical discou~age is an enlightening one 

for its discusses various issues of a religio-philosophic 

natu~e. An impo~tant point in the conve~sation is when 

Bhardavija enqui~ed on the true nature of life, an~ Bhrau 
t 

explained that it is antaritaan, i.e .• that &fb.i.ct\ ~«"~iP~-i 

the body. 

Further, Bhrau outlines the o~der o£ creation by saying 

that the creato~ (B~~hman) fi~st created only some 

brahma~as, who were Prajapatls, then came the Truth; then 

Devaa, Daityaa, Dahavas, Gandharvas, Asuraa, Yaksas, 

Raksasas, Naaas, Pisa-caa a. m-en with th_eir four divisions. 

Here we have the theory of the origion of the four 

/ 

and the Sudras (black). Another important point to be 

noticed is that the Baradvaja seer seems unwilling to 

admit any original dlstictlons between the four castes. 

Bhrau admitted that initially the world consisted only of 

b~ahma~as; a~adually diffe~ent castes arose Bhrgu stressed 

the need for castes to remain righteous and dutiful to 

their respective varnas; and explained the consequences of 

~lghteousness of cohduct, of aift giving, of penances, of 
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the study of the vedas, and of sacrifices, and discoursed 

on the four modes of l'ife. 

This is a unique passage which discusseso religio 

philosophic issues elaborately It shows a Bharadvaja in 

conversation with 1 another 1 earned seer, expounding 

religious doctrines. 

I 

Sometimes lt has been seen that the myths surrouding a 

brahmana clan seem t'o be any extended form of a some'What 

similar myth from 'earlier times the Bharadvajas' 

association with t~e royal house of kasi, and with king 

Divodasa in particular, is one such instance. 
I 

In the l'Iahabharata, Bhf~ma is shown telling Yudhi~!:hira 

about the traditional enmity between the Haihaya.s and the 

kinas of kasi. The sons of kina Haihaya invaded Kasi and 

slew the ka~i monarch. This kept on recurring till Divodasa 

came to the throne of ka~i. He was an illustrious king 'Who 
i 

built the city of Vira~asi at the command of Indra. Again 

Haihayas attacked Divodasa; the latter lost the battle 

and fled to the retreat of a sage named Bharadvaja who was 

his priest, and who ~erformed a sacrifice in consequence of 

which a son Pratardana, was born to Divod4sa.Pratardana was 
I 

a bright child and had mastered the Vedas and the Dhan~veda. 

The ~~~ of the Bharadvaja clan it is said, aided by yoga, 
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had entered into the prince and caused all the energy of the 

universe to enter his body. Pratardana, we are told further 

in the narrative, ultimately slew all the sons of kina 

Haihaya. 

This leaend about a Bharadvaja's association with kina 

Divodisa, and with Pratardana is not new to the epic. Ue 

have earlier traces of the same leaend: For instance, the 

Pancavlm~a Brahmana9 says that a Bharadvaja was the Purohita . . 
of Divodasa. The former's connection with the house of 

Divodisa also appears from the statement of te Kathaka 

Samhita10 that Bharadvaja £ave Pratardana the kinadom. The • 

later Sambi tis also refer to Bharadvajas. 

This myth appears to have been sliahtly mo~ified over 

time - till it is found in the Hahabh~rata. In the Vedic 

references Bharadvaja is seen as the chief priest of king 

Divodasa. In that capacity he· may have even anointed the 

latter's son, Pratardana, as the next kina. But the version 

of the story inthe epic is more extended and elaborate. 

Apart from narrating the rivalries of the kinadoms of the 

Haihayas and that of Ka~i, we are told about the 

9. XV. 3, 7. 

10. xxl. 10. 
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extraordinary spiritual powers of the Bharadvaja ~~i, his 

obtaining a son for the distressed Divodasa in exile and 

then, throuah his yoaic powers making Pratardana an 

unusually brilliant child, capable of vanquishing all his 

foes. Hence in the epic the Bha~vaja.rsi is shown playing . -
an important role in the political strife between the 

Haihayas and the Ka~i kings and is not merely 'handing over 

the kingdom' to Pratardana as earlier sources indicate. 

In the Vedic literature we find ref ei"(Hices lo 

Bharadvajas relations with people called the B~bu, B:saya 

- - 11 12 and the Paravatas. Hillebrandr has pointed out that they 

are also connected with the s:njayas. In particular the 

Sankhiyana Srauta Sutra13 mentions that a Bharadvaja gained 

largesse from Prastoka Sarnjaya and Brbu. In the 

Mah'Abharata, however, the Bha'rct.dt1aja clan is shown to have 

intimate relations with the kingdom of Northern Pancala. It 

is said that a rsi Bharadvija had friendship with P~~ata the 

kina of Northern Pancala, and the father of Drupada. As 

~esult, the sons of the two, Orona (son of ~~i Bharadvaja) 

and Drupada, were friends from boyhood. Yet Drupada, 

11. ~a Veda. vi. 61,1-3. 

12. Vedische Mytholoaie, 1. 104. 

13. xvi. 11,11. 
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inflated with kinaly pride, insults Orona, and the later , 

vows to avenage the insult. Hence Orona of the Bharadvaja 

clan, directs his pupils under Arjuna's leader ship to 

conquer Pancala. This is done, and Orupada has no recourse 

but -to concede half of his kinadom to Oro~a. The passage in 

the epic explains the cause of enmity between Orupada and 

Oro~a - the former a K~atriya of the royal house of Pancala, 

and the latter a brahmana of the Bharadvaja clan, who had 

adopted the k~atriya mode of life. 

Further, the Bharadvaja clan of brahma~as is depicted 

to have developed close ties with the kauravas and the 

/ 

Panda vas as well. Acarya Orot:_la and his son Asvatthaman were 

on close terms with the members of these royal families. The 

former 9eina the guru (preceptor) of the sons of Pindu 
~~l\~~ 

~~s~Pa in the arts of warfare. An interesting . 
and 

story 

about the birth of acirya Orona is narrated in the 

Hahabharata. It is said to be an instance of an unnatural 

birth (since Orona was not born of a woman, but from the 

seed of Bharadvaja preserved in a vessel). 

It is said that the saae Bharadv~ja aot excited when he 

saw the beautiful hymph Ghrticf appear before him with a 

bare bosom. 14 The seer of the Bharadvaja clan dropped his 

----------~--------
14. Hahi~aaarata I. 121. 1-5. 
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semen, which was put in a vessel called Oro~a, out of which 

was born a male child, later known as Orona, the renowned 

preceptor of the kurus and Pandus, and a brahm~~a embracine - . 
the life of a warrior. Epithets such as Bharadvaja guru 

Bharadvaja suta, and Bharadvajatmaja are applied to Orona in 

the Hahabharata. The leaend of Orona's birth is repeated 

1 . . •. . 15 severa t1mea 1n tae ep1c. 

In still another place in the Mah~bharata16 one 

Srucavat1 is reported to have been born of the outflowing 

seed of one Bharadvaja under similar circumstances. These 

legends of the Hahabharata find a parallel in the old Indian 

literature where similar instances of unnatural births are 

recorded. The birth of Bharadvaja himself is a case in 

point. It is said that B~naspati, possessed with desire, 

appraoched his sister-in-law Hamata, whenshe was pregnant 

<,~· , . . 's 
with her husbands's child (ie., B~ahaapati's brother USlJa). 

Hamata rejected B~ahaspati's ad~ances and refused to Cohabit 

with him. Out of desperation, B:haspati's semen fell in a 

pot-from this seed was born a male child, Bharadvaja. 

In the same context, we may cite another leaend from 

the Hahabh~rata which highlights the extraordinary 

15. Hahabaharata I. 57.89. 

16. Hahabaharata IX. 47. 57-58. 
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capabilities of the Bharadv~ja seers-viz., the handing over 

of the igneya stra (afire missile) which is recorded in the 

epic 17 Tradition holds that Brhaspati gave the Agneyastra to 
, . 

Bhardvaja, and Bharadvaja, gave it to Agnlvesya, who handed 

it down to DroQa (the latter is said to have iaparted the 

weapon to his illustrious pupil, Arjuna). 

A variant of the same legend is found a little later in 

the Dro~a-Parva. 18 This is in resp~ct of handing of a coat 

of mall (Varma). Drona informed Duryodhana, in the wake of 
' 

the fierce battle fought after Abhlmanyu's death, that the 

coat of mall had a divine origin. In the hoary antiquity, 

elaborates the Bharadvaja preceptor of the I<auravas and 

Pandavas, Indra clad in that particular coat of mall, had .. 
fought Vrtra and won the battle. Then, that coat was given 

to Angiras who gave it to his son Bf•haspatl. The latter 

handed it over to Aagnlve~ya, from whom it came to Dro~a. 

Xcl~rya Dropa, with the muttering of potent mantras, passed 

it over to Duryodhana, so that Arjuna's shaft would not 

cleave his heart! 

It will be noticed that here B£ahaspati is aentioned as 

the preceptor of Agnlve~ya, whil~ in the earlier version 
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Bharadvija was. However, on both occasions, the preceptor-

pupil relationship between A~niveaya and Dro~a on the one 

hand and between Drona and Arjuna or Duryodhana on the 

other, is found in conformity with the spirit of Hahabharata 

le~end as whole. 

The following is a chart of the prominent members of 

the Bharadvaja clan mentioned in the Mahabharata. 

Angir-as 

B:haspati 
I 
I 
I 

Bhardvaja 
I 
I 

DroQa (the royal preceptor) 
I 
I 

Asvatthaman 

ABniyes'ya (said to be a 
pupil either of ~4iif'"Jl'"'&i R>;\_._.J-; 
or Bharadvaja) 

A significant fact with regard to the Bharadv~jas is 

that members of this clan were constant adherents to vedic 

sacrifies and were always well-versed in the Vedas and 

Sastras, and maintained a long tradition of DhanuYeda (the 

science of archery). They excelled both in learning and in 

I 
s~stra vidya, ie. playing of amartial role in war. 

Members of the Bharadvaja clan are seen enunciating 

political doctrines and actin~ as advisors to their royal 
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patrons. A passage in the Hahabharata19 says that Br~h~pati, . 
Visal~k~a, 

Gaura~icas 

Kavya (ie. U~anas), Pracetas, Manu, Bharadvaja, 
I 

were R~ja Sastra Pra~etarah (ie, the authors of 

the science o£ politics); and Brahmavadinah (knowers o£ the 

Brahman). That a Bharadvaja was a teacher of politics is 

further supported by facts in the epic. 20 "A kin~ should 

always have his danda (rod of punishment) ready. He should 

always show his prowess and have no week points visible to 

others; rather he should see the weak points of others and 

pursue his foes taking the thread of those weak points. 

People are kept dreaded of the king who holds his danda 

always ready". Here th~ Bharadvaja sage is portrayed as an 

authority on statecraft. His bold pronouncements urge the 

rulers to be strong and ever vigilant. 

The Bharadv~ja clan emerges as an ancient and a reputed 

one in the Mah~bharata. It can be traced back to the Vedic 

literature, where Bharadv~ja is known as the son of 

Brah~patl A~giras-a contention which is found repeated in 

the epic. 

There areseveral important references to this clan in 

the Hahabh~rata, some of who are mythical, having no real 

19. Hah~b~rata XII. 58.2-3. 

20. -~ Haha•.aarata XII. 138. 7-9. 
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historical value. For instanc,e the Yavakritopikhyana (in 

the Vanaparava) serves to hiQhlight the activities of some 

members of the Bharadvaja clan. The episode focuses on the 

mutual jealousies of these seers, as well as it conveys a 

social message, i.e. everyone including eminent ·brahma~as, 

cannot escape the punishment for committinQ a sin. The story 

is important for it seems to have no earlier reference and 

appears to be mentioned for the first time in the 

Mah.abharata. 

The Bh;gu-Bharadvaja Samvada in 
I' 

the Santiparva is a 

unique tractate on the philosophy of creation, where BhfgU 

is seen satisfying the curiosity of the in-quisitive 

Bharadvaja, and discoursing on religio philosophic issues. 

It has been noticed that some of the myths surr-ounding 

the Bharadvaja clan seem to be an extended form of a 

somewhat similar myth, which continued from earlier times. 

The Bharadvaja's association with the royal house of 
/ 

kasi, 

esP&cially with king Divodasa is one such instance of an 

elaborated myth in the Hahibharata. The epic account, apart 

from stating that Bharadvaja was the priest of king 

Divodasa, Qoeson further to narrate the former's spiritual 

excellence, his helpinQ his patron much when the latter was 

in exile and obtaininQ an extraordinarily briQht son for his 
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kina. Hence the Bharadvaja rei is portrayed as playing an 

active role in the political strife between the Haihayas and 

the kinadom of ka~i. 

Another trait of the Bharadvaja clan which comes to 

light in the Hahabharata is that they are shown to be 

intimately associated with some rulina dynasties of the time 

the kingdom of Northern Pancala, as well as the Kaurava and 

Pandava houses; with the latter in the form of Drolfa, who . ' 

became the preceptor of the young sons of Pa~~u and 

Dhrtrastra. 

Still another le~end which hiahlights the extraordinary 

~~ 
capabilities of the Bharadvaja 1 e is recorded at two 

places in the epic-first in the Adiparva and then in the 

Dro~aparva. The leaend, which is with regard to the handing 

over of a celestial ~eapon to Orona, by eminent ancestors, 

is sliahtly diffferent in the Dro~aparava. Inthe Adiparva 

Bharadvaja is mentioned as the preceptor of Aanive~ya, a 

learned seer, while inthe 2nd vesion B~haspati is. Uhat is 

emphasized, however, is the preceptor-pupil relationship, 

~ho is a striking feature of the HahAbharata leaend as a 

~hole. 

The Bharadvaja's are sho~n to have consistently 

performed the Vedic sacrifices, to have mastered the Vedas 
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and Sastras as well as the Dhanurveda (the science of 

archery) ie they were accomplished both in Vedic learnin~. 

as well in the arts of warfare. That they were learned seers 

is evident when we see. Bharadvajas enunciating political 

doctrines and actina as advisors to their royal patrons. For 

this reason, a passaae of the Mahabharata mention a 

Bharadvaja as proficient in the science of politics, viz. a 

/ I 

Sastra Pra~etarah; and a knowner of the Brahman, the 

supreme being or a 'Brahmavadinah'. 

Hence, the Bharadvaja's are seen as important 

personalities in the epic, exercising a social, religious 

and political influence on .its cour·se of events. 
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THE GOTAMAS 

An impot"tant clan in the Mahabnarata is that of the 

Gotamas are men several times in the ~gveda, 1 but never in 

such personal authorship of 
~""-"' 

A a way as to denote any R'lftlan. 

V<o... 2 
Gotama• also occurs in two passages of the Atharveda. 

The earliest reference to a rsi of this clan is in the - . 
Adiparva, when !~i Gotamas, along with several other seers, 

came to bemoan the fate of the brahmana Ruru, whose wife 

Pramadvara had died of a serpent bite. 3 

In the same p-arva we are informed that Gotama was the 

eldest son of Drrghatamas and Pra~veshi. 4 Then follows an 

interesting legend to explain why orrghatamas was thus 

named. It is said that the rsi Usija's wife· Hamata was 

pregnant with his child, when she was approached by U~ija's 

brother Brhaspati. She declined to cohabit with him for the 

obvious reason that she was already bearing a child. Uhen 

Brahaspati forcibly tried to unite with her, the child in 

Hamata's womb, who had acquired the Vedic knowledge while 

1. ~g Veda, i 62, 13, 78. 2; 84; 5; iv 4, 11. 

2 . Atharva Veda ihv 29,6; xvili. 
Upani~ad, ii.2. 

3. Mbh I. 8.23-24. 

4. Mbh I . 10 4. 21-2 3. 

3, 16. Brhadiranyaka . . 

~ - . 
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yet unborn, prevented him from doing so. Enraged, Brahaspati 

cursed the unborn child that he would be born blind-hence 

the name Dfrghatamas. 

This le~end helps us trace Gotama's ~enealo~y as well 

as it tells us about the circumstances in which aahis father 

was born. Ue are also told that Gotama belonged to the race 

of A&giras and that his grandfather Usija and sage 

Brahaspati were brothers. The following ch~rt would make the 

above stated contention clear. 

An&J.ras 

Brhaspatl (brother) 
c + 

Bharadyaia 
I 
't 

Orona 

---

Usija (---- m --- Mamat~) 

r-f 
D~rghatama.s 

Gotama 

That Gotamas belon~ed to the race of An~iras is a fact 

which seems to be echoed in the Vedic literature also. It 

appears that the Gotamas were closely connected with the 

Ail.girases, for in the ~gveda, the Gotamas frequently refer 

to Anairas. 5 The Vedic literature further says that a 

Gotamas bore the patronymic Rahuga~a. 6 

5. ~~veda i. 62, 1; 71,2; 745;. 

6. ~aved. i. 78,5. 
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To return to the Mahabh~rata we find another reference 

to Gotamas in the Kdiparva itself when it is said that 

Gotamas with his brothers threw their father Drrghatamas 

into the Ganga 17 

The clan of Gotamas is portrayed as a considerably 

reputed clan of seers by ll1e epic bards. Whenever a Gotawa 

rsi is mentioned in the narrative, it is usually with the 

intention of imparting a teaching to the epic characters 

thereby highlighting a particular trait of the rsis of .. the 

clan. 

In the Sabhaparva8 krsna while describing the city of ... 
Magadha to Arjuna points out that it was at 11agadha that the 

rigid vowed Gotama had kAkslvat and other sons by 
/ I 

Usinaras 

daughter, a Sudra woman - Au~fnarr. This is the reason why, 

krsna explained, the race of Gotama stayed at Magadha and ... 
paid homage to the rulers of the kingdom of Magadha. 

It is worth noting that the clan of Gotamas has been 

brought in indirectly in the narrative here and has been 

connected with royal family of Haaadha. The incident has no 

actual bearing on the progress of the narrative and may 

proved to be diversion from the actual story. However the 

7. Hbh. I. 104.34-35. 

8. Mbh. II. 21.5-6. 
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implication of the statement appears to be that the rsis of 

the clan of Gotamas had made Ma~adha their home since an 

eminent ancestor of theirs had lived there. The -otamas 

resided happily in Magadha and were on friendly terms with 

the Ma~adhan kinas. who. in all probability, mi~ht have 

generously patronised them. 

In this connection, it may be recalled that in the 

Satapatha Brihm.a.J?.a, 9 a Gota.ma ~~i appears as the domestic 

priest or purohita of one M~thava Videgha, and as a bearer 

of Vedic civilization. He is also mentioned in the same 

Brahm.ana10 as a contemporary of Janaka of Videha and 

Yajnavalkya. 

Hence the discrepancy betveen the Vedic and the epic 

accounts becomes clear. In the former Gotamas are associated 

with Videha as contemporaries of king Janaka and 

- "" Yajnavalkya; while in the latte~ they are depicted to be on 

cordial terms with the monarchs of Magadha. So the epic 

account differs from the Vedic as far as the royal patronage 

to the Gotamas is concerned. 

In this chapter, the intention is to focus attention on 

the activities of the Gotama 

9. i.4,1,10; xi.4,3,20. 

10. xi. 4,3,20. 

-\.. 
see-..s, on their claims as 
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saaes, on the va~ious legends su~~ounding them, on thei~ 

relations with the ~uling dynasties of the time and on the 

space occupied by them in the va~ious pa~vas. 

To move on to the next ~efe~ence to the Gotamas, we 

find in the Vanapa~va that the fo~est of the ~si Gotama is 

mentioned as a beautiful place and as a cent~e of 

vencr·alion. It iD said lhat bathing in the Ahaly~ lake one 

attains perfection. 11 

This passage illust~ates the esteem and ~espect the ~si 

had come to enjoy as a ~esult of his penances, devotion and 

piety. 

The epic does not have anyting wo~thwhile about the ~si 
, 

until we came to the Santipa~va, which contains two 

inte~esting legends ~ega~ding the Gotamas. 

The fi~st one is called the k~taghnopakhyana12 o~' the 

sto~y of the in g~atitude of Gautama? and was ~elated by 

- ,. ' Bhisma. it ~uns thus-Gautama was b~ah~ana devoid of Vedic 

lea~ning, who began living in a village of abo~igines and 

made his livlihood by p~actising a~che~y and even ~obbe~y at 

times. Howeve~, he was u~ged by a b~ahma~a f~iend to give up 

11. Mbh. III. 84.108. 

12. Mbh.XII. 168-171. 
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that sinful life. Gautama repented, and set out in search of 

earning wealth. 

On the way he met Rajadharman, the kina of Cranes (son 

of kasyapa), who directed Gautama to his friend, Virupak~a, 

the chief of the Rik~asas. Gautama reached the city of 

Heruvraja, where he was welcomed by Virupaksa. The latter, 

gave enough wealth to Gautama, who returned and met 

Rajadharaman. But since he had no food to live on by the 

way, he decided to slay Rajadharman. Having done so, Gautama 

1-Cow._"""-- - 1 .1(_1 fled. H~e~Yhe was caught by the Raksasas sent by Virupaaa 

and brouaht to Heruvraja. The Raksasas refused to eat the 

flesh of that qreat. sinner, so he was h-acked into pieces 

and given away to the robbers. But even the robbers refused 

to eat the flesh of that vile man. 

Nevertheless, Rajadharman, an revived by divine powers, 

upon beina requested by him, lndra restored Gautama also to 

life. The legend continues to say that Gautama came back 

home and be got many sinful children upon his sudra wife. 

According to a heavy curse denounced upon him by the gods, 

the leaend concludes, he afterwards, had to sink into a 

terrible hell for many yrs I I 

The story illustrates the life of a brahmana of the 

clan of the Gotamas, his sinful expolits, his association 

with mythical beinas - the kina of cranes and the chief of 
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- , 1: the Raksasas, and his final damnation in hell. he question 

that arises now isJhow is the legend relevant for our 

purpose. It should be remembered that the legend is narrated 
,_ 

in the Santiparva of the Hahabharata - a section of the epic 

~hich is a rich mine of information on the art of 

governance. Hence, through the medium of this story, - " Bhisma 

is desiring to impress upon Yudhi~tira the bad consequence 

of leading an evil and a sinful lif~. Even the brahmana 

Gautama had to suffer indignities in this world, as well as 

incur the displeasure of the gods due to his greed for 

wealth. 

Furth-er, in the story Gautama is seen interacting with 

divine fieures, like Indra, as well as with mythical 

creatures. lJe are further informed that though a brabaa.na 

himself, (of the family of Gotamas) he had a sudra wife. The 

legend does not appear to have a historical background and 

is intended to serve as an advice to the Pandava. 

The next legand with read to the Gotamas which is 
, 

recorded in the Santipa~a highlights absolutely divergent 

traits of a sage, of this brahma~a clan. In the 

Hoksadharmaparva, Yudhi~thira is seen asking Bh1sma when one 

should act speedily or with delay while deciding an 

.. ' important issue. In reply, Bhlsma recounts the story of what 

occured with respect ot the wise Clrakarln, the son of 
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. .. . 
Gotamas of the race of Anglras (Angirasekule) who came to be 

called thus he used to reflect long upon all matters and was 

reaarded an idle and a foolish person. It is said that 

Haharsi Gotamas, who was the foremost of the practisers of .. 
yoga, witnessing an act of grave misconduct in his wife 

Ahlya (who was defiled by Indra) in wrath, commanded his son 

Ciraka)ln to slay her. He, himself, departed for the woods. 

As a punishment, Gotama even cursed lndra to wear a green 

beard. However he only cursed the king of gods for the sake 

of righteousness, he did not hurt Indra ! 

Heanvhile, jirakarin dwelt long on the issue and 

finally decided that his mother was innocent, since Indra 

had come to her in the form of her husband. Uhen Gotama 

returned from the forest after many days, repenting for this 

hastiness in ordering his wife to be killed, he was 

overjoyed to see her alive. He blessed his son for the 

latter's wisdom. It is said finally, that Gotama ascended to 

heaven with his son 

Again, the objective of narrating this myth appears to 
, 

instruct Yudhisthlra about the merits of reflecting long and 

not being hasty while deciding important issues. 

By an analysis of both the myths, relating to Gotamas 

in the 
,_ 
santi~~ find that the two have some features in 
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co~mon. fi~stly, the pu~pose of both seems to be alle~o~ical 

- i.e., advising the king on va~ious matte~s connected with 

life. He is advised not to lust fo~ wealth (in the fo~me~ 

myth) and the example of Gotamas is adduced to show how such 

evil and greedy pe~sons suffe~ ete~nal pe~fidy and damnation 

th~ough the second story, the pu~pose is to inst~uct the 

mona~ch to think well befo~e making a decision. 

Tit<.; let$'-'It<.L 1...:::;:.;, are symbolic and provide a means the 

attainment of a goal. Of doubtful historicity, they, 

nevertheless, p~oject the Gotamas sages to be in constant 

inte~action with gods and men alike. In both Ind~a plays a 

vital ~ole. Interstin.gly, rsi Gautama is depicted as 

performing diamet~ically opposed functions in both the 

legends as an evil characte~ in the f ir't, who sank iclo "ell 

for his misdeeds and as a mahar.si in the second, who was the 

for'most of the p~actisers of. yoga, and attained to the 

~egions of the highest bliss. The yogic element in the 

latter myth is evident since we are informed about the 

sage's maste~y ove~ it and his being a perfect p~actise~ of 

yoga. 

At this stage it would be app~opriate to d~aw a table 

of the impo~tant members of the clan of Gotamas, as they 

figu~e in the Hahabharata a task ~has been facilitated by 

the na~~ation of the two myths. 
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(Race of Angiras) 
J 

U~lja ------- m ----- Mamata 

- ~ Dirghatamas--- m -----Pradve~hi 

_____ Gotama ___ _ 

m m --

,. -
Alasinari Ahalya 

Kaksivat Cirakarin 

The next significant mention of the Gotamas is made· in 
,_ 

the Anusa.sanaparva. It tells us that upon being questioned 

by Yudhi~thira regarding the holy places on earth - I Bhlsma 

repeated their enumerateion as made by Angiras to Gotama 

(who had put the same question to the former). He named the 

various tirthas and mentioned the ~eritorious results of 

bathing in candra.bhaga, Pu~kara, Hiranya bindu, Gansadvara, , 

Devika and Narmada. For the purpose of repairing to all the 

tirthas in the world, one should mentally think of those 

among them that are wholly or almost inaccessible. Angiras 

has obtained this discourse from Ka~yapa, and imparted it to 

Gotamas. The passage illustrates the spiritual inclination 

of the Gotamas, and the idea that the highest knowledge had 

been obtained by them, through eminent seers like Angiras 

I 

and Kasyapa. 
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The last important ref to Gotamas is made in the 

, . 
Asvamedh1kapara. Asked by Janamjaya about the penances of 

rei Uttanka, Vai~ampayana related that Uttanka's perceptor 

Gotama, having permitted thousands of disciples to return 

home, was so pleased with Uttanka's devotion that he would 

not dismiss him even after hundered years and decrepitude 

over-took Uttanka. However, one day Gotamas permitted 

Uttanika to leave him when he perceived signs of old age in 

the latter. So much was his admiration for his disciple that 

he said he was highly gratified in having Uttanka as his 
, 

pupil, and refused to take any fee (daksina) from the 

latter. Later, however, Uttanka having gained youth once 

more, married his preceptor's daughter. 

This story, connected with F!lli Gotama portrays him as a 

venerable sage, a practiser of Yoga and possessing virtues 

like knowledge (Jnana) and r~ahteousness. 

Among the descendants of Gotamas in the Mahabharata 

krpa and his sister krpi (or Gautami) are worth mentioning . . 
In the earliest literature, the Gotamas are mentioned in 

several passaaes of the Rgveda, 13 Vamadeva and Nodhas being . 
specified as sons of Gotamas. They include the VajaJtavases. 

Further, the patronymic Gotamas is applied to the sages 

13. Raveda i. 60,5; 61; viii. 88,4. Asvatayana Srauta 
Sutra, xii. 10; Ueber, Indlsche Studies, 1,170,180; 
Geldner, Vedische Studlen, 3, 151, 152. 
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- 18 Haridrumata 

in the earlier literature. 

To go back to the Mahabharata it as stated that k~pa 

and kr~I are among the epic characters who belong to clan of 
• 

Gotamas. In a legend in the Mahabharata, the birth of these 

twins is narrated. 19 

It is said that once when Gotamas Saradvata saw an 

Apsara alone, out of exhilaration he dropped his semen; a 

portion of who was contained in a lotus leaf, while the 

other portion fell outside. Out of the tw~ portions were 

born K;pa and Kfpl, who were taken under his care by the 

Kuru Santanu K~pa becam~ a teacher of the kuru princes and 

-
k~pi was married to Dro~ac~arya. 

Uhat is significant about this myth is that it connects 

a member of the Gotama clan with the royal house of the 

Kurus. Krpa, the myth regarding whose birth links him to a 

14. Satpatha Brahmana x. 6,1,4. 

15. Ibid, xi. 4, 1. 3; 5; 1,2. Chandogya Upanished, V.3,5; 
Kausi taki. 

16. Satpathra Brahmana x. 5,5,1. 

17. Vamsa Brahmana in lndische Studien, 4,373. 

18. Chandoaya Upanisad, lv. 4,3. 

19 . Mbh. I . 12 0. 12 f f. 
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Gautama rsi, ~rows up to become an eminent teacher of the .. 
Kuru princes. 

To conclude the Gotamaw are seen to have occupied a 

considerable space in the nahabharata the largest no of 

references to them are found in the Adiparva, while the 

others are scattered in the epic and are not very many. 

There are legends who project the Gotamas as belonging to 

the race of A~giras. This aspect se~ms to find a parallel in 

the Vedic literature, where the Gotamas appear to be closely 
. 

connected with the Angirases. In this respect the 

Mahabharata account uecms lu l1ave borr·owed from the Vedic 

myth. 

Further, the Gotamas sag~s are said to have close links 

with the city of nagadha, sine~ one of their este~med 

anscestors had resided there. AS a r~sult, the later 

generations of the clan staye~ at nagadha, and held the 

kings of nagadha the highest esteem. Therefore. the clan of 

Gotamas is depicted to be inclined, towards the royal family 

of nagadha. 

the Gotamas 

Besides, we are also told that a descendant 
(0. - ...., 

krpa, became the teacberJ... u..::; the Kau-rava 

of 

and 

Pandava princes. In this manner, a Gautama is seen to be 

closely associated with the two main royal famines of the 

11ahabharata. These two instances point to wards the 

geographical location of the clan at the time, as well as 
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their political inclinations. It should be remembered that 

the vedic literature ~ives a different story. It mentions 

Janaka of Videha and Yajnavalkya as contemporaries of the 

Gotamas. Hence the difference in both the accounts. 

re~arding the royal patronage to the Gotamas has been 

clearly brought out. 

,_ 
The leg~nds surrounding the Gotamas in the Santiparva, 

are in fact, meant as lectures to Yudhi~thira by Bh1sma on 

leading a pure and meritorious lif~. and on dealing with 

problems with patience, fortitude and wisdom. Introduced in 

the epic, these legends highlight• various traits of Gotama 

s-eers, and show th~ir interaction with men and divine b-ein-gs 

alike. Th-e yogic element is some myths is clearly brought to 

the fore when we are told that the Gotama seers ere 

proficient in yoga practices. 

Most of the legends associated with the Gotamas in the 

Mahabharata portray them as seers enjoying a high regard and 

esteem of the people, as a result of their piety, devotion 

adn penances. Host, of the sages are'rigid vowed7 given to 

righteousness and the practice of Dharma.Then the myths seem 

to lack historical conviction, yet the Gotamas emerge as 

venerable sages, practising yoga and possessing virtues like 

spirituality an knowledge (ie Jnana). 
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, 
The Kaayapaa 

' The clan of the Kasyapas is enveloped in le~ends in the 

Mahabaharata. ~~i Kasyapa is mentioned as a prajapati and 

the son of the Marlci (~ho is said to be a spiritual son of 

I 

Brahman). 

I 
If ~e scan the earliest literature ~e find that Kasyapa 

is the name of a sage, ~ho is mentioned only once in th~ 

R~veda1 , but is a common figure in the later sa~hitas. 2 He 

is al~ays of a mythical character, as belonging to the 

distant past. 

Accor-ding to the Ai tareya Br-ahmat_la 3 , lu:! anointed king 

Vi~avakarman Bhauva~a. In the Upanisads, 4 he is mentioned as 

a Rsi. The ' Kasyapas also ap-pear in connection ~ith 

Janamejaya in te Aitareya Brahma.na. 

Ho~ever, the Mahabaharata has different tales to 

narrate regarding this clan. 

In the Adiparva, ~e are told that the daughters of 

Prjapati, Kadru and Vinata, obtained from ' Kasyapafl, their 

1. 

2. 
" \1 . i 
3 . 

4 . 

IX. 114.2 

Samaveda, 1.1,2,4,10; 4,2,3,2. 
• I I.( > 'i J i; ~} 1 1 ; ·,If • Z.O J , j ~~~ S~ ~ 

1 
I V , 1_ J .., 

VIII, 21. Satapatha Brahma~a, xiii.7,1,15. 

Br-hadaranyaka Upanisad, ii. 2.6. . . . 
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husband, the boon to get offsprin~. The rei ordained that 

kadru would have one thousand snakes as her children, while 

Vinati would bs the mother of 2 sons Aruna (who, 

afterwards is said to have become the charioteer of the sun) 

and Garuda. The 2 sons of Vinat~ were to surpa$S kadr~~s 
~ 

1000 sons in valour and glory. 

~~~ KaJyapa is said to be the father of all creatures. 

In the idiparva it is stated that Harici's sons married the 

I 
13 dautheters of Daksa. He became the progenitor of all 

~ ~~-~.u..::t~6}-
beings including the gods and~he daughter'h of Daksa, ie. on 

Aditi, Ka~yapa begat the Adityas. Some call him Ka;yapa, 

while others Aris't_anemi. His status is fu-rther ele-vated by 

I 

the fact that he is said to have received from Brahman the 

knowledge of neutralizing posions. 5 

It is apparent from these le~ends that / Kasyapa is 

-reacted as the father of beings and is thus revered. 

The birth of Vinata's son Garuda is a favourite legend 

with the epic bards, and we find if occupying a considerable 

space in the Adiparva itself. 

Earlier it ' had been stated that Kasyapa granted his 

wives the boon to be~et children. A little later in the same 

5. Hbh. I.20.16. 
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parva we are told that ka~yapa hosted a sacrifice in order 

to have a son. AT this sacrifice which was performed by 

Lord Indra, out of" arrogance and a sense of self 

pride, insulted the Valakqilya rsis. The latter cursed .. 
Indra, and predicted that there would arise another Indra, 

who would equal the former in all respect. Kasyapa, however, 

acted as the mediator between the rsis and Indra and .. 
propitiated the former. Nevertheless, the rsis' prophecy .. 
proved true, ~ince kas~apa begat on Vinata an Indra of the 

winged creatures (viz. Garu~a). 

This, a~ain, is a repetition, since the story behind 

the ' birth of Garu1a, Kasyapa's son is narrated though the 

circumstances stated in both accounts in the Adiparva, show 

a slight difference. 

The ~Lor·y of Ka!;yapa~ being the father of Garuda is 

found again in the Udyogaparva, where it is stated that he, 

through Vinata, was the progenitor of the Supar~as (through 

Garuqa) as well as of the serp€ts (through Kadru). It is 

again stated that both Garuda and Indra are the sons of 

I 
Kasyapa. 

I 
Kasyapa is found involved in another 

siani f icant· leaend in the Mahabaharata that of 

Jamadagnya's strife against the K~atriyas. The 

very 

Ram a 

first 

refernce to this effect is found in the Adiparva, where we 
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are told that Rama Jamadgnya, gave the whole earth to 

Ka~yapa6 . The story unfolds to show that the BAhargava Rama 

had ~leared the earth'o£ the K~atriyas, thrice seven times, 

I 
and presented the whole earth to Kasyapa. 

Further in the epic, in the Bhl~ma and Orona Parvas 

t 
Ksayapa is mentioned constantly in connection with the story 

After Rama had slaughtered all the 

~~~on earth, he was filled with remorse. Then, kasyapa 

performed a sacrifice for the Bhirgva, in which he received 

"~ from Rama a golden alter, eighteen malee high, as well as the 

earth. Horeov~r. at Rama's hors~ sacrifice, ' Kasyapa was 

gifted vith 100,000 el~pants. After that the story go-es on; 

Kasyapa order~d Rima Jamadaghya to go out of the boudaries 

of the earth I 

The story shows ~~i Ka~ya_paf in close association with 

a prominent Bhargava hero. Ue are told about how he assisted 

the Rhar~ava at the latter's sacrifices (after he had 

, -
massacred all, the K~atriyas), and received as daksina the 

'earth with her oceans~ 

That this myth of the Bhar~ava Rima is very popular 

with the epic bards, is further confirmed when it appears in 

an elaborated form in the sintiparva. 

6. Hbh. I . 131 . 3 8. 
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In this account, it is stated that after 
I 

Kasyapa had 

4' 

ordered Rama to quit his territory and repair to the bank of 

the Southren ocean. Rama look up his abode in a place called 

s;;_rparaka. kasyapa gave the earth to the brahamaqas. tJhen 

the earth had sunk to the Rasatala. Ka;yapa. held her on his 

lap. The earth begged the sage to grant her a king. Kasyapa, 

then, sought out those K~atriyas who hal b~~preserved and 

installed them as kings. 

The legend of the Bhargava Rama is repeated very often 

in the epic. In each account, some details are added. 

However, 
, 

Kasyapa is found playing an active role in all 

these accounts through out the l'lahab,Jlarata the sage is 

shown in the guise of a benefactor and a peace maker. It was 

he vho brought order to a society ravaged by Rama•s whole 

sale destruction of the K~atriyas. Kasyapa is seen 

instrumental in creating a congenial environment for the 

k~atriyas to once again rule the earth without fear. Ka~yapa 

is portrayed as Rama's guide and advisor. He is also shown 

performing extraordinary tasks like preventing the earth 
.,.. 

from sinking further into the RAa~ala. 

The greatnesas of rei Ka/yapa is emphasized once again . . ,. 
in the Santiparva, when it is said that the original gotras 

were only four - viz, Angiras. Ka~yapa, Vasistha and Bh~gu; 

and that the other have been due to the penances of those 
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, 
that have founded them. So kasyapa is esteemed as one of the 

early predecessors of all bein~s. 

To proceed further in the epic, we find in the 
,_ ,_ 

Anusasana parva (Anusasanikaparva, bisastainyo - - -pakhyana) 

that kasyapa is mentioned as a maharsi and the master of 

yoga. 

In the Pavan Arjun Samvada of this parva, there is 

another story 
/ 

about Kasyapa which highlights the sage's 

unusual yogic po"'ers. It is said that once a king named~ 

' -wished to give away the whole earth as daksina to the 

brarunanas. The goddess of the earth, then, left this king 

and his kingdom to meet with destruction and departed for 

the region of Br~hman. Lea.vin.g his body by way of yoga 

I 
kasyapa then entered the earth, which, 

I penetrated by kasyapa, grew in prosperity and righteousness 

, 
for 30,000 celestial years. Then the goddess came to Kasyapa. 

and became his daughter. 

The legend shows the sage's interaction with a divinity-

the goddess of the earth-and focusses on the unusual 

spiritual powers and yogic excellence of Kasyapa. 

So, in the Ha.habaharata the sa~e is mentioned as a. 

one of the founders of the ori~inal gotras and 

master of Yoga. The earlier literature shows him as 
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mythical sage belongin~ to a hoary past. Nothing of 

important can be ~leared from the vedic literature as far as 

this brahmana clan is concerned. 
, 

weaves a number of le~ends around the Kasyapa clan, and we 

are informe-d, throuah different myths, how he became the 

progenitor of the gods, the Alurls, the suparnas, and- the 

serpents. 

Ka~yapa is again brought to the fore when the exploits 

-of the Bhargava Rama are narrated in the epic. At various 

instances in the Mahab•harata, when the legendary, massacre 
, 

of the Ksatriyas by Rima Jamadagnya .is rep-orte'Ci, S:!"i kasyapa 

is shown perfro111ina sacrifices to purge the form-e-r of his 

guilt. He is depicted as Rima's guide and conunsellor in 

these accounts. 

The clan of Ka~yapas is not found to be directly 

related to either the Pandava or the Kaurava houses, yet 

the sage is present ou all important occasions in the epic's 

story, viz, at Arjuna's birth, is mentioned among the 

esteemed figures present in the palace of Brahman (when that 

palace was being described in the Sabhaparva); he is among 

the munis who eagerly await the arrival of Yudhi~tira at 
"-oty 

variousEyL._places (vana parva), and is even seen surrounding 

the Kuru warrior, Bhl~ma, when the latter lay on a bed of 

arrows in the battlefield. 
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I 

The clan of the Kasyapas assumes importance when the 

creation of the universe and all beings is described in the 

epic. He is said to have fatherd the different races of men, 

d d . l K 1 . emons an an1ma s. asyapa comes to exerc1se an indirect 

influence on the epic's narratiive, since he plays an 

important role in the myths and legends contained in it. 
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THE VASISTHAS 

A very eminent brahmana clan is that of the Vasisthas . . 
~CA. 
.who occupies a considerable portion of the epic's narrative 

space. The saae Vasi~~ha appears at several places in the 

HahabAh~rata and ~e find varied epithets applied to him at 

different places. He is kno~n as Apara, as Arundhatipati 

(the hurb of Arundhat i), garbha (son of 

Hiranyagarbha, ie. Br~hman), naitravar~i (son of Hltra and 

-Varu~a), Varuni (son of Varu~a,) Brahmar~i and D~~~i. He is 

also refered to as the father of the ~ell-kno~n Parasara and 

the great grandfather of Vyas th-e brahm~~~i ~ho is supposed 

to have composed th-e Hahab-aharata, initially. Vasistha is 

called 'sre~tha!lJ(eminent)aaong r:-s.is and is one ~ho had kama 

(desire) and kro-dha (anger) under his control, 1 since 'vash..' 

means to subdue, he was thus called be~ause he had subdued 

his senses. 

It will be seen that the clan of Vasisthas has earned .. . 
repute and glory~t only in the Mahab~harata but in the 

earlier literature a well. Vasi!!has is the name of one of 

the most prominent priesiy fiaures of vedic tradition. The 

7th Ma~~ala of the ~gveda is ascribed to him, this 

ascription is borne out by then fact that the Vasisthas 2 and .. 
1. Hbh. I. 55. 14. 

2. Rv. vii. 7.7; 12,3;23,6. 
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Vasistha 3 are frequently mentioned in that mandala, besides .. 
bein~ sometimes refered to elesewhere. One hymn, 4 in 

particular seems to show clear traces of Vasistha~ 
f • 

authorship. Besides, there are dtaerous other references to .. 
Vasisthatt as a rsi in 5 - 6 the Vedic literature, in the sutras, 

and in the Epic, where he and Vasisthas fight out their 

r·ivaley. 

-The Adiparva it1forms us that Ganga's eight sons by her 

husband Santanu were, in fact, the Vasus who were reborn on 

earth as buman 7 beings, as a result of a curse of the sage 

Vasistha. The myth elab-orates to show that the Vasu Dyana, 

who had stolen the homadhenu of Vasistha .. (the wish-

fulfilling COW Nandinl, used by Vasistha for his home 

rituals) was cursed along w-ith the other Vas us to take birth 

on earth in the world of men. Dyana was cursed as one who 

will not be delivered from the earthly life, whereas, the 

curse would leave the rest after 1 year of their birth Dyal\s 

-I 
was destined to be vasu as Bhisma, we are told who would be 

, 
noble minded, learned in the Sastras, renowned for his 

3. Rv. vii. 9' 6' ; x: 65, 15. 

4. Rv. vii. 18. 

5. Mbh. I. 67.75. 

6. Av. iv. 2 9 '4. 

7 . Ueber, lndische Studien, 10,89-92. 
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filial devotion, and would ~emain celibate. A little late~ 

in the Adipa~va it is stated the Bhlsma lea~n~4 the Vedas, 8 

wit'h thei~ Angas f~om Vaslsth1!! Hence here Vasistha is 
, , 

depicted as the p~ecepto~ of Bhisma. 

The treatment of the clan of Vasisthas in the epic 

b~ings them, very often , into conflict with K~atriyas-first 

with Vi~vamit~a. . ~ . 
then with Kalmasapad. The traditional and 

inborn rivalry between the brihma9a and k~atriya, the forme~ 

being proud of their spiritual knowledge and vedic lea~ning, 

and the alatter, considering themselves JBaster of the earth 

by virute of thei~ physical prowess, is the theme of the 

episodes related to Vasistha and Vi~vamitra in the epic. 

In the Adiparva is narrated the famous story of 

Vi~vamitra encountered with the k~atriya( Vi~vamitra9 the 

latter's fo~cible seizure of Vasi~~has wish fulfilling cow 

Nandinl and upon Vi~vamitras hieh-handedness, Nandini's ~out 

of the king's army. It is pointed out that Vasistha~ 

patience, forebearance, righteousness and brahmanic 

1 e a.-\1l i ng is secretly admired by his enemy . , -VJ.svamitra, who 

realises that the real streneth lay in tapasya and 

fo~~lveness. Therefore, becomina disgusted with his 

8 . Mbh . I . 1 0 0 . 3 5 . 

9 . Mbh. I . 17 7 . 1-5 5. 
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Po woe 
K~atriya~ etat~s he renounces his kin~dom to become an 

ascetic. 

The le~end further unfolds to show that Vi~vamitra 

becomes a rei, but is determined to avenge his defeat and . . 
insult at the hands of Vasistha.Hence he makes use of king .. 
Kalmasapada to get I - _/ Visvamitras sons killed. King 

Kalmasapada, we are, told, had a quarrel with 
I 
Saktr the . 

~ldest of Vasistha.'s 100 sons) and had been cursed by the .. 
latter. Vi~vamitra, in a wily manner, causes a 

~ ~ 

,.t.aksasa to 
/ 

possess Kalmasapada; Kalmasapada, then, devou~ Saktr and 

the oth-er sons of Vasistha up on the insti"ation of 

Vi~vamitra. 10 

The epic legend continues to state that the grief 

stricken Vasistha tried to commit suicide but hearing of 
, 

his daughter-in-law (Saktr's widow) being quick with child, 

he refained from his purpose. 

There is another side to legend, whe~brings Vasistha 

in contact with king Kalmasapada. Kalmasapada had, at one 

time, been cursed by a brahman woman - that he would die 

while co~ab~ting with his wife. 

So, Vasistha is shown to ma"nanimously deliver Kalmas,~ 

10. I. 178. 1-49. 
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from this curse. ~e then be~ats a son for the king en4 

hjs queen Madayanti. The son was named A~maka, we are told, 

11 and was the founder of the city called Paudanya. 

Hence, it will be noticed that the conflict between the 

- I -barhman Vas istha and the Ksatr i yas-turned-bra.hman Visvami t ra . . . . 

serves to fufil an important purpose. It highlights the age-

old rivalry between the two upper castes of the Hindu 

society, each attempting to secure for itself power and 

social prestige in the epic narrative we are inclined 

towards the b~~hman Vasi~~ha, who is shown to bear 

misfortune (th~ loss of his sons), hatred and enmity (of 

Vi~va~t".et- with grace and endurance thus, in a way, 

demonstrating the superiority of the brahman in relation to 

his K~atriya• counterpart. The sage Vasi~~ha even does so 

much as procure a son for the distressed king Kalmasapada, 

so that the latter might continue his race. 

At this point in our discussion it would be useful to 

I -
see when the myths relating Vasi!t~a with Visvamitra and 

Kalmasapada have an earlier reference or are introductions 

in the epic itself. 

Uhile examinin~ the Vedic literature,the most important 

feature of Vasi~~ha~ life that emer~es is his hostility to 

11. Mbh. I. 12 2. 21-2 2; I. 17 9. 1-4 7 . 
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I -Visvamitra. It is said that the latter ~as certa~nly12 at 

one time the Purohita (domestic priest) of 

(Kalmasapada probably), put he seems to have been deposed 

from that post, to have joined -~ Sudas enemies, and to have 

taken part in the onslau£ht of that kings against him, for 13~ 
- I , -

~~of Sudas triumph has clear references to the rain Visvamitra 

brought on his allies. 

Regarding the strife of Vasistha and 
I -

Visvamitra, 

Geldner finds in the 13-7J~ a compressed account, indicating, 
I 

the riralry ot Sakti, Vasi~~hasson, (1.1e ~ee the ditterent.o_ 

in the name) with the Vi~vamitra, the acquisition by 

Vi~vimitra of special skill in speech, and the revenge of 

I -Visvamitra, ~ho secured, 
/ 

the death of Sakti by Sudas's 

servants; and account to ~hich reference seems to be made 

in the brief notices of the Taittirlya Samhita. 15 and the .. 
'"" • I - 16 I 

Pancav~msa Brahmana. Vasistha~ sons having been slain, and .. . . . 
his overcoming the Saudasas. But it is important to note 

-that no mention is made in these authorities of Sudas 

himself being actually opposed to Vasi~1ha ~hile in the 

1 2 . Rv. iii. 33.53. 

13. Rv. vii. 18. 

14. Rv. iii. 53, 15.16. 

15. vii. 4 ' 7 ' 1 . In iii. 1 '7 '3. 

1 6 . iv. 7,3;viii. 2 ' 3 . 
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- 17 Aitareya Brahama~ (appears as the purohita and consectrator 

of Sudas. Some recognized Vi~vamitras as the purohita of 

Sudas; this accords with what seems to have been the 

general idea in the Vedic literature that Vi~vami tra 

originally held the post. Probably, however, with the 

disappearance of Sudas, Vi~vamitra recovered his position, 

it is started and Vasistha in revenge for the murder of his 

sons secured in some way unspecified the defeat of the 

Saudases. 

An analysis of the legends brings to light the 

discrepancies noticed between the Vedic and epic accounts. 

In the former case, Vasi~1;ha 
I -

Visvami tra and Sudas 

(Kalmasapada) are seen juxtaposed against one another, the 

two sages holding by turns the post of the king's purohita. 

The theme of en.mi ty b~twt'(..._Vasi~tha and Vi~vami tra is 

repeated in the Mahabharata account but here the cause of 

-strife is different that of Vasi~~ha cow Nandini. As a 

consequence, Vi~vamitra~adoption of brahmanhood is narated 

in dramatic terms in the epic account. Another variation 

between the two accounts is that whereas in the Vedic li~ 

' Visv~r~ shown acquiring special powers of speech, and 
, 

geting Vasi~thas ~n Saktr eliminated with the help of SudaSs 

servant the Mahabharata states a different manner in where 

17. vii. 34,9. 
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Vl~vamltra sot Vaalathas aona killed- that . . of caualng a 

rak,asa to possess king Kalmasapada, thereby ~nhilitating. 

I 

Sakt~a and his brothers. Ho~ever, in both versions there is 

no mention of Sudas or king Kalmasapada being himself 

opposed to Vaai~~ha i \Jhatever happens is due to the 

craftiness of Vi~vamitra. 

\1~ r, 
So, the rivalry of( and Visvamitra is a theme \Jhich has 

contiuned from the Vedicf times to the nahabharata, 

certain variations. 

A_.PJ}t 
The myth involving the ~Vasi~~ha and kin~ Kalu~uap~da 

goes a step fu_rther in the l1a.habharata. Here, Vasistha is 

sho\Jn to generously pardon the kin~ and beget a son for the 

continuation of the king's race. This aspect of the myth 

appears to be a later addition, \Jhich is noticed for the 

first time in the epic, ha~ving no such earlier reference 

else\Jhere. 

To return to the epic's narrative for a study of 

the cli!S'an of Vasi~~ha, \ole see in the Vanapara 18 Vasistha 

being mentioned among those rsis \Jho had become of pure 

sou~s by virtue. '"'It \Jas adherence to Dharama that made 

pure souls of Vyasa, Vasl~!hat~, Narada 
I 

Maitreya, Lomasa, 

Suka and other". For this visit ina the 
_, 

of reason, asrama 

18. Mbh. III. 31.12. 
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Vasi~~ha, Badari pacana, was like goin~ to a tirtha ! ! 19 

In the Udyogaparva, Vasi~~ha's again been juxtoposed 

with his traditional rival) V
.l-. 20 1svam1tra. However, here 

Vasjstha remains in the background since the tale focusses .. 
primarily 

I -
on Visvamitras attainment of brahmanhood. The 

story of the confrontat~~between the two sages is again 

I 
narrated in the Salyaparva, and the effects of discussion 

between the br.ihmana and K~atriya• are emphasize-d. The 

story ends vith Vi~vamitra setting his heart on ausce~tic 

austerities and rejecting the K~atriyas status. 

Uhile discu.ssing the brahaman clay of Vasi~1:ha in the 

it is important to take note of the religious 
, 

ideas propounded by these seers. Vasisthas 

4Vidya' and ~ ' Avidya acquaints us 

discourse on 

with the 

religiophilosophical views held by him i~ the epic. In the 

I .... 

Moksadha.._rna ' 
parva of the Santipar~a. Vasi~~ha opines that 

"Yogins have a great regard for the S~inkhya system as also 

for the Vedas; in the Sainkhy~ system of philosophy no 

principle transcending the twenty fifth is admitted; in the 

Yo~a. it is said that the Brahmana becomes the personal soul 

(jiva) only when invested with ignorance. In the Yoga 

19. Mbh. III. 83.179-181. 

20. Mbh. V. 106. 1-27. 
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scriptures both Brihaman of Jiva are spoken of~ ~vasl~~ha 

fur·ther ' ' ' ., discorses on Buddha and Abuddha, a knowledge he 

said to have received from Hira~yagarbha himself (the first 

born being of 6reat~jor the'unborn~) 

I - I 
In this narrative in the Santiparva, Bhisma says that 

V' 
"this knowledge was obtained by Vasi~~ha from Hri~ya gaabha; 

from Vasistha it was handed over to Narada and from him to .. 

me" (ie. Vasi~~ha obtained the sacred knowledge from Hriqya 

- I 
garbha, who in turn passed it down to Bhisma). 

This passage highlights the spiritical knowledge of 

Vasistha . . . His study of the Yog-a and Sainkhya system of 

philosophy makes him appear as a throughly learned and 

eminent brahman of the epic. It is for this reason that 

Vasistha . . finds mention among th~ 7 rsis named 

-. 
C • t • I , kh d . 2 1 1 ras1 att 1ns (these are MaricJ, 

Atri, Ariaira, Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratu and Vasi~~ha; they 

were the first persons who had composed a comprehensive code 

of conduct in order to regulate the law in society). 

To proceed further in the epic, the story of 

Vi~vamitra's destruction of the 100 sons of Vasistha and 

his becoming a brahmana is once again repeated in the . 
Anu,asana Parva. Upon Yudhi~thira's queries this story is 

21. Mbh. XII. 322. 26-27. 
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narrated 
_, 

by Bhisma to the Pandava. In the same parva, 

Vasi~~ha, who is depicted as the purohita of S~sa (Kalmaj~~~ 

is portrayed instructing Sa~dasa about the merits of gift 

giving. Hence. there is not only a repetition of an earlier 

contention- Vasistha bein~ sa¥dasa's priest, but there is .. 
a further elaborating in the form of the sage's advice to 

the king. According to Vasistha the most productive of merit 

accrued from the gift of kin •. Vasistha discoursed on the 

~'"e.. pre-eminent sancity of ~ifte and on the diverse merits 

attached to gifts of different kinds of kine. "Those who 

gift a thousand kines, departing from this world would 

proceed to the region of the Gandharas and Apsaras • where 

there are many palatial mansions of gold. By giving a Kapila 

cow. one succeeds in entering the palace of Yama that is so 

different to enter. Honouring these words of Vasistha. 

Sundasa made gifts of a very large number of kine unto the 

brahman and attained to many worlds of felicity in the next 

life". 

Further. Vasistha . ' is seen emphasising the view that 

apart from gifts of of kine, those persons observant of 

righteousness who make gifts of gold are regarded as giving 

away all the deities since gold is considered to be very 

auspicious, By liberally donating gold, one attains to the -supreme regious of bliss. Vasistha is seen addressing Rama 
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Jamadagnya in this manner and urging him to donate·gold to 

purify himself from the sin of killing the K~atriyas. 

JamadQ£nya accordingly, made gifts of gold to the brahman . 
and became cleansed of his sins. thus attaining, to a high 

place in heaven that isJ not easily attainable by men. 

This legend in the Anu~aparva has no coroollary in the 

Vedas. Hovever a rivalry of vith Jamadagnya is reported in 

the TaittfrTya Sa~l1ila. 22 This myth shows in conversation 

with a legendary figure, Rama Jamadagnya1 renovned for his 

martial exploits. The idea behind incorporating such a 

legend in the l'i-ahabharata becomes clear. when ve analyise 

that it vas intended to persuade the people to donate 

generously kine, gold, and anything they held valuable. But 

doing so it was said not only pleased the 
I 

Brahaman~. 

God) but vas also assured a place in heaven. 

The brahmana clan of Vasistha is shown in 

(ie. 

the 

Mahabharata to have had associations with king Vi~vamitra of 

the family of Ku~ika & with king Kalma~~A~~t from these two 

royal personages Vasl~~ha as depicted to be on close terms 

with the Ik~vak~royal family. It is said at one place in 

the epic that Vasi~~ha became the purohita of Sa~vata~a the 

Iksvak~king and helped him to reconquer his kinadom23 (vhen 

22. iii. 1,7,3,. 

23. Mbh. I. 94.45-46. 
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Sa~vara~a was driven away from his capital city by enemies) 

By having Vasistha as his priest, the Iksvak~kin~ achieved . . . 
success and the dynasty earned ~lory and fame. Vasistha 

performed for them all their varied yaj~as. It is said that 

as B~haspati was the eods purohita, so was Vasistha the 

king's purohita ! 

This passage in the Hanabharata, apart from exhibiting 

the seer's closeness with a royal dynasty, seems to ful f i 11 

another U<\. pPw.pose-that of serving as an advice to the 

K~atriyas - ie. they ~~~ always app~int.C as their purohita 

a noble Dharma -pract is in~, scens-e stubdued, Dharma - Artha 

kama knowi~ brah~ana. "First a brahmana then the 

worldw, goes the wise teaching. 

Further, performing a 

sacrifice for the Kuru in Kutruksetra, according to the 
_, 
Salyaparva. Though no more details of the sacrifice are 

given, yet ~ can infer that the royal family of Kurus must 

have developed intimacy with the Vasi~~ha~ which who enabled 

their sage to perform sacrifice for the Kurus. 

So the Hahabharata shows the Vasi~~h~ interacting with 

several royal families that of the Kurus, Samvarna, that of . . 
the Ku~ika Vi~vamitra, and Kalmasapada. Going back to the 

Vedic litrature we find the Vasi~~h~ being closely 
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associated with the Bhaltas. Ther·e is evidence24 that C!Ft the 

Bharatas had the Vasi~~has as purohitas, while other 

versions 25 regard them as purohitas for people (Prajah) 

generally. It seems that the Vasi~thas were pioneers in 

adopting the rule that purohitas should act as the Branmana 

. t26 pr1es at the sacrifices: I - 27 the Satapatha Brahamarya• 

states that the Vasi~thas were ~e the only priests to act 

as Brahmanas but that later any priest couJ.d serve a.s 

28 such.. However, what is important to note is the fact that 

is 
itL_,from the Vedic literature, the Vasi:'l~hasare shown to have 

relations with the Bharatas. further 

conf irma this contention by portraying the Vasisthas on 

~ -
cordial terms with th-e Iksvakus and the Kuru:s. 

Certain myths re~arding the Vasi~"t;has in the 

Mahabharata seem to be simply taken over from earlier tim-es, 

while some are innovations in the epic itself. For instance, 
~ 

the myth regarding~ei~g the son of Mitra Varuna is a direct 

import from the Vedic literature. According to Pische 29 in 

24. Pancavimsa Brahmana XV. 4, 24. 

25. Taittiriya Samhita, iii. 5, 2,1. 

26. Vasistha was the brahmana at 
Sunahsepa, Aitareya Brahmana, vii. 

27. xii. 6,1,41. 

28. Sadvimsa Brahmana, i.5. 

29. Vedische Studien, 2,35. 

the 
1 6 • 

sacrifice of 
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a particular hymn, 30 Vasi~~ha appears as attempting to steal 

the goods of his father Varu~a, Geldner 31 he~shows that the 

32 ~gveda contains a reference to Vasi~ha being a son of 

Varuna and the nymph Urva~l. Perhaps this explains the fact 

that the Vasisth~ are called the Trtsus in one pass~e of 

the ¥sveda. 33 for being of miraculous parentage, Vasistha 

would need adoption into a gotra, that of the princes whem 

he served, and to whom Agastya seems to have introduced him. 

The following is a chart of the prominent members of 

the Vasistha clan mentioned in the Mahabharata. 

Vasi~~ha (---- m 

I 
Saktr (---- m 

Arundhati) 

Adr:s'y-ant I) 

(---- • begot Vyasa on Satyavati, the Fisherman's 
daughter) 

Vyasa 

At this juncture in our disccussion a note may be made 

of some illustrious members of the clan of Vasistha. 

Paradara was a r~i who was the 

J -
Adrsyanti and the father of Vyas.a. 

30. Rv. vii. 55. 

31. Vedische Stud len, 2 • 138. 

32. Rv. vii. 33. 11. 

33. Rv. vii. 83 '8. 

son of 
I 
Saktr and 

H~ begot Vyisa on 
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- .34 Satyavati (as the chart indicates). The Adiparva tells us 

why Paraaara was so named--ere-- the narrative has it that 

Vasistha refrained from, killing himself after his sons 

death, when he learnt that his daughyter-in-law was bearin" 

a child in her womb. Hence the child was named Pari~ara 

since he had hindered Vasl~~ha, his grandfather, when the 

later -· was parasu (ie. resolved upon self-destruction) so 

- I Par as-ar a was the "trans f or mer " ( o £ Vas i ~ ~ h a ) . 

In the same vein it is stat~ that - I Parasara, since 

childh.ood, regarded Vasistha as his father. But once he came .. 
~ to know from his mother that vasi~vas his grandP!iand not 

his father as h-e had supposed. _Disillusioned an-d angry, 

laralJara decided to des-troy the \o7hol e universe. Ho-\o7-&ver, we 

are told that the •veda-...,ise, strictly-as.cetic Vasi.~son of 

learned in skilled argu~t" dissu-a-ded him 

from doing so. 

_, ~ 

The son of Parasart~ 1Vyasa 1occupies an important place 

in the epic, for the obvious reason, that he is the supposed 

compiler of the Mah~bharata. Vyasa is the father of 

-1 
Dh\tarastra, and Vidura (\o7ith the vives o--f 

VLcitravlry~ and with a Sudra woman respectively). - I Vyasal 

proper name vas Krsna. On~ account of his being born on an 
ff • • ~ 

34. Mbh. I. 180. 1-9. 
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island (dvipa) he is caled Draipayana. The Mah;bharata tells 

us the reason for the f~i's being called Vyasa he had 

arranged the Vedas, hence he was called Vedavyasa or Vyasa. 

Vyasa had taught his disciples the Vedas, of which the 

Mah.abharata was the fifth one. 

The sage comes on the scene at various intervals in the 

epic to discourse on different aspect of religion, life and 

de.a.tb, or is seen performin.g various sacrifies. For 

instance, the SatyaratisNaJ:l is seen acting as the brahmana 

priest at the rijas~ya sacrifice of 
I 

Yudhisthira in the ... 
Sabhaparva. The .sage's deep le-arn.ing and eminence is brou~ht 

to t.he fore w-hen he is s-h<>\o/n prop.h-es-ifl€ the destination of 

t-h-e- Kuru hou.se after 13 yr.s. ! ! 

Ho-wever, the ru-ost important aspect of Vyasa' s role in 

the Mahabharata seems to be his spiritual knowledge J his 

frequent discourses on Nara and Naraya~a the two supreme 

deities of the Hindu religious pantheon. 

From the ver1 beginning, we are informed that Vyisa 

th-rough his ext-rordinary lns.lg:ht, had known that Krsna and 

Arjuna were the incarnation of Nara and Narayana. Vyasa is 

seen expressing this view several times in the epic and ever 

- " Bhisma is made to proclaim that he had heard of the glory of 

Krsna from Vya~a. 
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PtM..;..._ _ 
In the DronaL..._ Vyasa is seen narrating the story of 

I -to Asvatt:haman. The sage proceeds to say that 

Niriyana took birth as the son of Dharma, and practised 

~-.A.-, 
severe austerities on the Hima~at for 10Q8~ of years. He 

thus became Br~hman (brahmabhuta~). and praised the supreme 

deity Siva, in order to gain the latters's favour. Siva, 

gratified, g1:anted Narayan the boon that no c1:eature in the 

universe be it the gods, the Asuras, the Pisacas, the 

Gand·harvas, - I -men, the Raksasas, the birds, the Nagas-should 

ever be able to withstand his prowess. Vyasa further adds 

-
that Narayana then walked over the earth as KJi'~~a Vas~u9eva, 

the universe by his illusive power from the 

austerities of Naray~a. Vyas~a continues, \J-aS born a great 

aun..i Nara, who was e-qu.al to Narayana himself. Arjuna was 

none other than that N.a.ra. The sage concludes by s.ayingthat 

the two rsis are said to take their births in every Yuga 

(age) for the benefit of the world ! 

The above legend serves to fulfil a significant 

purpose. Not only does it highlight Vyasa's spiritual pre-

eminence to have realised the true nature of Krsna and 

Arjuna, but it also helps in creating an aura of sanctity 

over the two protagonists of the Mahabharata. It makes them 

appear as other - worldly beings, different from and having 

an ed~e over, the other mortals, for they are supposed to be 

Nara and Narayana incarnate. Krsna is stated to be the 
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creator of everything, he is eternal, and should be adored 

with sacrifies, since he is worthy of the highest regards. 

Later in the epic (~antiparava) it is stated that Vyasa 

himself was an incarnation of a portion of Naraya~a and that 

he had learnt from Narada the Skanta£ati, ie., the reli.£ion 
, 

of Niraya~a and had taught it to Yudhisthira ! 

-I 

It is worth noticing, neverthel~ss, that both Parasara 

and Vyasa make their appearances on importa-nt occasions in 

I 
the epics narrative - be it Yudhisthira's coronation, or the 

I 
heavenly palace of Indra or Brahman, or the b-attle fi~ld of 

' - I 
Kuruksetra when Bhisma lay on a b-ed of arrovs. 

discussing the le~.ends surroundings the Va.si~~ha.s.s, we come 

across S{)m~ instances where the Vasisthas are related with .. 
gods and are shown to perform unus-ual feats. In the Pavana 

Arjuna Samvada of the Anus~arva Vay~(or wind) is depicted 

narratine an achievement of the r~i Vasi~~ha once the £Ods, 

performing a sacrifice at the Vaikh-anasa, lake thought of 

the ~~i Vasl~~ha Seeing the gods emaciated and reduced in 

consequence of the dlk~a. the gigantic Danavas named Khalins 

desired to slay them. The Danavas attacked the gods, who 

repaired to lndra. lndra sought Vas i~t,ha' s help, who burnt 

the 
. - I 

Khalins and caused the Ganga, who had £One to Kailasa, 

to penetrate the lake thus arose the river Sarayu, the place 

came to be named after the Khalins. The account ends with 
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the favourite line - "Name though a K~atriya superior to 

Vasistha". 

This myth appears to have no historical base. It merely 

attempts to depict the extraor·dinary J.>Iove!;::; ot Lhe rsi 

Vasi~_tha, ~ho is seen as a saviour of the gods from1; the 

Danavas. 

To conclude, the Vasi~~has emerge as a powerful clan of 

in the I1ahabharata. Their antecedants can be 

traced back to the vedic literature, where they are 

frequently mentioned. There are num·ber of myths surrounding 

these clan, these myths shov their gra-dual evolu-fition from 

the. earliest times to the epic period ~here they are seen to 

have fir·mly e-stablis.hed their identity. 

There are various myths surrounding this clan, ~ho are 

encountered in the I1ahabharata. Some seem to be simply taken 

over from earlier times like the one regarding Vasistha 

being the son of I1itra and Varuna. Some relate the sage 

Vasistha to gods, and sho~ his inte~ction ~ith the devas . ~ 
like the on-e dealing \oflth Ganga's 8 sons, the Va.sus, being 

v~~ 
born on earth due to~ curse. This myth also shows 

Vasistha as the preceptor of Bhl~ma~. There is another myth 

in the Anus~arva ~~ho~s Vasi~~ha accomplisin~ unsun~ 

tasks like saving the gods from the clutches of the 

Danavas. Then, there are legends which highlight• the 
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internecine rivalry of Vasi~~ha with ViJvamitra-€onflict and 

mutual enmity is the theme of the episodes relatin~ Vasi~~ha 

I -
to Visvamitra, and then to Kalmasap~da. Regarding the strife 

of Vasis.~ha and 
,_ 

Visvamitra, we havt_ found numerous 

references in the earlier literature. There are some 

differences between the vedic and epic accounts. but it is 

noteworthy that the traditional rivalry between the tW{) 

sages see.ms to be a theme who has continued from t.he Vedic 

time into the Hahabharata. Regarding Vasi~thas relations, 

with Kalmasap.Ada, it has been seen that there is anoth-er 

myth 
,_ 

in Anusasana parva which sh.o.w.s Vasi.~tha a-ccompl Ls.hing 

un.usual ta.s-ks like saving thee g-ods -from the te.rro.r of the 

~· 
Then there are legen-d.s in the narrative wtro<:A emphasize 

the spirituality and learning of Vasistha · For instance .. 
Vasistha's discourse on 'Vidya' and 'Avidya' on 'Buddha' and 

'Abuddha' highlights the philosoph~learnings of the sage. 

His views on the yoga and sankhya systems of philoy~ymakes 

this section of the narrative appear yogic in nature an-d 

highlights some useful teachings of the sage. 

Another '->~U... • I 
legend who 1s narrated 1n the Anusasana parva 

shows Vasistha in association with Jamadaguya, 

instructi~~ the latter to make liberal donations, to purge 

himself from the sin of annihilating K~atriyas. This legend, 
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~hose historicity is doubtful, seems to have appeared very 

l"'-<_ 
briefly in the 'Jar·lier· literatur·e.~ccoux1L in the I1ahabharata 

is more detailed and purposeful-the idea being to promote 

gift giving and donation by the people to the brahmans. 

Fu.rther. the clan of Va.ai~~has is portrayed to have 

developed close ties ~ith a number of royal families the 

Kurus, the I k.s v ak1L k i ng S-amv ar ana, . . with the a 
II 

Kusika 

V . ~- . - - v~ 
1SVa.JJI.l tra an.d king Kalmasa:pada.. Vaei~hs- often the sa.ge is 

sho~n to have intimate relations with the royal partrons 

~xcept in the case of Vi~vamitra). 

He.nc~, th-e Va.si~thqS .are depicted a-s surrounded by a 

number of myths, soillce yogic some highlighting their 

spirituality, while som-e shoving their interaction with m.en, 

kings and gods. Very often, th-e myths do n.ot seem to have a 

historical base and apear to be introduced in the narrative 

in order to emphasize the greatness of clan. 
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THE AGASTYAS 

This clan of brahmanas also finds mention in the 

thou~h not very frequently in the vedic 

literature, A~astya is the name of a sage of mythical 

character, IJbo plays an important part in the later 

literture. He was a Mana1 and therefore is called Manya 2 and 

a son of Mina. Only once is there a 3 reference to the 

legend prevalent-in later times that he w-as a son of the gods 

Mitra and Varuna. A variant of, the word Agastya, 'Agasti' 

occ·urs once in 4 the Atharv~veda, where he appears as a 

favo-urite of rntra and Varu-na. In the Ma-habharata, the 

parentage of Agastya is rep-eat~ as tn-e same from earlier 

/ 

s-eurc es, and he is referred to as Maitravaruni, as well as 
• 

Kumbha:yo:ai. ("born in a Jar .. ) . 

The earliest reference to a rsi of the Agastya clan is 

found in the Adiparva of the Hahabharata. The rsi Agastya's 

skill in the science of arms is alluded to when it is said 

that Orona's teacher Agnive~ya was a pupil of Agastya in the 

Dhanurveda. 

1. Rv. vii. 33, 10 (A~astya), 13 (Mana) 

2. Rv. i. 189,8; 117,11. 

3. Rv. vii. 33, 13. 

4. Av. iv. 9,3. 
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The next mention of an Agastya muni ie in the 

Vanaparva. It ie said the rsi once eav hie ancestors hanging 

in a cave. They urged Agaetya to give up a life of celibacy 

and to pro~ure progeny , in order to deliver their souls 

from eternal perdition. Rsi A~a.stya, then created a \Joman, 

Lopa-mudra from the most beautiful parts of all the animals 

and let here become the da~hter of the king 

then married her. She became the mother 

of 

of 

Vidarbha, 

his son, 

Drdhasyu. The epics narrative goes on to say that the place . . 
chose Agastya a.s her husband cam-e to be 

revered as a great t frtha5 (v.hi ch vas visited by the 

Pan-davas in exile). 

The epic myth concerning the union of Agastya vith 

Lopamudra finds an antecedant in the ~gveda. In the ~gveda, 6 

Agastya appears in a strange dialogue vith Lopamudra, which 

appears to sho\J him as an ascetic vho finally yields to 

temptation. 

Comparing the tvo myths, ve find that the epic myth is 

an elaborate and modified version of the ~gvedic one. In the 

latter, ve are explicitly told, about the creation of 

Lopamudra by Agastya himself, about her being made the 

5. Mbh. III. 130.6. 

6. Rv. i. 179. 
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p~incess of Vida~bha, about he~ ~efusal to consummate the 

ma~~iage until Agastya was able to secu~e wo~ldly comfo~ts 

fo~ he~. Agastya's compliance with his wifes wishes, and the 

bi~th of thei~ son, D~~ha~yu. The late~ myth also enablea us 

to fo~m an idea about the p~obable geog~aphical location of 

the Agastya clan ie. a~ound the ~egion of Vida~bha, 

though~sis of this clan a~e said to have t~avelled to as fa~ -· 
off a~eas as the south-ern part of India. 

The M:ahabha~ata na~~ates a few feats of the sages of 

this clan. A rsi Agastya is shown to be a fie~y asectic, who 

prevailed up.oo the Vindhya u.ou-ntain to cease to inc~ease in 

height, "till he had returned f~om the south", and drunk up 

the s&a (and digested it), in order that the gods might 

ove~come the Kalakeyas (the anti-gods). 

Howeve~. the ea~lie~ lite~atu~e ~ecounts diffe~ent 

accomplishments of Agastya ~sis, which are not mentioned in 

the M:anabha~ata. 
l5 

His g~eatest feat ~ shown to be the 

reconciliation of Ind~a and the M:a~uts, afte~ lnd~a had been 

annoyed at his proposine to give the m.aruts an offe~ing to 

the exclusion of Ind~a. This feat is the subject of th~ee 

hymns of the ~gveda, and is often ~efe~~ed to in the 

B~ahmanas. 
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In another passage of the ~gveda, 7 an Agastya rsi appears 

as helping in the A'vins gift of a leg to Vi~pal~. 

By examining these different legends associated vith 

the Agastya ~~i, we find that the legends have knit up 

stories to portray these rsis a.s men capable of performing . . 
difficult and extraordinary tasks. These legends inspire ave 

for these sages, vho are shovn accomplishing near improbable 

tasks - viz drinking up the ocean,. ordering the mountain to 

stop increasing its height, and placating the angry gods 

lJhile examining the brahmana clan of Agastya, in the 

Hahabh:a.rata, ve are struck by the occurrence of a theme 

vhich seems to be a favourite one for the epic bards - that 

of the traditional hostility betveen the kings and munis. A 

sage Agastya is said to have cursed king Nahusa to become a 

serpent for ten thousand years, as Nahusa had insulted the 

rsi. The king's misconduct invited the sage's vrath vhich 

spelt doom for the king. This story appears first in the 

Vanaparva, and later in the Udyoga parva of the 

Mahabharata. 8 The intended lesson of such passages in the 

epic is the imminent danger of ill-treating a brahmana. A 

brahmana's anger and curse curse vere alvays to be avoided. 

7. Rv. i. 117, 11 

8. Hbh . I I I . 1 7 9 . 14 . v. 17. 1-22. 
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The next reference to an Agastya muni is seen in the 

/_ 
Anusasana parva. Here the sage is seen advising that 

invincible 
/ 

warrior Parasurama, to purify himself 

lib~rally donating gold, after the latter had cause~ 

whole some destruction of the K~atriya race. 

by 

the 

Further, in the Pavan Arjuna Sa~vada of this parva, we 

are once again re-minded of the extraordinary powers of the 

rei called Agastya. tHe passage talks of a time when the 

gods, harassed by Asuras and Danavas, and robbed of their 

sacrifices, w-ere wondering over the earth, when they met the 

brahma~a Agastya, who at their request burnt the Danavas. 

However he spare"Cl those Danavas and Asuras who had taken 

shelter under the earth. They were not burn~d Agastya could 

not destroy them, lest his penances should suffer an 

diminution. The narrative ends with the typical line "Name 

thouagh a K~atriya that is superior to Agastya" and seems to 

have been introduced in the epic to emphasize the martial 

skills of the sage. 

It has already been p~int&d out that not only in the 

but also in the Vedic literature Agastya is 

depicted as the offspring of Mitra and VaruQa. Another myth 

which has continued from earlier times is the one which 

shows Agastya as the brother of Va~istha- both being 
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miraculous sons of Mitra and Varuna. 9 In the ~gveda, Agastya 

as brother of Vasistha is shown introducing Va~istha to the 

Trtsus (a people). The Mahabharata too, repeats the idea of 
• 

the two being brothers. 

After a perusal of the Agastya clan in the Mahabharata, 

we find that the clan is in no way directly related to the 

actual activities of the dynasties of Kauravas and Pandavas. 

A narration of the exploits feats of its sages are brought 

in by way of digression and do no actually have abearng on 

the political events of the epic. The Agastya sage, however, 

lS seen to be present, along with a host of other 

such person ages, on imp-ortant oca:.:;iun!3 <-J.nd events in the 

e-pics narrative . Hence we find him a-ppearing on the scene 

at the tLme of Arjuna's birth; in the Sabhaparva when 

Yudhisthira is shown entering his palace, or he is present 

~ 
in ~ palace of Indra or of Br~hman, when that heavenly 

palace is bein~ described; or among the rsis who exected 

Yudhisthira on his pilgrimage (tfrthayatra); even among the 

-/ 
sages who came to see Bh1sma when thelatter lay on a bed of 

arrows in the battlefield of Kuruksetra. 

The seers of the Agastya clan are, therefore, portrayed 

as tough, powerful and haughtly seers in the epic. They are 

9. Rv. vii. 33, 10.13. 
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shown aa ever ready to help the troubled gods, and ita seems 

they symbolise the triumph of good over evil for the epic 

bards. Yet they are feared by their royal patrons for their 

wrath for they are deemed capable of t-hrowing any one to a 

life of eternal damnation for any act of disrespect towards 

them. 

Some myths concerning the Agastyas in the l1ahabharata 

seem to be contribution for111 earlier times such as his being 

teh son of Mitra and Varu~a. his being the brother of 

V 
/. 

asl.~i;ha, and even his association with Lopamudra seem to 

find earlier references thou.gh in the myth related to 

Ls.:p am u dar a , the l'1-ahabharata account is m-ore detailed and 

modified. 

The sage is sh-own performing extraordinary tasks and 

humbling the gods (Indra) and kings ( Nahusa) alike. The 

great yogic and spiritual excellence attained by the rei is 

brought out vividly through the various myths associated 

with him. 
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THE ATRIS 

This is an important brahman• clan. In the Mahabharat, 

Atri is mentioned among Br,hman's spiritual sons. He is a 

sage who is said to have accept&d the eternal religion laid 

down in the Vedas. In the first important reference to this 

clan, the Mah~bh~rat says that Atri had many sons, all of 

vhom were 'siddha~' and maharsis. They were deeply learned 

in the Vedas and were great rsis of 'serene soul and ascetic 

fulfilment' . 1 

It is further state<! that Vi dura (the son of the rsi 

Vyasa by a ~u-dra woman) was 'the most virtUO'US of virtuous 

men, a man like the god of justice himself and was the 

execllent fortune favoured son of Atr i' . 2 

The above pas-sage affords a description of the sages of 

this brahmana clan. Though Atri's sons are not named, we 

are nevertheless informed that all of them were maharsis and 

of deep learning and wisdom. 

It should be be remembered that Atri is a mythical 

sage. Nei thet· Atri himself nor the Atris can clain-. any 

historical reality; 3 , beyond the fact that in the earliest 

1 . Mbh. I . 6 6 . 6 . 

2. Mbh. I. 67.87. 

3. AV. ii. 32.3; iv. 29,3. 
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references to this clan, we find that Mandala Vth of the Rg 

Veda is attributed to the family of the Atris.
4 

The references to the sage are not very frequent in the 

epic. Uhere ever Atri is invoked, or mentioned in the 

Mahabharata, it is very often, as part of a mythical story, 

which has been introduced in the epic as a digression to the 

main narrative. 

For instance, in the Vana Parva occurs a story of Atri 

and king Vainya. Marka~~eya 5 narrates the tale of Atri. It 

is said that o-nce the raja~~i Vainya was performing the 

horse-sacrifice. Atri desired to ask for wealth from the 

king, but felt hesitant to do so. Neverthele-s~ persuaded by 

his wife, he went to Vainya and prai~ed him as the foremost 

of soverigns and the ruler of their destinies. At this, the 

rei Gautama blamed Atri for flattering the monarch, and said 

that it was Indra who was the foremost of sovereigns and 

the ruler of their destinies. The matter was referred to 

I pious Kasyapa, who together with Sanatkumara (another rsi), 

s-aid that the brahmana and ~at:riya ought to act together 

and that the king might rightly be styled as Atrl had done. 

King Vainya, then, richly rewarded Atri - a thousand maid 

4. Rv. V. 39, 5; 67,5. 

5. Mbh. I I I. 185 
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servants, hundred millions of gold (coins), and ten Bharas . 
of gold. Having ~iven this wealth to his sons, Atri retired 

to the forest. 

This myth highlights some important issues related to 

the Atris. Firstly, Atri is seen discoursing with Gautama as 

to who is to be styled the foremost of sovereigns. 

Ultimately, he has his sa-y in the argument, sinc·e even 

Ka~yapa opines that it was the ruler of the earth (in this 

case raja~~i Vainya) and not lord Indra, who was the 

forem-ost of monarchs. Secondly it is significant to note 

that the und~rlying idea behind this disc-ourse is to stress 

the unity of brahma~~with K~atriyas. They sh-ould ~act 

together. it is emphasized. For this reason, it is necessary 

to regard the king as the master of the subjects destinies, 

the purpose being to promote due regard for kings. Further, 

amity between the two higher classes, the brahmanas and 

Ksatriya was imperative for the growth of social harmony. 

Also, in this section of the narrative, Atri is seen to 

cultivate the friendship of king Vainya. though we cannot 

ascertain the historicity of the ~tory, yet what is 

important is to note that the sages often found it difficult 

to live in isolation. Poverty, or some other personal need 

compelled them to approach kings and ask for the latter's 

favour. The myth of Atri and kina Vainya seems to be new to 
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the epic and we do not find it mentioned earlier. 

In the Vedic literature, the Atria as a family probably 

stood in close relations with the Priyamedhas 6 and 

perhaps also with Gotamaa 8 and Kiksfvatas 9 . . 
7 

Ka~vas , 

Further, in a Rlgve~ hymn of the fifth Ma~~ala, 
• 

the 

rivers Parusnr and the Yamuna are mentioned in connection 

with the Atria- a contention which leads u.s to presume that 

the family was spread over a wide extent of territory. 

To return to the Mahabharata, in the Pavan-Arjuna-

Samvada of 
; 

the Anusasana Parva is a legend about Atri is 

narrated, where he is seen playing a crucial role in a 

battle betw-ee-n the Gods and the Da-navas. 

It is said that once the gods and the Dinavas were 

fighting each other in the dark. Rahu pierced both Surya 

(the sun) and Soma (the moon) with his arrows. The gods 

repaired to the brahma~~i Atri, who becoming the moon and 

the sun, dispelled the darkness and burnt the Asuras, who 

were nov slain by the gods ! In this tale, the sage Atri is 

6. Rv. i. 45. 3; 139,9. 

7 . Rv. i. 118,7, v. 41 '4. 

8. Rv. i ' 183,5. 

9. Rv. . 143,1. 
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shown helping the gods against the Danavas and securing the 

former's victory. 

To sum up the clan of Atria is shrouded in myths in the 

Hahabh~rata and appears to lack historical certainity, a 

view which is reinforced by the evidence of the vedic 

literature where the clan is portrayed as a mythical one. 

Regarding the le·gend.s a.sso-ciated with the Atria, the 

important ones have been narrated in order to point out the 

various traits of the sages of the clan. They are shown as 

follovin~ and revering the Vedas and as being pious and 

virtuou.s seers.At on-e place Atri is seen discoursing about 

the pre-eminance of the king, thereby stressing the need for 

everyone, incl u.d in~ the brahama~as, to respect and honour 

their monarch. In turn, king Vainya is shown patronising the 

sage by lavish gifts. 

In still another section of the Mahabharata, Atri is 

found accomplishing extraordinary deeds as assisting the 

gods in their fight against the demons. Hence, whereas in 

the former myth, the sage, was interacting with kings and 

rsis in the latter narrative, a totally different aspect of 

his character is discuRsed, viz., his relations and nearness 

to the gods. The former myth highlights Atri's learning 

argumenative skill and ideas regarding kin~ly power and the 
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latter shows him performing extra-ordinary feats. These 

references to Atri do not find a parallel in the earlier 

literature. 

The Atris do not occupy a large space of the epic, 

neither do they seem to interact with the actual 

protagonists of the Mahabharata. They are mentioned in some 

legends, where they are shown playing a crucial role. Such 

legends purport to deivate from the main narrative and show 

the Atris interaction with gods, Asuras, kings, and rsis. 

Significantly, Atri tbe follower of the Vedas, finds 

miUltion among the rsis who are named Citras'ikhandins 10 in ,. . 

the Mahab.harata i.e. a11l-ong the first p-e-rso-ns who had 

composed a comprehensive code of conduct to regulate the la-w 

and maintain order in society. 

1 0 . Mbh. X I I . 3 2 2 . 2 6-2 7 . 
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I -
THE VISVAHITRAS 

An eminent clan of the br~hmana is that of the 

Vis'vamitra.s. Vi~vamitra is the name of a rsi 'w'ho is 
1 ··f-,:11) - . 

mentioned in the Rlgveda • and to 'w'hom the tbFid nandala is 

attributed by tradition. In one hymn2 of the Rlgveda, 'w'hich 

appears to be Vi~vamitra's O'w'fl composition, he praises the 

_ I I 

rivers Vipas (B~as) and Sutudrr (Sutlej). There he calls 

himself the son of KuSika, and se--ems u-nquestionably to be 

the helper of the Bharatas, 'w'hom he mentions. The hymn 

states that the tribe, engaged in a raid, apparently came to 

the rivers fr-o:m the eas-t. Anxio'us to cro.s.s th--em, t-h-ey fo-und 

the rivers in l -high flood, but Visvamltra, by prayer, induced 

the 'w'aters to subside. The same feature appe_ars to be 

ref erred to in another pa-ssage of th-e ~l.gv-e-da. 3 

The Vi~vamitras are mentioned in several other passages 

of the Rlgveda 4 , and are also designated as a family by the 
~ 

K I. k 5 term us1. as. 

1. As a son of Kusika in RV. iii 33,5; as Vi~vamitra in 
iii. 53,7.12. 

2. iii. 33. Lud'w'ig, Transalation of the ~ig Veda, 3, 121, 
thinks the hymn too poetical to be a real composition 
of the reputed author. 

3. iii. 53, 9-11. This hymn is probably later. 

4. iii. 1,21; 18,4; 53, 3. 

5. RV. iii. 26, 1.3; 29, 15. 
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Looking at the l1ahabharata, we find that the Viavamitra 

occupy a sizeable space in the epic's narrative. He is also 

/ 

knovn as Gadhija (son of Gadhi), Gadhinandana, Kusika (the 

grandson of Ku,ika), different 

synonymous reflect the various traits of the sage Vi~vamitra 

- that he vas the son of Gadhi, the grandson of Kusika, and 

an ascetic of deep learning. The manner in vhich this 

descendant of the royal family of the Kusikas embraced 

brahtnai)ism, has already been dis~ussed (see Vasistha.s for 

the hostility btveen and Visvamitra and 

Visvamitras had de.prived Vasistha of his children. Though 

born as a K~atriya he be<:am_e a brahmanC\. throu.gb his 

penances-. 

The Adiparva narrates an interesting legen-d regarding 

ViS"vamitras. Visvamitra, after attaining brahmanhood, 

created the river Kausikf for hls ablutions. There, his 

vife, during a famine was maintained by the raja~~i l1atanga, 

who vas living as a hunter. (It is ad·ded that l1atanga was an 

ancient king who lived as a hunter in consequence of his 

father's curse. He maintained the vife of Visvamitra and 

Vi~vamitra became his priest). Therefore, when the faJAine 

I 

vas over, the story goes on, Visvamitra changed the name of 

the river into Para and performed a sacrifice for l1atanga. 

It is said that Indra himself, from fear, came there to 

drink Soma! 
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The greatness of the sage is further talked of when it 

is said that Visvamitra, in anger, created another world and 

;' 

a series of Naksatras, beginning with Prati~ravana and 
' 

gave 

, . 
protection to Trisanku (an ancient king), who was cursed by 

his guru. So great ~as his strength that he could burn the 

three worlds by his splendour and by a kick cause the earth 

to quake. He could sever Heru (the m-ountain) and hurl it 

away at any distance. He could go rou-n-d the earth in a 

moment and eve-n Yama, Soma, the maha~~ is, the Sadhyas, the 
. 5" 

Visva!'oH:Fas and the Valakhilyas (short-stature~ rsis) were 

all afraid of his prowess. To him Indra sent the Apsara 

l1enaka, w-h'<> distu.rbed his p-eAances. 

Visvamitra be.gat a daughter on Henaka, whom she 

abandoned on the banks of the Mal inf in the valleys of 

Himvat. The child was found and reared by rsi Kanva who 

called her Sakuntala. 6 

So, we see that there are some similarities between 

Vedic literature and the l1ah~bharata account with regard to 

the Visvamitras. For in.stanc e in both pla-ces, V i~vami tra 

mentions hisancestry by alluding to Ku~ika. Further, in the 

Vedic account the Visvamitras are seen to be located near, 

the rivers Beas and Sutlej (Vipa~ and Sutudrf) and to be in 

6 . I"'bh. I . 71 . 
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close association with the Bharataa, helping the latter in 

their tribal wars. 

In the legend of the AdipaLVd. JUtit narr·ated, lhe 

/ -~~ 
greatness, might and the awe inspired by the ~~i Via~' is 

referred to. Ue are also informed of his relations with two 

ancient monarchs - Hatan-sa and Trisahku, both of whom, under 

, / 

a curse sought the protection of Visvamitra. Visvamitra, in 

turn, also acted as the priest of Matanga. tJhether the kings 

were actual histocial figures is not known but the 

Mahabharata portra.ys Visvamitra as having cordial reltions 

\.lith them as well as helping them in distress. 

In this legen-d Visvamitra is said to be feared by 

everyone including the gods for his extraordinary prowes-s. 

So much were the gods terrorised that In.dra decided to lay 

temptations before the ascetic so as to disturb his penances 

and break his might. 

In the Adiprava, Vi~vamitra is called the son of Gadhi, 

the king od Kanyakubja, who was the son of Ku§ika. He is 

referred to as a 'foe- subdueing dharmatma' and then the 
H~~ 

story of his hostility with Va~istha is recounted· in this 

section Vi~vamitra is associated with the place called 

K~nyakubja, whose kin£ he was till he became an ascetic. 
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In still another passage from the Adiparva, ve see 

Karna being mocked by Bh!ma for being a low:caste person 

Duryodhana retaliates to this insult, and in anger says that 

even low born people were worthy of combat since the 

attribute of a K~atriya is strength. Therefore even Kan~a, 

being a brave warrior was eligible to fight. He further says 

that some K~atriyas later became brahmanas and in this 

connection gives th-e example of Vi~vamitra who abondoned his 

kingdom and throne for a life of penances, hardships and 

t . t. 7 aus er1 1es. 

In this case, a reference to sage Visvamitra is brought 

in indirectly in the narrative to emphasize that fighting 

wasnot the prerogative of K~atriyas alone. According to 

Duryodhanay any b·rave man could be a warrior, irrespective 

of his caste. 

To proceed with Mahabharata for references to the 

ViiJvami tras, the greatness of the sage is again alluded to 

in the Vanaparva where it is said that by bathing in the 

tirtha of Vi~vamitra one is said to achieve the status of a 

br~hmana. 8 The Ku,ika aJrama of Visv~mitra was said • to 

destroy al~ evils. Bathing in its evil-erasing waters, the 

8. Mbh. III. 83.139, III. 84.131. 

7 . Mbh. I . 13 8. 11-14 . 
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pilgrims obtained the merits of a great R~jaauya yajna. This 

asrama ~as later visited by Yudhisthira. 

It is further said in the same parva that the Kauaiki 

~as very sacred, since it ~as here that the great ascetic 

Vi~vimitra attained brahmanhood. 9 So a deep veneratiort is 

felt for the sage by the epic bards, ~ho regard every place 

associate~ ~ith him as sacro~ant. The Vanaparva goes on to 

say that in Pancala is a forest called Utpala, ~here 

Ku~ika's descendant Visvamitra and his son performed many 

Yajnas. There, seeing proofs of Visvamitras superhuman 

powers, 

ancestor. 

Jamadagni's son, Para~uram\ sang praises of his 

It is also stated that In kamy-aka Kusika' s 

d~scendant Visvamitra drank soma with Indra, gave up 

K~atriyahoo~ and proclaimed hims.elf a brahmatp..· The idea of 

Visvamitras association vith Indra is found in the Vedic 

literature also, where he is called a proteg~ 
L\LL C~:i 

~hom he had an interview aeca't~ to 

- 10 
Ara~yakas. 

of Indra ~ith 

the ~igveda 

This story points tovards Vi~vimitras association with 

the Pancala territory, sin-ce there his and his son are 

supposed to have performed many sacrifices. Another region 

by the name of Kamyaka is also introduced to show 

9. Mbh.III. 87.13. 
/ 

10. Aitareya AYanyaka. ii. 2,3; S~nkhayana Aranyaka, i.5. . ~ 
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Vi~vamitras proximity with the king o£ the gods, Indra. 

However, the moat ai~nificant aspect of the story is 

Pat"a~uramaa admiration (or Visv~mitra a theme which is 

echoed in the earlier literature a.s well. 

In the Ve-dic literature Vi~vamitra becomes, like 

Va~i~~ha, a mythical sa~e usually11 mentioned in connection 

with Jamadagni. 12 

Further, the Mah~bh~rata says that Vi~vamitra act-ed as 

the priest of king Sud~s and as the hot~ priest at the 

sacrifice of Hari£candra. In Camparison the Vedic literature 

shows him as the hot~ priest at the sac-rifice of / ' SunaJ:se-pa, 

whom he adopted, it is said, and to who·m he gave the name of 

D - 13 R d · V · ~ - · 1 . . h k. S d-evarata. egar J.ng J.sva.m.J.tras re at1ons w1t 1ng u as, 

it is said that he was at one- tim-e the Pu.ro-hita of Sudas. 14 

but he seems to have been deposed from t.hat post, to have 

joined Sudas's enemies, and to have taken part in the 

onslaught of the kings again2t him, for the hymn which talks 
5~'~-

of ~~~ triumph has reference to the ruin Vi~vamitra 

brought on his allies. Hence, Vi;vamitras association with 

king Sucla.s is an idea which ha.s been taken over from th-e 

11. RV.iii. 53,15,16; tJeber, Ind~che Studien, 1, 117. 

' 12. AV'i. IV. 2 9 , 5 
Vi6vamitra). 

(Jamadagni is often associated with 

13. Aitareya Brahma~a vii.16. 

14. RV.iii. 33, 53. 
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VE:dic lito?r-ature and incorporato?d in the epic. The 

difference in both the accounts is regarding the patr-on 

vhose priest Vi~v~mitra is supposed to have been vho is 

Hariscandra according 

according to the Vedic account. 

The purpose of this discussion is to highlight those 

passages in the Mahabharata vhere the clan of Visvamitras is 

mentioned. Therefore, the atterept is to focus on their 

activities, their claims as seers their teachings as well as 

the importance of the myths related to them. In this 

connection, it would be useful to cite a section from the 

Udyoga parva. In this passage, entitle-d 'Galavacharita, 

Visvamitra is once again juxtapose-d \Jith his traditional 

rival, Vasistha. 

It is said that in order to try Visvamitra, who vas 

then engaged in ascetic austerities, Dharma, in the form of 

rsi came to his hermitage, feigning himself 

hungry. Visvamitra prepared the food and upon being told by 

Dharma to wait for him, bore that food on his head, himself 

subsisting on air. He waited in this manner for a hundred 

years. Ultimately Dharma accepted that food \Jhich was still 

warm and fresh and called Vi~vamitra a Vipra rsi whereby he 

became a brahama;! 15 

15. Mbh. V. 106.1-27. 
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In this myth, Vi~v~mitras claim to being a Vipra rei is 

justified and his fortitude and patience is praised. Even 

Dharma had to relent before the sage's preaeverence. 

The greatness of rsi Vi~vamitra is emphasize-d 

repreatedly through myths and stories in the epic. The 

Sa~aparva sets forth several stories .regarding the strug_gles 

of Vi6vamitra to attain brahmanhood. Their intended lesson 

is that brahmanhood was held to be a privile-ge of birth, 

except when superhuman efforts were made by the favour of 

the gods to obtain its advantages. 
I 

sz---1 lj(\ 
One 16 ~ I of the stories of ~parva narrat e_s th-e enmity 

of Visvamitra with Va.Si~!ha, and sh-o-w-s the acute hatred 

which Vihvamitra felt for his rival and p-eer. It is said 

that a great en-mity arose between Vi~va1llitra and Va~i~~ha, 

due to their rivalry in respect of ascetic austesities. 

Vasistha's hermitage was in Sth~nut!rtha, on the bank of . 
SarasvatT; and on the opposite bank was Visvamitra~ holy 

place. In the days of yore Sthanu had practised penances, 

and having performed a sacrifice and worshipped the 

Sarasvatr' he had established that t f"rtha and there the g-od-s 

in days of yore had installed Skanda. 
y-~ 

Sarasvat1, the ~ Vi~vamitra by his 

In that tirtha on the 

penances, disturbed 

16. l1bh. IX. 41,42 (Vasi~~haparvaha - 'The carrying away of 
Va~istha5. 
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Va~istha. Everyday both challenged each other in respect of 

/ -
the superiority of their penances. Then, Visvamitra ordered 

the Sarasvat1 to bring Vasi~~ha into his presence that he 

might say him. The river washed away one of her banks _and 

bore Vasistha away and informed Kau~ika about his arrival 

but while the latter was looking for a weapon, she quickly 

bore Va~istha back to the bank. As a result 
; -

Visvamitra 

curse-d her, sayin-g that her current shou-ld be changed into 

blood which is acceptable only to the Raksasas! 

Due to Vi~vamitras curse, we are further told, 

Sa.rasva.ti flowed for a. vhole year, b~aring blo-od mixed vith 

water. However, Sarasva.tf" once m-ore got b-ack her o-wn prop~r 

condition when som~ munis, on a tTrthayatra (pilgrimage) to 

the Sara.svat1 s~-eing the water mixed with blood and h-aving 

learnt the cause worshipped the SaFaevatF. ~-~\~ _I.J"\~"'- i''-",-.;:,_ ... ,<.:".e-0 

(~ ~\1. ~~ ..__J_ ~ ~Y(1..A\~ 

The purpose of this myth appears to be two fold to 

highlight the conflicts between Visvamitra and Vasistha, and 

to point out the potential force of Visvamitras words. He 

was a seer who had achieved greatness through s~vere 

penances. Hence the power of his words is demonstrated when 

as a consequence of his curse the river Sarasvat1 flowed 

with blood mixed in her waters. Vi£vamitra's curse had 

rendered her impure and defiled the sanctity of that 

trrthaa. The curse could be revoked only by the pious munis 
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who propitiated Mah~deva and purified the river. 

An interesting anecdote comes to li~ht in relation -to 

the various activities of Visvamitra as seen in the 

The underlyin~ the:me of the tale is the 

injunction of how a brahmana said live when there is 

terrible distress around (Santiparva). Bh1sma cites the 

sto-r·y of the discourse b~tween rsi Visvami tra and a Cand~la 
• • 

in a hamlet inhabited by Cind~las. 

Once, during a famine and afflicted by 

Vi~vamitra ate up the haunch of a dog's m-eat, despite 

repeated protests from the C~~ala. However, he justified 

his action by saying that even the most prohibited of acts 

(like theft, eating of unclean and impure fo-od) were allow~ 

to a brahma~during a period of crisis. Vis·vamit-ra said in 

his defense that it is the duty of brahaman~to behave like 

Agni, that the Vedas are fire and at times, the fire becomes 
I 

a consumer of everything. He mentioned that 
'(~ 

Agastya, 

when hungry ate up the Asura Vatapi. Visvamitra further 

elabora}es that a brahma~ who behaves thus, could afterwards 

destroy all his sins by his penances and acquire success. 

/ 

In this lH~f.md, Visvamitra is seen giving a free hand 

to the brahmanas to do as they pleased in times of distress. 

He feels that they would never be censored by the gods if 
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they committed a sinful act, out of a need or compulsion. 

To move further in the epic, a section of thE: AnuS'asana 

parva states the merits acquird by fasts. It is said that 

there is no penance superior to fast; by fasts the godB 

became denizens of heaven and the rsis attained to the 

highest success. To ill~strate this point the examples of 

/ 

two esteemed seers are given-that of Visvamitra and the 

Bhargava Cyavana, sages who are said to have attained to 

heaven through fasts. 

I' 

Similarly, in the Asvamedhika parva it is said 

a-bstention from injury, contentment, p-roper conduct, 

sincereity, penances~. self-restraint, truthfulness and gifts 

are each eq.ual in point of m-erit to sacrifice. Having made 

gifts of articles lawfully acquire-d, Visvami tras have 

attained to high success. Therefore, people should try to 

emulate the great sages like 

" brahmal}as, K~atriyas, Vaisyas 

, -
Visvamitra. 

" and Siidras 

Those among 

who betake 

themselves to penances and who purify themselves by gifts 

and other acts of righteousness, proceed to heaven. 

It is clearly brone out by the two passages cited above 

that the Hahabh~rata often indulges in imparting teachings 

to its readers by £ivin£ the examples of eminent brahma~as. 

Through this medium, general rules of conduct were laid down 

for the people to follow and thus foster social harmony. 
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While discussing the brahma~~clan of 

in the Mahabharata, we are struck by the occurrence of a 

detailed genealogy of the sage in the Anusasanaparva. This 

section of the narrativ~ not only gives a g~nealogical 

history of the Vi~vamitra clan, it also talks of the legends 

surrounding Visvamitr~~itF&'s birth. 

It is said in. this pa·rva that king Ajam.f~ha wa·s 

succeeded by his son, Jahnu. (Jahnu is a significant king in 

this royal line since legends show him as one who got Ganga 

for his daughter). Jahnu's son was Sindhudvf"pa, who was 

follo\ol.a<l b·y Balaka_;va_ After h.i.m Vallabha became the king. 

Vallabha was succeeded by the famous Ku~ika whose son ,,,_as 

the illustrious Gadhi. Gadhi, bein~ childless d~sired a son, 

and reparied to the forest where the b-eautiful Satyavatf" was 

born to him. 

The legend goes on to state that Bhargava Cyavana's son 

Rcika, asked for Satyavatt's hand in marriage. But as he was 

poor, Gidhi required of him as a dower one thousand white 

horses, having one black ear. Rcika obtained these from 

Varu~a and gave them to Gadhi. 

Afterwards, Rcika granted a boon to his wite Satyavatf . 
that she should have a son. Satyavatr related this to her 

mother (Gadhi's queen), who prevailed upon her to obtain a 
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son for her too. Having promised them both a son each, ~cfka 
'/_.}U_/ 

OJ) v D-;1\ WJo..._ 

told the mother to embnce an aoPa.tba tree, and Satyavat1 an 

' I 
udumbara tree, and each of them to eat a certain 

(sacrificial offerinr, consecrated with hymns. Nov, 

happened that Satyavati's mother exchanged both the 

'caru' 

it so 

trees 

and the carus. ~ctka had placed the entire brabma~a energy 

in SatyavatT's caru, and the K~atriya energy in that of her 

mother. But when he learnt of the exchage affected by 

Satyavatf's mother, he prophecied that the mother would give 

birth to an excellent brahmat:a, and Satyavatf to a 'terrible 

K~atriya. However, Satyavati begged her husband to let, not 

her son, but her son's son, be such. She prevailed upon him 

to transfer the Ksatriyahood to her grandson. As a result, 

by the favour of ~cfka, she g.ave birth toJamadagni, and the 

wife of Gadhi to the Brahmarsi Visvamitra, versed in the 

Vedas. Vi~vamitra attained to the state of a brahma~a, and 

became the founder of a race of brahmanas. Regarding the 

progeny of Vi~vamitra , 
I 

it is said that he begot As!aka on 

Madhavl the daughter of the legendry king Yayati 

(Udyogaparva). Later in the epic, a Madhucchanda is refered 

to as a son of Vi~vamitra (Anu£asanparva). 

Uith the help of this legend we can reconstruct the 

genealogical chart of the Vi~vamitras. 
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Satyavatr 

Gad hi 
I 

I 
Visvamitra 

I 
Sindhudvipa As taka Madhucchanda 

I 
Balikasva 

I 
Vallabha 

I 
Ku~ika 

Gadhi 

. 

This legend regarding the birth of Vi~vamitra is a 

very important one in the Mahabharata, for i t• traces the 

origin of Visvamitra , tells about the unusual circu.m.stances 

in which he, and a scion of the Btt:gu race, Jamadgui were 

born, and also how the K~atriya attributes were transfered 

to Jamadagni 's son Para~urama. The lege-n-d e-nables u.s to draw 

a connection 
I,.J~ 

bet the two eminent brahmana clans of the 

Bh~gus and the Vi~vamitras. The following chart illustrates 

this contention. 

~ll_f ~ .~ 1 a!"!_ 

Rc1ka (a descendant) 

I 
Vi~varnitra Satyavatr - married to -- Rc1ka 

I 
Jamadagni 

I 
Parasurarna 
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To ;;uw up, .it has been set~ll lhal Vi~vamitr·a 

common figure, trow the Vedic lite~ature onwards 

Mahabh~rata. He is also often mentioned as . 1 7 a rs1. , . 
to 

In the epic Visvamitra is represented as a king, 

is a 

the 

who 

becomes a brahmana. There is no trace of his kingship in the 

~gveda. Elsewhere, his father, Kusika is called aking. The 

Aitareya - 18 L , Brahm.ana refers to 5unah•sepa as . . succeeding to 

the lordship of the Jahnus, as well as the 'divine lore' 

(daiva veda) of the Gathins. (Gathins are descendants of 

Vi~vamitras) ""- , - 19 I The Pancavimsa Brahmana m~ntions Visvamitra 

as a king. However, there is a view that there is no real 

trace of the kingship of Visvamitra it may just be a 

legend, with no more foundation at most than that Viilv~mitra 

was of a family which once had been royal! 

In the epic accounts, Vi~v~mitra emerges as aKsatriya, 
~ 

belongin~ to the royal house of the Ku~ikas, centred at 

Kanyakubja. In another reference to this clan, it is said 

that in a forest of the Pancala territory, Vi~vamitra and 

17. Aitareya Ara~yaka, ii.2,1. 

Aitareya Brahmana, vi.18, 1; 20, 3 . . 
Taittiriya Samhia, ii, 2,1,2 . .. 

18. vii. 18,9. 

19. xxi. 12,2, Ludwig;franslation of the ~!g Veda 3,121. 
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his son performed many sacrifices. In contrast, the ~g Vedic 

hymns sho~ Visv~mitra's proximity ~ith the region ground the 

rivers Beas and Sutlej. 

Moreover, in the Vedic literature Visvamitra lS 

associted ~ith th Bharatas, and seems to be their helper in 

the various tribal raids. The Vedic literature also sho~s 

/ / 

him as the hot~. priest at the sacrifice of Sun~sepa, ~hom 

he later adopted and named D-evarata. On the other hand the 

Mahabharata says that Visvamitra acted as the priest of king 

Sudas, and as the hotr priest at the sacrifice of 

Hari£candra. Other legends in t-he epic link him to kings 

like Matanga and Tri~anku - ~hose historicity cannot be 

established. 

There are some myths in the Manabharata regarding the 

Vi~vamitras ~hich are simply borro~ed from earlier times. 

For instance, Vi~vamitra's reference to himself as Kau~ika 

(a descedant of Ku~ika) is found repeated in the 

Maha:bharata, as it ~as in the Vedic literature. In both 

places, this synonym is applied to Vi~vamitra, to emphasize 

his association ~ith the royal family of Ku~ikas. 

Further, the myths regarding Vi~vamitra's relations 

~ith kin~ Sudas also apear to be developments of earlier 

stories. The Vedic evidence points to~ards the sage's being 

the Furohita of king Sud~s. and to have aided him in times 
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of war. Thesame idea is found reflected in the Marlabharata, 

for the latter, too, shows Vi~vamitra acting as the priest 

of king _ii"udas! 

Vi£vamitra's association with Jamadgni and his son 

Para£urama is talked of in the Mahabharata and appears to 

have been influenced by the Vedic narratives. In the Vedic 

literature. V
. I- . 1svam1tra very often is mentioned, in 

connection, with Jamadagni. Similarly in a passage of the 

Vanapaf"va, it is said that Jamadagni's son, 
/ ~ 

Parasurma, vas 

an ardent admirer of his ancestor Vidv~mitra. That the tvo 

were related to ea-ch other has b-een proved by a legend 

containe-d, in the AnuS"asari'parva. where Visvamitra's sister, 

SatyavatT, is shown to have been the mother of Jamadagni, 

whose son Para~urama was. 

.. 
Vi6vamitra is portrayed as a venerable rsi in the 

• I 

Mahabharata. This idea is echoed in the earlier literature 

also, where the sage's learning andpenances are talked of: 

However the Vedic. literature is not very certain regarding 

the kingship of Vi~v;mitra. There certain passages which 

" -express the view that Visvamitra may not have been a king 

himself, although he may have hailed from a family which 

once had been royal. Nevertheless, the Mahabharata le~ends 

emphatically state that rsi Vi~vamitra was a K~atriya turned 

brahmana. Being a powerful king, commanding a large army, he .. 
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came into conflict with the sage Va~istha. ViS'vamitra 

realised that Va~istha's spiritual knowledge and yogic 

t>\rv rv, 
presence were much superior to his ~ physical prowess as a 

king. Consequently, becomin~ disenchanted with Ksatriya~ . 
hood, he renounced his kingdom to lead the life of an 

ascetic. 

The sage Vi~vamitra is portrayed in the Mahabharata to 

wield immense power both spiritual and physical. His words ,. 
had acquired a potent force, adn his curse was capable of 

leading to eternal damnation. There are several myths in the 

epic who sho~ that not only men, but maharsis, gods and the .. 
Asuras, were afraid of Vi~vimitra's powers. He performed 

extraordinary feats and baffled the entire creation. Such 

was the terror instilled by him, that even Indra could not 

remain unaffected - he sent the nymph Menaka to disturb 

Vihb~mitra's penances; and at one place in the Mahabharata, 

it is said thea lndra himself came to attend Vi~vamitra's 

sacrifice, and drank soma with the rsi!! (Adiparva). 
" . 

The myths reaarding Vi'v~mitra's association with Indra 

have continued from the Vedic times. In the Vedic, 

literature, Vi~vamitra is refered to as Indra's protege, and 

as being on cordial terms with the god. 
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Vi~vamitra is seen engaged in var·ious activiLies in the 

epic. At some places he is shown performing religious 

sacrifices, with his sons, at others he claims to be a 

vi pra.rsi and a legend is narrated to show how he obeyed the . ' 
command of Dharma, with patience and forbearance and earned 

adulation from that deity, His greatness as a seer is 

stressed repeatly through out the epic. It is said that 

ViJvimitra is among the sages who reached heaven by 

practising righteousness, penances, keeping fasts, and 

adhering to Dharma and truthfulness. Frequently in the 

Manabharata, moral lessons are imparted to the readers by 

adducing the exam-ples of high souls such as Vi~vamitra, and 

the people are advised to emulate their lives, and thus lead 

a pure and sin-free life. 

So the Vi~vamitras seem to occupy a considerable space 

in the epic. The sa~e is mentioned on several important 

occasions. There are also a number of myths attached to this 

clan, which highlight various traits of the rsi, reflect his . ~ 
spiritual excellence and show him in action with men as well 

as d i vi n i t i es . 
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THE VITAHAVYAS 

The Vftahavyas is another brahmana clan. But in the 

Mah~bhArata, the Vrtahavyas do not appear as a clan. Rather 

ve find an individual, king VI"tahavya, being talked of. It 

is significant to note that king vrtahavya later b~came a 

brahmana and gave up k~atriyahood. Hence, the Mahabharata 

does not consider the Vftahavyas as a proper clan, but it 

discu~sess the activities of a king of that name. 

Before taking up the evidence provided by the epic in 

this connection, let us go back to the earlier literature to 

find any clue regarding vrtahavya.s. 

Interestingly, Vftahavya a-ppears as the name of a 

prince vho is mentioned in the Rgveda, 1 along .. vith 

Bharadvaja, an-d a-s a contemporary of Sudas. 2 Vftahavf.ya 

figures in this section of the Rgveda as closely connected 
• 

vith the Bhrgus. 

In the 3 Atharvaveda, V1tahavya appears as connected 

vith Jamadagni and Asita, butit isclear that the legend 

there has no value. It is possible, thou.gh n'Dt certain, that 

1. Rv. vi. 15, 2.3. 

2. vii. 19,3. 

3. vi. 137, 1. 
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~ ~ ;.\)/(' ') 4 5 
he was the king of the ~~inayae. In the Yajurveda Samhitas 

/ 
a VTtahavya Srayasa appears as a king, he may be identical 

with the vrtahavya of the ~gveda, or belong to the same 

1 ine. 

So VTtahavya is a prince in the early Vedic literature, 

\Jbo is s~1d to have been a contemporary of Sud~s. and is 

associated W'ith the Bhrgus and the sage Bharadv~ja . . 
Ue will now turn to the Mahabharata to see what the 

epic has to say regarding the Vftahavyas. 

The Mahabharata narrates the rivalry between the 

Haihaya and the Ka'i kingdom, and the legend aobut how 

Vrtahavya became a br'ahmana. (Anusasanaparva, Chapter 30) 

In this section of the epic, Bhisma is seen telling 

Yudhisthira that long back, Manu while righteously ruling 

his subjects, 
I 

obtained a son Saryati, in whose race were 

born the sons of Vatsa-the kings Haihaya and Talajangha. 

Haihaya orVTtahavya had a hundred heroic sons and all had 

studie<i the Vedas and the Dhanurveda. 

Simultaneously, we are informed about the kingdom of 

which was a powerful rival of the Haihayas. In Ka§i, 

4. Hille brandt, Vedische Mythologie, I, 105. 
v 

5. Taitt+r1ya Samhita, V.6,5,3 . .. 
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in power (he was the grandfather of 

Divodasa). The sons of king Haihaya invaded ka§i and slew 

king Harya~va. After him, his son Sudeva, was made the king 

of ka~i. The hundered sons of Vitahavya once again attacked 

and defeated him in battle. 

After Sudeva's defeat his son Divodasa came to the 

throne of Kasi. It ls said that the was a powe~ful king, and 

at Indra's command, he built the city of V~ranasi between 

and the Southern bank of the Gomati. However, the 

Haihayas again attacked Divod~sa, who fought valiantly, but 

lost, and fled to the retreatof rsi B.haradvaja. The sage .. ' 
performed ~sacrifice for Divodaa:>-in consequence of which an 

illustrious son Pratardana, was born to him. The latter was 

a brilliant child, who had mastered the Vedas, as well as 

the Dhanurveda. 

The leaend goes to say that Divod~sa ordered his son to 

march against the sons of V1tahavya. Pratardana slew all the 

sons of vrtahavya. King VTtahavya fled to the retreat of the 

sage Bh;gu, and was followed by Pratardana. The latter 

ordered Bh;gu tosurrender king VTtahavya. Bhrgu replied, . 
tactully, that there was no K~atriya inhis hermitage that 

only brahmanas were present there 
• 

vrtahavya therefore 

became a brahma~a in consequence of Bh~u's statement and 
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Pratardana returned, having satisfied that he had forced his 

enemy to abandon K~atriyahood. 

Hence, we notice that the legend regarding the Kaatriya 
• 

vrtahavya's association with the Bh;gus, has continued from 

the Vedic times into the Mahabharata. In the Vedic 

literature, V.ftahavyas figures as being on intimate terms 

with the Bh~gus, a theme who is repeated inthe epic. In the 

epic, the myth regarding VItah.avya and the B-h!~us is further 

developed firstly to give a detailed background of the 

Haihaya dynasty and the royal house of kasi and we are then 

told how, pursued by his enemy V~ahavyas ~as forced to 

become a br~mapa. In other words the strange circu~stances 

are highlighted, in the epic myth, which made Vftah~ya, 

renounce his kingship and accept brahmanhood. 6 

The 
eptc 

myth in the~elaborates to give a genealogy of the 

race of Vftahavyas, and mentions some of his prominent 

descendants. The following is a chart of the members of 
I 

vrtahavyas family. 

6. 
~ 

Maha~rata XIII. 30.1-67 (Rajasir durlabham prapto 
brahmanyan). 
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Saryati 
I 

I 
Haihaya/Vftahavya 

't 
Grtsamada .. * Sutejas 

* Varcas 

t 
Vihavya 

t 
Vitatya 

t· 
Satya 

t 
Santa 

Santa 

I t 
Sravas 

t 
Tamas 

~ I 
Prakasa 

_t 
Vagindra 

\I 

1 . 
Pramatl. 

i l" \uu.,. tt" ,, ~.f i:.<. fl..,.::: - L-Ruru - tc \\..l.:.l..,'- . l v"' •I \ -~ 

' l {""'x tf\L \ J 
Suriaka ( ~~~' ~L~\. 

I ~ \ ~~~"~ V·<'-yi\ 
Saunaka · 

Therefore, Vitahavya is the name of a mythical kl.ng in 

the Mahabh.arata and the legend concerning him shows the 

manner in which he be<:ame a brahmana. As yet V!tahavya h_ad . 
not developed into a proper br~luaa~a c.l.an. So the myth 

related to the king vrtahavya focuses on his dynastic 

rivalry with thekings of ka~i,. and his ultimate acceptance 

of brahmanhood, which was brought about by theexigencies of 

time ie his transformation from a king to a rsi . . . 
Some of the well-known brahma~as who were Vltahavya's 

descendants were, Pramati who had mastered the Vedas and 
I 

Vedangas, Ruru, Sunaka (the son of Ruru and Pramadvara), and 
; 

the f~i Saunaka. 
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THE VENAS 
• 

Among the brahma~a gotras there are names of mythical 

Ksatriyas and kings, like V!tahavya and Ve~a. These figures . 
later be~ame the founders of brahma~a clans. Ho~ever, in the 

Mahabharata they a~encountered as individuals and the focus 

of the narrative is ontheir political and social activities. 

Ue are informed, through various myths, how a certain king 

had to give up his K!atriya profession, and embrace 

brahmanhood. Hence when we are discussing the Veryas or the 

VItahavyas in the Mahabharata, it is an individual who is 

being studied, for the clAn by such name was formed later. 

The first reference to Vena is found in the 

Anukra~ika parva of the ~-diparva. Sanjaya, while consoling 

Dhrtadistra ~ho was grieving for the loss of his sons in 
• 

war, mentions several kings, of the past who died leaving 

behind huge wealth and lifetimes of pleasure. Vena is among 

..-... 1 
the kings mentioned by Sanjaya. 

Another reference to Vena is found in the Adiparva 

itself. The narrator Vaiiampayana, is talking about the 

birth of creatures from Manu the primeval being. He says 

that all human beings,the brahma~as, K~atriyas and others 

had sprung form Manu. The brahmana sons of Manu devoted . 
1. Mahabaharata I. 1.232. 
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themselves to a study of the Vedas. Others, 

Iksvaku, Saryati became Ksatriyas. 2 
~ ~ 

like Vena, 

From these passages, we infer that Vena was a king of 

considerable repute he was powerful as well as wealthy. This 

contention is further confirmed, by the evidence of the next 

parva. 

He-re, N.arada is seen d-escribing the hall of Yama to 

Yudhisthira. U'hile discussing the grandeur of the celestial .. 
assembly, _and the host of powerful pers.onages who att ent ed 

on Yama, Nara~a m~tions king Vena. 3 

If we lo-ok at the Vedic literature, w-e will find that 

Vena o~curs in one pass£& of the ~gveda4 as 

patron. P:thavana, found in the same passage, 

a generous 
~,\\.} k tl. 

m"t'at ... 

synonym, and Parthya in the following stanza of the hymn, is 

perhaps his patronymic. 

Compared to the Vedic tradition, the Hah~bharata gives 

a more detailed account of the activities of this king. Both 

the Vedic and the ftahabha~ata account are agreed on one 

aspect reardina Vena that he was a king exercising 

\W. 
2. Haha~rata I. 75.14-16. 

~ 
3. Hah~e.&arata II. 8.14. 

4. X. 93, 14, Ludwia, Translation of the Rla Veda, 3, 166 . 
• 
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consider-able power-. In the ~~ntipar-va of the epic emer-ges 

the tr-ue pictur-e of the king. He is descr-ibed as a slave of 

wrath and malice. Due to his ar-r-ogance, he was slalnby the 

rsis. The legend elaborates to say that the maharsis bored 
0 , .. . 
the right thigh of Vena - form wher-e emer-ged a terrible 

creature, who was the progenitor- of the r-ace of the Nisadas. 

The sages then bored Vena's r-ight hand; thence spr-ang a 

person who was a second lndr-a in for-m and was acqu.a.Lnted 

with the Vedas. This vas Pr-thu, the son of Vena. In contr-ast 
~ 

to his father, Prthu ruled the countr-y with fairness and 
• 

justice and was m-uch praised by the people, the rsis and the .. , 

g-ods. 

Hence, Vena, the haughty monarch. was punished by the 

sages; who put an end to his arbitrary rule, and installed 

his son on the throne. 

So the Mahabharata projects Vena as a king. The 

tr-ansfor-mation of Vena from an individual to a pr-oper- clan 

must have been effected at a later date, when people would 

have started using the name of their- patron king, as their 

gotra name. 
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I 
THE SUNAI<AS 

A brahmana clan is that of the ~unakas. In the Vedic . 
literature we find that the term 'Saunaka' is applied to 

Indrota, 1 and a ~aunaka-Yaj~-a or Saunaka-sacrifice occurs in 

the I<au~Ttaki Brahmana. 2 In the Chandogya upani~ad, 3 an 

/ 

Atidhanvan Saunaka appears as a teacher. So in the Vedic 

tradition, Saunaka (descendant of Sunaka) appears as a great 

authority on grammatical, ritaal and oth~r matters. 

Sunaka figures as a rsi a 

follower of Bhrgu. He is said to be the son of Ruru and 

Pramadvara. 4 In the Sabha parva, 5 S.u.naka is men:t:ione:d among 

th~ rsis who were present in the pa,lace of Yudhi~~hira, 

when, the latt~r entered the palace~ after havin€ fed ten 

thousand brahmanas. 
~ 

Hence, the brahmana clan of Saunakas seems to have 
0 

attained the form of a clan later than the composition of 

the l1ahabharata; since in the epic, the 

emerge as a group or a family of seers. 

individual rsi, 
G ' 

Sunaka, who is talked of; 

reference is very brief. 

1. 
2. 
3 . 
4. 
5 . 

Satapatha Brahma~a, xiii 5,3,5; 4,1. 
i v. 7. 
i. 9,~ 
l1ahi~Jata I. 5.10 
l1aha~ata II, 4, 15. 

Saunakas do not 

{6._~c:_\' 
Rahter, it is an 

and here to<> the 
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THE HUDGALAS 

Another, singificant brahmana clan is that of the 
• 

Hudgalas. In the Vedic literature, Hudgala figures in an 

obsure hymn of the Rgveda, 1 variously interpreted . by 

Pischel 2 and Geldner, 3 as telling of a real chariot race in 

~hich, despite difficulties Hudgala ~on by his ~ife's aid. 

But the tradition seems to be me-rely a gue.ss at the meaning 

of an obscure hymn. 

The scholar Bloomfield has inte-rpreted this legend as 

one of heavenly, not of human, events. Hudgala, p~obably a 

variant form of ttud--g-ara, 4 ~ho in the lat-er language m-eans a 

hammer 1 ike 'Ue-apon, may be mean-t as a pe--rsonf icat ion of the 

thunderbolt of Indra, rathe-r than a real man. Late-r, 5 

l1udgala appears as a mythical sage. 

-~ The l1aha~ratadoes not have to say much regarding the 

l1udgalas, except that in the Vanaparva, the story of a pious 

rsi of that name is narrated. 
~~----------------------
1. X. 102. 

2. Vedische studien, 1, 124. 

3. Ibid, 1, 138, 2,1-22. 

4. According to Geldner, Ved~che Studien, 2,1 Indrasena in 
X. 102, 2 is the name of l1udgalani but it sense, 
'Indr~s bolt rather indicates the mythical character of 
the passage. 

5. Atharvaveda i.v 29, 6. 
Lud~ig, Translation of ~aveda, 3, 166, 167. 
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In this section of the epic, ~si Vyasa pays a visit to .. 
the Pandavas in exile, and tells them the sto~y of Hudgala. 6 

Hudgala was a dharmatma, who lived in Kuruksetra. He 

w~ a truthful and self-cotrolled sage. He lived ve~y 

humbly, subsisting on the left ove~s of g~ain of the othe~ 

people. Yet he always entertained his guests very Lavishly. 

~udgala diligently, performed all the sacred ~ituals too, 

/ / . . 
like the Darsa and the Pau~amasa sacr1f1ces, wherein, it is 

said, that In-dra himself, i_ncluding the othe~ gods, pa~took 

of the food offe~ed. H-u-d-gala gene~ously fed hundreds of 

b-rabmanas, while him-sel £, he Lived on the food that remained ,. -

after the g-od-s and the T&St.s h-ad eaten. 

Durvas-as, the v-rathful rsi, h-e-a-rd of Hudgala's fame and 
- * 

ca-me to test the brahmana, uttering insults and abuses . 
• 

However, Durvasa's harsh behaviour could not agitate Hudgala 

who remained courteous and hospitable, not giving in to 

anger. Durvisas was pleased, and rewarded Hudgala with a 

place in heaven for his charitable disposition ! 

The legend continues to say that ftudgala, 

decided against going to heaven. A philosophical discourse 

unfolds itself, and we are told that the heaven has certain 

disadvantages also. In heaven, while reaping the fruits of 

6. Hah~ba~rata. III 260.1-36. 
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one's acts, a person cannot be engaged in any other act, for 

1 d h f f ·t· 7 Aft this wor d is one of acts, an the ot er o ru1 1on. er 

a person has entirely exhausted one's merit in heaven, he is 

subj~t to a fall. He is then agitated by emotions. But by 

the reason of their merit, such people take birth among men, 

then they attain to high fortune and happiness, while, if 

one cannot acquite knowledge here in heaven he comes by an 

inferior birth. Th-e purpose of th-e phl~os-ophy is to impress 

upon the reader the fact that even heaven suffers from 

certain defects; and that a person who never gets agitated, 

attains to heaven through his own kno~o~led-ge and good deeds. 

Hence, Hudgala r-etire-s to the retreat of Vis-nu, for a quiet . . 
life of contemplation and yoga. It is said that engaging in 

meditation, he, at last. att.aine-d t.o the sup-reme state of 
----~ _j\-~---..l-'-

per f ect ion, through the use of .Jl: 'Cil Yoga. 

The aim of the rsi Vyasa by narrating the story of .. 
Hudgala was , apparently, to comfort Yudhistbira ~o~ho wati 

grieving for his lost kingdom. Vyasa explains that sorrow 

follows joy, and joy follows sorrow in a man's life. Hence 

the sage was confident that after the expiry of the 

thirteenth year of exile, Yudhisthira would get back his . . 
kingdom. 

7. Hahab•harata. III. 261.1-52. 
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Moreover, it is important to note that Mudgala is as 

yet talked of as an individual rsi. He is a mythical 

character, ~ho seems to be introduced in the epic so as to 

provide a deviation to the actual narrative. Mud-gala's story 

is brought in to serve a purpose - it affords an opportunity 

to rsi Vyasa to relate a philosohpical discourse, and also 

to console the distressed Pandava. There could have been no 

better ~ay to dispel Yudhistthira's gloom than to cite a 

story ~hich had a moral to it-that good men andgood deeds 

never go unre~arded. As Mudgala attained supreme bliss for 

his charity and generosity, so ~ould Pindavas ~in ba~k their 

kingdo-m. at the end of th.e period of exile. 

The leaend surrounding Mudgala appears to be ne~ to the 

epic. It finds no parallel in the earlier literature, ~here 

Mudaala and his ~ife, are seen engaged in a chariot race. 

The only association, if any, ~ith the former legend, 

be the relations dra~n ~ith Indra in both the cases. 

could 

Some 

shcolars on the Vedic literature have interpreted the legend 

(of the chariot race) as one of heavenly events, and have 

likened 1'1-u-dgalas to a personlfiction of the thunde-rbolt of 

Indra. In the Hahab•harata legend also, it is said that 

Indra himself came to attend the sacrifices performed by 

Hudaala and partook of the offerinas. Hence,~e see that 

lnboth the versions, vedic and the epic, Indra is someho~ 

brouaht into the myth, and associated ~ith rsi Hudaala. 
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THE KANVAS 

An impo~tant b~ahmana clan is that of the Kanvas. The 

Mahabha~ata gives some info~mation in this connection but 

fi~st let us examine the vedic evidence with ~ega~d to the 

Kanvas. 

Kanva is the name of an ancient ~~i. ~epeatedly 

~efe~~ed to in the ~g Veda and 1 
late~. 

descendants, 2 the Kanvas, a~e also often 

His son and 

mentioned, 

especially in the eight book of the ~gveda, the autho~ship 

of that book as well as pa~t of the fi~st, being att~ibuted 

to this family. Th~ kanva family app~a~s to have been 

conne-cted with the Atri family, but not to have been of 

g~eat impo~atance. 3 In one passage of the Atha~vaveda, 4 they 

seem to be definitely ~eer,e1~do=d with lw~Lility. 

In the Mahabha~ata, Ka~va seems to have been a ~si of 

some impo~tance. In the Adipa~va, we a~e told that Du~yanta 

ente~ed the he~mitage of Ka~va, a g~eat ~si of Ka~yapa's 

~ace. Kanva is he~e ~efe~~ed to as an "all-vi~tue-

possesso~". 5 / 

In the same pa~va we see Sakuntali telling 

1. ~gveda. L 36, 8.10, 11, 17,19. 

' I 2. As Kanva~ (in the plu~al), Rgveda, i. 14, 2.5. 

3. Hilleb~andt, Vedache mythologie, 3, 285. 

4. Av. ii. 25. 

5. MahAbah~~ata I. 70, 30. 
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Du~yanta about her father Kanva - a virtuous and a vise 

mahatma ascetic. 6 The story of Sakuntala's birth (she vas 

the daughtter of the sage Visvamitra and the apsara Menaka), 

and her subsequent adoption by sage Kanva is narrated in the 

7 next chapters. 

The sage Kanva is shown later as the priest of Bharata8 

I 

(SakuntaLi' s son by Du~yanta, and the founder of the Kuru 

dynasty). He presided at the yajna which Bharata performed. 

The king gave one thousand gold coins a.s Kanva' s daksina 

(this is repeated in the Dron~ Parva later). 

Not m-uch is kno\Jn about the s-age Kanva after this, 

excep~ that h~ is mentioned amon~ the rsis \Jho come to see 

Yudhisthira after the war was over; or among the ~~is, \Jho 

payed their respect to Bhi~ma, when the latter lay on a bed 

of arrows in the battlefield. 

Hence, in the Mahabharata, Ka~va is portrayed as a 

venerable r~i-a tradition vho has continued from the Vedic 

literature. However, in the earlier-literature, the Kanva 

family appears to be associated with the Atris, whereas in 

6 . Mbh I . 71 , 1 4 . 

7. Mbh. I. 71.18-41, I. 72.1-19. 

8 . Mbh. I . 7 4 . 12 9 . 
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the Kanvas a~e shown to be intimately 

~elated to the p~ogenitor of the Kuru royal family, Bha~ata. 

Rsi Kanva was theprecepto~ of king Bharata, who was the 

famous ancesto~ of the P.indavas and Kauravas. 

B~sides, there are some more b~ahmana clans 1 ike the 

Ha~itas, 
I 

V~nuvriddhas, Virupas, Vadh~yasvas and Samk~tis. 

The Mahabharata provides no~or very scanty information, 

about these brahmana clans. 

/ 

Harita is mentioned as a muni, inthe Moksadharmapa~va 

I 

of the Santiparva. There is no mention of the VishJ~iddhas 

in the epic. Vir~pa is mentioned as a rsi, a son of A~giras. 

Interestingly Vir~pa fig-ures as an Ari.giras in the 9 
~gveda 

also. He is m-entioned t'Jice in the Rv, and certain hymns a_re 

also atrribute-d to him. The Mahabharata doe.s not divulge 

anything more than portraying. Virupa as an Ai1girasa. The 

next br~hmana clan, that of the Vadhrya~vas, also does not 

seem to emerge as a clan or a family of seers in the 

Mahabharata. Vadhrya£vas is the name, in the ~gveda, 10 of a 

prince, who is called the father of Divod-as.:...and an energetic 

supporter of the firecult, as was his son after him. He is 

also mentioned in a long list of names in the Atharvaveda. 11 

9. i. 45,3; viii. 75,6. 

1 0 . V i . 6 1. ;1 X • 6 9 , 1 . 

11. iv. 29,4, Hillebrandt, Vedische Mythologie, 1,97. 
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The myth of a Vadhrya~va being a prince in the Vedic 

literature, continues down to the Mahabharata, where we are 

told 
/ 

that Vadhryasva was an ancient kin~. He is said to be 

present in the palace of Yama, when that celestial mansion 

is being described (Sabha parva). Ue do not gather any more 

. . / - -deta1l regard1ng the Vadhryasvas from the Mahabharata. 

Lastly, the brahma~a clan called the sa~~tis doe$ not 

figure in the epic. 

c <~-~ 
There is only a passing ref to a king called Rantideva, 

who is said to be the son of S~~lti and vho is supposed to 

have attained to heaven by his liberal gift giving and 

generosity. 

Regarding these brahma~a clans, it should be r~~bered 

that they developed into full-fledged clans much later. The 

Maha~harata focuses on them as individuals. However, it is 

possible that the followers of these sages, would have 

adopted the name of their patron king and placed it as 

their clan or gotra name at a later date. 
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THE BR.A-HAMANA CLANS IN RELATION LTITH-
~ 

KSATR!YAS IN THE riAHABflARATA . 
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Chapter II 

THE BRAHMA~A CLANS JN RELATION UITH KSATRIYAS IN THE 
l1AHABHXRATA 

The Brahmanas occupy an important place in the society 

depicted Traditionally, the 

superiormost caste of the caste of the Hindu society, the 

Brahman.as are seen to exercise considerable inflt:1-e-nce on 

the course od developments in the epic. 

The Mahabharata repeats the Vedic myth of the origion 

of castes. Yet, it does conceive a state of society when no 

caste existe-d. It is said that pe-ople fell from p-e-nance and 

righteousness, and \Jere therefore distribute<! into castes. 

In a passage in the Mahabbarata where the learned 

seers Bhr;gu and Bharadvaja are engaged in a disco-urse on 

religions and philosophy, it is stated that there is no 

fundamental distinction between the four orders the whole 

world, at first, consisted only of brahma~as, who were 

created even before gods and demons. Then, those endowed 

\olith courage, severity, \olrath, and unmindful of piety and 

\o/Orship became K~atriyas. Those who combined goodness with 

passion, 

/ 
Vaisyas. 

and took Lo agriculture and cattle-rearing hearne 

Those who had fallen from purity of conduct, who 

were addicted to untruth, cupidity and malevolence, and 

I 

engaged in all kinds of occupations bacame Sudras. The 
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differ-ent castes ver-e enjoined to follov differ-ent 

pr-actices. A br-ah. roa~a should study, officiate at 

sacrifices, pr-actise self-r-estr-aint and live in pover-ty. In 

the Hahabharata, teaching is one of the pr-incipal duties of 

the brahmanic or-der-. In the epic they ar-e sho~n teaching the 

militar-y ar-ts to the Ksatr-iya pr-inces. The Ksatr-iyas, on the . . 
other lan-d. s~ould e:ngage in var- fare, 

an<i ceaseles-sly profe-ct th-e people! 

dis_play their- pr-over-s 

These ver-e the injunctions laid down in the 

with r-egar-d to the behaviour and occupation of 

ea-ch caste. It should noted that the society as depicted 

in the epic, appear-s to be dominated by the two elite gr-oups 

viz, t.he brah:ma.nas and K~atr- i yas - or- the 'twice-b-orn' 

ones, one forming an aristocr-acy of le-ar-ning and religion, 

and another- of arms. 

In this chapter-, an attempt is being made to study the 

br-ahmana clans in r-elation vith the K~atr-iyas. In the 

pr-evious chapter-, the eighteen clans of the br-ahmanas have 

been examined. It has b~en seen hov they figur-e in the 

Hahabhar-ata, the activites and claims of the seer-s of each 

clan, their- teachings and the myths sur-r-ounding them have 

been studies. The effor-t has also been to focus on the 

visibility of the diff er-ent clans in the Hah~bhar-ata. 
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The social order being hierarchical in the Mah~bh~rata, 

the state had to see that the four varnas observed their 

Dharma. The brahma~as, belonging to the different clans 

were by all means a privileged class. 1 They were always to 

be protected. 2 One who do~ so earns glory3 and . 4 mer1t 

and goes to heaven. 5 it was the king's duty to make 

arrangements for their livlihood. 6 The Mahabh~rata asks 

the people to respect 7 the brahma~as, the n~ver to kill 

them. 8 The Mahabharata wants a king to pay spe-cial attention 

to them, because if annoyed, they could prove to be 

dangerous to the state. 

Th~ practical side of tne problem sh~ws that the 

K~atriyas actually paid special atte-ntion to the brahmanas 

1. Mbh. XI I. 73. 31-32. 
X I I I. 159. 8-11. 

2. Mbh. XI I. 212. 16-17. 
XI I. 189.36. 
XIV. 43.17-19. 

3. Mbh. XI I. 7 4. 21. 

4. tlbh. XII. 78. 28-JU. 
XI l. 77.32. 

5. Mbh. XI I. 71.23. 

6. Mbh. X I I I . 61.14-16. 
X I I I . 159. 8-11. 

7 . Mbh. XI I. 142. 36.38. 

8. Mbh. XI I. 27. 3-7. 
v. 82.17. 
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(though ~xc~ptiona ln thia r~gard ar~ also present) king 

is said to have killed his son because a brahmana 

wanted to eat him, and because it was considered incumbent 

upon a kin~ to do whateve-r a brahmana desired. 9 Similarly, 

Jarasandha is shown to hav~ cordially receive-d and welcomed 

some br~hmanas even if they ca1B-e in the midnight. 10 But this 

behaviour was to be meted out to the deserving 

only, and not to the unodu.t i ful 11 ones. 

brahman as 

These were certain rules and norms of behaviour which 

were formulated in the epic, to serve as a guide to the 

people. All the classe_s in society and specially K~atriyas, 

were enjoine{;{ to re-spe-ct the brahmar:as. As co:mpared to t.he 

other caste.s of the Vai~yas and Sudras, the K:satriyas held 

more p<>"W-er, prestige an-d au-thority. Very often, the king 

proved to be so strong, so as to overshadow the greatness 

and sanctity of even his royal priests. Hence, the K~atriyas 

wielding enough power, and being in a position to take 

action and decisions regarding the affairs of the state, 

were instructed by the epic bards to look well after the 

bdihmanas and to arrange for their livlihood. To desist any . 

9. Ill. 198. 

10. I I. 21.36. 

11. XII. 56. 26-30; 77.33. 
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monarch from doing otherwise, it was stated that ifs the 

K~atriyas protect the brihma~as they earn fame. in this 

world and merit in the hereafter. 

It would n<>w be useful to discus-s some rules of 

connubium and commensality of the br~hma~as with regard to 

other Varnas. 

In e:xamlning th-e Mahabharata, we find a very decided 

social and poe-tical exaltation of the branmal}a Va.r~a, in 

reltion to the others. Various fabrications were meant to 

se-cure to the brahmana veneration and awe. 
t 

The s-ociety having beco1!le rigid in matters of caste, 

it w.a.a but natural t.o see that the highest varl!a enjoyed the 

maximum esteem and privilege in society. The brahmal}a was 

considered the 'first-born' by nature (agra janma), the 

'twice-born' - dvija, the 'deity-on-earth' (Bhudeva)by his 

divine status and the intelligent one - vipra, by his innate 

comprehension•. Such is the exaltation of this caste that we 

find suicide being declared a less heinous crime than 

Brahmaclde (k~lllng of a brBhmaQa), for w.nich there is no 

atonement. 

While studyina the epic with a view to understanding 

the relations of the superiormost class of the society, with 

the lower varnas, we come upon many interesting facts. At • 
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some places, the br~hma9as are found to adjust with them 

amicably, at others, to insist and impress upon them their 

distinctness and uniqueness. 

In the Vanaparva, we get an example of the brabmana 

peacefully co-existing with the lower varnas. It is said 

that all the varnas strictly observed the institutes of 

their own castes. Sacrificing (for one's self), givin-g of 

gifts, learning the Vedas, are said to be common to the 

brahma~as, K~atriyas and the Vaisyas, while sacrificing for 

others, teaching, and taking alms belong to the brahmalfa, 

protection of the people was the duty of the Ksatriyas. 

In the same parva we find another episode which is the 

illustrative of the relations of brarunanas with the 

K~atriyas. King Nahu~a had been turned into a serpent by 

the curse of rsi Agastya,for his haughtiness towards the 

sage. Nahu~a, who was then a serpent, was found by 

Yudhi~~hira, and in the conversation that followed between 

the two same of the principles of caste, as affected by the 

progress of Indian society are brought forward. 12 

Yudhisthira answers the serpent's queries regarding who is 

a brahmana and what is knowledge. He says that a brahmal!as 

is one in whome there are the virtues of truth, liberality, 

12. John Uilson - Indian Caste, Vol. 1. 
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forgiveness, innocence, austere-devotion, compassion and 

wrathlessness. "-But it these virtues are found in s a sudra, 

and not in a brahma~a, then that ~udra is worthy of honour. 

Yudhisthira aays very emphatically that a person in wbome 

the mark of virtue is seen ls a br~hma~a. and the person in 

whom the mark of virtue is not seen, is a ~udra ! ! 

The king-turned-serpent due to a br~hmana's curse, 

furthe-r goes to say that if virtue is m-ost important in a 

man and only he is a brahmana whom his conduct makes such 

then caste is on no avail, until deeds are superadded to it. 

Yudhisthira further confirms this idea by saying that a 

brahmana is one who aims at purity of conduct. So, we find 

that at some places in the epic, certain forms of objections 

to the superios-ity of the brahmana and the elevation of 

caste by birth are raised. This passage shows an 

enlightened attitude towards humanity - that person should 

be respected who deserves to be respected due to his deeds 

(karma) and not because he is born a brahmana. 

In dire<:t contrast, we find the Bhagavadgita 

emphasising the maintenance of caste barriers and 

denouncing var~a-sankara (mixture of classes). 

As brAhma~as were supreme in the sphere of religion 

and philosophy, the k~atriyas were considered masters in 

polity and administration. Therefore the king, who, in 
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Hindu political speculation, means the government, or even 

the state, was no ordinary mostal it was said that 'the king 

is the foremost among men, as Agnihotra is the foremost 

among Vedic sacrifices, as Gayatrr is the foremost among 

metres and the ocean foremost among waters ! However, even 

the best of kings need the great intelligence and sound 

counsels of ""'~ a well-born brah, endoved with wisdom and 

humility, to guide the king in every matter and lead him to 

prsperity. The brahmana points out the duties which the 

king is to observe it is said in the 1'1ahabharata that if 

the K~atriya and brahma~a fight each other, ruin overtakes 

the kingdom. lf brahmana abandon k~atriyas, education, 

prosperity and sacrifices disappear. K~atriyas who abandon 

brahman as become impure in blood~ Both are cotRPl e11tentary to 
• 

one another, 
1\. 

the 1'1ahabhrata stresses, and augment each 

others growth. 

The king was enjoined to perform sacrifices13 , since 

its performance l "b t k" f h" . 14 1 era es a 1ng rom 1s s1ns. In a 

passage in the I 15 
Santi parva , Arjuna, recognising the 

importance of yajnas, tells Yudhisthira that if a king does 

13. XII. 20.5. 

14. III. 33.78. 

15. XII. 8. 35-36. 
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not perform a sacrifice, then the sine of the kingdom 

become his, whereas if he performs a horsesacrifice with 

lavish presents hie subjects, become cleansed of their 

sins and are sanctified. Such a kin" "ains immense merit in 

this world and in the next. He also earns fame and attains 

salvation by performing a sacrifice. Else where too, the 

- ~ 
Mahabhrata presents many examples of the .performances of 

yajnas by kings, like, Yudhi~~hira 16 , Gaya17 , 

Srnjaya19 , Soma20 , and Yayati 21 . 

The sacrifices were often performed on the advice of 

and with the assistance of the brahma'l}a priests. A-part from 

a-cquiring religious merit and fame, th.ose like Raj.asuya and 

Asvamedha were actually aimed at t.he attainment of 

political supremacy. ffence, in the Anusasana parva, Bhis_ma 

is seen advising Yudhisthira to perform Yajna and offer 

dana 22 . 

16. I. 1. 130. 

17. III. 95. 19-20. 

18. I. 96. 1-2. 

1 9 . VI I. 69.10. 

20. IX. 43.4 7. 

21. I. 75.41. 

22. X I I I. 59. 20-21. 
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From the legends preserved in the epic, it will be seen 

that the brahma~a clans, very often, entered in matrimonial 

relations with the Ksatriya families. For instance, the 

Cyavana is said to have married, Sukanya the 

/ 

daughter of king Saryati. In an interesting legened we are 

told how youth was restored to the old and decrepit Cyavana 
, 

by the gra.ce of Asv ins, and how he perf orm.ed a sacrifice for 

the latter where, despite the stiff opposition of Indra, 

A~vinAs were allowed the promised libation of Soma juice. 

The sage ~fcka had married Satyavatr, the daughter of 

king Gadhi of Kanya kubja and .the siste·r of the famous 

Vis-v.ilni tra. In a 1 egend which is very oft en repeated in the 

t'lahabh~ata, ~ are told hov it came about that Visvamltra 

who was of minal&d brahma~a and K~atriya parentage was 

born in the K!atriya family, though endowed with brahmanic 

qualities, while his nephew Jamadaani, under similar 

conditions was born in the brahma~a caste with K~atriyan 

qualities. Similarly Jamadagni's wife Re~uka, was, likewise, 

said to have been a princess by birth, beina a daughter of 

kina Prasenajit of Ayodhya. Kence the brahmana clan of the 

Bh:gus was definitely associated, matrimonially, with the 
/ , 

Ksatriya families of Sa¥y~ta, with that of Kusika, as well • 
as with the kinadom of Ayodhya. 
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Further, the Mahabharata mentions some K~atriyas who 

came into contanct with brahma~as, and became brahman as 

themselves. For instance, king VItahavya b elonged to the 

K~atriya family of the Haihayas. Circusmstances forced him 

to take shelter in the hermitage of the sage Bhrgu. He was 

adopted and made a brahma~a by the Bh;gu seer, and thus his 

- c~ descendants became Bharagvas. 

In this connection, m-ention may be made of a brahmana 

woman, who came into contact with a K~atriya. She was the 

Bhara.gvi Devayanf. 
/ 

the daughter of Sukra, who was the 

pr-eceptor of the Asuras. The e-pic narrates the interesting 

myth regarding her meeting, and s-ubsequent marriage with 

the illustrious king Yayati and her bearing the sons Yadu 

an-d Turvasu. 

hence in the Hah~bharata, several of 

prominent families are seen associated with the Ksatriyas 

-either by ties of matrimony, or in a patron-priest 

relationship. Similary severtal activites of the 

rulers seem to be tied up with those of the brahmanas , 

and the latter very frequently appe-ar to be the recepients 

of their rulers benefactions and liberal domatiq;;ls. In this 

connection, it would serve the purpose to point out that in 

case of a default or error on the part of the kinQ., for 

which there is public condemnation, it is the priest who is 



seen helping the king to regain his lost respect in the eyes 

of the people. The Santiparva contains a story of king 

Janamejaya, who, assisted by the sage Indrota (probably, a 

Saunaka) went of a pilgrimage, in order to be purfied from 

the sins incurred by killing a brahmana. 23 

The brahmanas, b-elonging to the various clans, regarded 

themselves a superior to the Ksatriya because were superior 

in spiritual knowledge, while the latter was strong in 

physical power. 24 the epic asserts that the Tapa (penance) 

of the brahmana was more po\olerful than the Tejas of the 

K t . 25 sa r1.ya. Therefore the brahamana is considered to be 

the king-mak~- That person becomes a king, says the e-pic, 

whom the brah.manas wish to be so. The brahmana is 

considered to be the political asylum to the Ksatriya. 26 

However it is not to be supposed that the attainment 

of the supremen position by the brah was an affair of plain 

sailing. Sometimes Ksatriyas claimed higher status and also 

23. XII. 146-148. 

24. XIII. 34.15;58.24; 34.35. 

25. XIII. 8.26. 

26. XII. 79. 12-16. 
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paid scant respect to the brahmanas. The epic informs us • 

that the Keatryae are like herdsmen to the brahma~as, whose 

protection 27 and well-being are based on them. To cite an 

example king Arjuna I<artav1rya did not accept the supremacy 

of the brahman-a, because for protection and support they 
1 

depended upon the K~atriyas. 28 Hence, he~ highhandedly, 

carried off the cow of the Bharagava Jamadagni. 

; 

Further, the S~ntiparva say-s that the king should 

control those br~hmanas with the help of Danda 

(Chastisement) who are destructive to . 29 SOCl.ety. Renee, 

despite the traditional claim of 

the rulers rese.rved the authority to ex.ercise 

curbs on their ac-tivites a-n-d to repriman-d them for any act 

of misdemeanour. 

' 
In another passage of the epic, when Sarrni~~ha, the 

daughter of king v:af!aparava, is talking to her friend 

' 
Devayanr, the daughter of the brahman a Sukra, we find . 

brahmanas superiority mocked at and made to appepar very 

hollow. She says, "sitting in a humble place your 

(Devayani's) father goes on flattering my father (the king), 

27. XIII. 8.26. 

28. XIII. 137. 15-16. 

29. XII. 56. 22-27. 
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day, and night. You are the daughter of him, who be6ls and 

flatters (i.e. the brahma~a). I am the daughter of him who 

. 30 donatesand is pra1sed. (i.e. the K~atriya, the king). 

The Mahabharata contains a number of instances when the 

brahma:ga sage.s came into conflict with the K~atriyas. There 

are references to armed conflicts between them as, for 

example, the massacre of the k~atriyas for twenty one times 

by Pa.ra~urama. This act wa.s not motivated by any 

consideration, other than the desire to avenge the 
/ ~~7 

grue-s-o-me killing of Paraswaa'a father, Jamad-agni, by the 

Haiha~ Ksatriyas. 

The Mah"ll.hhara t a m_e.nrlons at least five diffel'ent 

versions of the causes of the mas-sacre - to take revenge 

from the Haihayas "'IH> had killed the Bhargavas for 

realising wealth from them, 31 disunion or differences of 

opinion between the two, 32 traditional enmity between 

them, 33 showing that there old were quarrels about 

presogative 
...... (....)....:;l..;'") 

between brah and K~atriyas, its intended 

lesson being the danger of K~atriyas trifling with 

30. XI I. 7 3. 9-10. 

31. I. 169 & 171. 

32. X I I I. 56.2. 

33. X I I I. 56. 4-9; 
I I I. 117. 5-15. 
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brahmanas, theft of the cow of Jamodagni by the sons of . 
Kartav frya, murder of this sage by them, 34 and lastly the 

f k . K- t - f h. 35 ego o tng ar avtrya o ts power. 

~he anhiliation of 

motivated by ~~re 
the K~.atriyas by Rama }amad.aghya was 

to capture political po'Jer. The non-

political nature of the conflict is appearent from the fact 

that after massacring the K~atriyas, he did not start a 

dynasty afte-r his name, neith-er did he occupy their 

territory, but &offered, th~se to Kasyapa, who later on, 

coronated the remQining Ksatriy~s on the thrones 36 . to rule 

over the earth. 

, 
Sacntiparva me.n-tions another strong-h-e-ade-d king who was 

chas·tised by the b~hma-r:as, king Ve~a ruled arbitrarily. 

Neglecting Dharma, he 'J.as moti.nated by the vices like Yaga 

(attachment) and dvesa (preju-dice). The murder of Vena by 

the bdihmanas .. was also not inspired by any selfish 

motive to gain power, as they enthro•ned his son Prthu as . 
king. Further, Dro~a·s armed conflict with king Drupada of 

Panc~la was based on personal grounds. After the fi~hl, king 

Drupada had to yield half of his territoYy to the former. 

34. XII. 49. 39-43. 

35. XIII. 137. 2-20. 

36. XII. 49. 60-78. 
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There are several other accounts of struggles between 

the brahma~a and the K~atriyas - a struggle aimed at 

establishing their respective superiority in the society. 

Apart from the case of king Nahusa - \ofho had ordered the 

brahma~as to bear him on a palanquin and had even misbehaved 

with Agastya muni as a result of which he had been trans-

formed into a snake due to the the sage's curse; there is 

also the instance of Visva.mitra. trying to seize the beloved 

NandinT: . (cow) of the sage Vasi~~ha.Vi~vamitra was a king, 

and on the iss.ue of the sage's cow, he enters into a fierce 

fight with Va~ist·ha. It is only later, that Visv.imitra gives 

up Ks:atriyahoo-d to embrace the life of an ascetic . 
.r 

Hence, there are numerious examples in the nahabharata 

when the brahmai}a and K~atriyas interact - either amicably 

or in enJnity. The legend of Aurva. the Ksatriya progeny 

bent on annhilating the Bbfgus, is one extreme of hatred, 

between the two varnas. 
;' 

Yet, we also come across instances, 

. 
when the br~hama~as go out of their way to help a K~atnya in 

distress. Sage Vasi~~ha delivered king Kalma ~apada from a 

curse the latter had been afflicated with and pardoned him 

for killing his (Vasi~~ha's) sons. He also, on the king's 

request, begat a son on the king's wife, queen Madayantr, 

so as to enable Kalma~apada to continue his dynasty. 
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Similarly, a Bharadvija seer is shown to have helped 
l"".,oJ·~c\.z;:._.~ 

king of Ka~i. when the latter had been driven 

away from his kingdom by his enemies, the Haihayas. The 

Bharadraja saee created, an4 unusally bright son, Pratardana 

for Div~dasa. Pratardana, eventually mana~ed to overcome all 

his enemies and recap his lost kingdo-m. 

To su:m up, the chapter intends to focus on the 

relations of the different s~ges belonging to the different 

brahmana clans, with the K~atriyas. The rules of connubium 

and comm-ensality of the brahmal)a clans wit-h regard to the 

K~xriy~s hav~ been discussed. Further, it has been seen how 

some particu~ar brahrna~aa clans, like those of the 

the Bharadvajas, the Agastyas, the Visvamitras, the 

Jama..dagnis are -coming into cont.act with various K~atriya 

~ 

families - the Kusika Ga:dhi, the Saryatas, kings of Ayodhya, 

the Ka~i king Divodasa, king Nahusa, and the Haihaya kin~ 
~ 

Arjuna KartavTrya. ~e also find interesting examples of 

Ksatriyas becoming brahmanas - of Visvamitra and Vftahavya . ' 

illustrate this point. An instance has also been cited to 

sho:wa the role of brahmana women in the epic - this is 

with reference to the Bharaavi Devayanf who marries king 

Hence, there are constant exhortations in the epic, 

especialy to the Ksatriyas, to respect and honour the 
• 
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brahroa~as; and we find the brahroa~a clans juxtaposed with 

the K~atriyas in the Manabharata. The tvo are involved in a 

relationship of friendship as vell as enmity. 
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CONCLUSION 

In this work entitled 'Brahmana clans in the 

Mahiibharata' an attempt has been made to study the eighteen 

clans of the brahman-as as they figure in the epic. the 

activities of the sages of the different clans have been 

emphasized upon. It has been seeen what the clahns of the 

various seers were, and what their teachings in the epic 

have been. Further~ the relations of the various sages with 

th-eir patrona. Kin€s have been analysised, and, wherever 

possible, an idea about their probable geographical 

location has b~-n given. Also it has been th~ coustant 

effort to in-dicate the various Parvas of the Haha.bhcrrata, 

vher~ the s-ages of dlffer~nt clans make their app~arance, 

and to comme-nt on th~ir insibility in the Hah~bha:rata. 

The brahma~as claim 
bi ..... ~ 

their descent from lh heme, the 

Creator. According to the legends given in the scriptures, 

seven Brahmarsis arose from the Sacrifice .. instituted by 

Brahma. They were Bh:gu, Alngiras, Marici, Atri, Pulaha, 

P 1 d V I. ~ 1 I . 1 u astya an as1s~wa. t 1s said that Pu aha and Pulastya 

became the orginators of Raksasas and Pis~cas, while 

Va~istha died an early death to reappear again as a 

desce~ndant of Harici. 

1. Thaneswar Sarmah - The Bharadvajas in Ancient 
Delhi, 1991 

India, 
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It is said that Bh~gu, Anigiras, Marfci and Atri were 

responsible for the existence of the seven seers (sapta~l!i) 

and Agastya, as the eighth. These eight seers were the 

ancestors of many o~er seers. 

The Bhrgus emerge as a dominant b£a.htR.ar:a clan in the 

epic., There are several myths surrounding the Bhargavas, 

which are s-pread all through the e.p.ic. which sho'w' the sages 

a.s arrogant and re-v-engeful like the 

Bharagava Rama. A number of episodes relating to the 

Bhargavas are found in the epic, like the Aurvopakhyana 

CArll) • the Kar Liolv It· yopakhy~na ( Vana), and the 

I 
Uttankopa.khyana (Asva-me.dha). 

After examining the Bhargava references in the epic one 

cannot help concluding tha~ the epic seems to have been 

compiled under a strong Bhargava influence. Since there have 

been constant additions and inter polations with the epic 

body it is possible that the Bhargava redactors had almost 

come to believe in the various myths and legends surrounding 

the Bb~ra.gavas. and ha-d introudced their myths to glorify 

their clan. 

The sage Angiras is shown in the Mah~bharata as the 

proaenitor of the race of Bharadv~ja's and the Gotamas. He 

is depicted as the founding father from whom sprang these 

two eminent clans of brahmanas. 
"' 
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The Bhradv~jas clans emerges as an ancient and reputed 

one in Mahabharata. Its antecedents can be traced to the 

Vedic litreture, where Bharadv~ja is known as the son of 

. 
Brhaspati Angiras - a contention which is found repeated jn . 
the Mahabharata. Th~re are several myths surrounding this 

clan in Mahabharata; some are simply or repitition fro-m 

earlier times and others seem to be a modified form of an 

earlier myth. The Bharadvajas association with the royal 

house of Kas i, sp-e-cially vi th king Div•dasa is one suc-h 

instance of an elaborated myth in the Mahabharata. 

The Gotamas are seen to occupy a consederiable space in 

11ahabharata. The long-est number of referenc-es are found in 

the ~di Parva, vhile the others are scattered in the epic 

and are not very many. Gotama's connection vith An~iras-es 

find a parallet in Vedic litreture. Most of the 1 egends 

associated with the Gotamas in the Mah~bharata portray them 

as seers, enjoying a high regard and esteem of the people 

as result of their piety, devotion and penances. 

In the Mahabh~rata, rtsi Ka£yapa is mentioned as a 
' . 

naharsi - one of the founders of the .or- igional four- gotras 

(Bhr-gu 
c 

Angria, 
, . 

Vasestha and according to 

Mahabharata). He is pr-aised as master of Yo~a and a 

pr-oaenitor- of all creatures. 
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The Va~isthas amer~e as a powerful clan in the 

Maha.bharata. Their antecedents can be traced back to the 

Vedic litreture where they are frequently mentioned. 

The clan of Vaistha's is portrayed to develops close 

ties with a number of Kfatnya families - the Kur~s. the 

Iksvak\\ king Sam Varana, ~king Kalmasapada and the Kusika . . 
Vihvamitra. Very often the Vasi~~has; are shown to have 

dev-e-lo-ped intimate relations with their roy-al patrons. 

Rsi Agastya is show in the epic as a fiery sage, as 

the brother of Va~istha and as tht:! s-on of Mitra and Varut;a. 

The Sages are portrayed as tough, powerful and hau-ghty 

person-ages in the epic, feared by their foyal patrons for 

their wrath (refer to story of Nah~a). 

After studying the Agastya clan in MahAbharata, it is 

seen that the clan is in no way directly related to the 

actual activities of the dynasties of Kauravas and 

Pandavas. A narration of its sages, their exploits and feats 

are brought in by way of digression and do not actually have 

a bearing on the political events in the epic. 

The clan of Atria is shrouded in myths in Mahabha.rata 

and appears to lack a historic•al certainty. This view is 

reinforced by evidence of the Vedic litreture, where the 

clan is portrated as a mythical one. In the Mahabharata the 
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Atria ara shown as followers of Vedas and as being pious, 

virtious seers. At one place in Mahabharata, a sa~e of the 

clan in shown being partonized by king Vainya and honoured 

for his wisdom and learning. 

A very important clan in Mahabharata is of the s~ge 

Vi~vamitra. The sage is seen as engag~ in various 

activites in the epic. At some places he is shown performing 

reltgio:i\.s sacrifices, at other he clailt\cS to be Viprarsi. The 

l'1aba.bhiirata portra.ys V i~vami tra as thepr i est of king Sudas. 

Visvamitra's association with Jamadagni and his son 

ParaS'-urama, is also ta.lke<l of I in the epic. In a passa.ge of 

the Vana Parva it is said that Parasu.-ra~was an ardent 

admirer of his a·ncestor Visvamita. The epic is repeltte with 

instanc-es to show the greatn-es-s of Visvamitra and portray as 

a venerable rs i. 

Among the brahmana gotras, there are some names of 

mythical K~atriyas and kin-gs like VItahavya and Vena./ 

Vrtahavya figures in the ~lg Veda as closely connected with 

the Bhrgus. In the Mahabharata, there is a legend about how 

Vftabavya becAme a brahmana. It should b-e ·- remembered that 

ancient kings, learned in the Vedic lore, became famous as 
y 

sage,s 
1 

in whose name, the fire was to be invoked to carry 

offerinas to the aods even by brahma~as, who came aaes after 

them. V!tahavya and Vena are not his historical but mythical 
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, 
figures. The brahmana clans of Sunakas, Mudgalas, the 

Kal}vaa, the atatitaa, Vi~nuvriddhas, the Virupas, th~ 

/ ""'~ A Vddhr~yaa~ and the SamkAftis do not appear as proper clans 

in Hahabharata. They are shown as individuals kin~s, 

or pio~s [Si, who are ~urauing their won activities 

in life. The myths related to them 1n the Mah~bh~rat~ 

highlight their activities as individuals. Therefore we 

lnf~r that the formation of a br~hmana clans of this na.me 

was a development of a later date a-nd had not been affected 

by the time of Mahabharata. In all probability their 

followers, wh.ether Bh-~rgavas or A-flgirasas, adopted the name 

of th.eir patron king as their got~ or class name at a 

daf'te. 

In the second chapter, the relations of the sages 

belonging to different brahmana clans with K~atriyas have 

been discussed. lt is seen that, sometimes, the brahmanas 

and the K~atriyas are engaged in fierce animosity - Agastya 

and king Nahu~a, sage and Vi~vAmitra, and 

/ 

Parasurama and the K~atriyas. There are also cases when the 

brahm~as ar~ related matricmonially to sp.ecific K~atriya 

families, for instance, Jamadagni married the princess of 

Ayodhya, Bhargava~ Cyavana married Sukany~ (the 

daughter of kina Saryati) and the sage Rlcika married 
• 

Satyavat i, the daughter of king Gidhi of K~nya kubja.Hence 

the rules of connubiun and coomensality of the brahma~a 
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class with the regard to other Var~as, specially the 

K~atriyas, have been discussed. 

Some brahma~a clans, like the Ksyapas, the Atris seem 

to b-e associated purely with legendary stories. 

Though some brahmana clans 
•· 

like the Bharadvajas, 

Gotamas, Va~i~~has, Vi~vamitras occupy a larger space in the 

e.pic as compareA to the others yet all the eminent sages are 

mentioned in important occasions in the epic. Further, the 

sage~ are shown to enjoy a close proximity not only the with 

the mortals but the divine fi~ures as well. And very often 

the s.ages like- Agastya and V.i~am.i tra are shown performing 

extrordinary feats. 

It is therefore amply borne out ho·w the brahmal)a clans 

have enriched the n~'labharata, through the various myths and 

legends associated with them. These serve to highlight the 

cosmic 1 spiritual and yogic traits of seers of the different 

brahmana clans . 
• 
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